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Abstract

Geometric deep learning in neuroimaging and human reward behavior

Emanuel A. Azcona

In recent years, machine learning on graphs (or networks) has gone from a niche topic

with only a few active researchers worldwide, to a heavily invested field with novel

use cases for dealing with relationships and/or interactions within complex systems

in the natural and social sciences. Traditionally, choosing the right type of model

for leveraging the inductive biases of the task at-hand is a crucial step in machine

learning scenarios (mostly supervised) because “there ain’t no such thing as a free

lunch,” as the saying goes. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in particular,

have been incredibly effective in numerous image processing problems and are be-

coming the de facto choice for considering data with grid-like topology. In a graph

setting, where a grid-like structure is not always a guarantee, it is useful to lever-

age relational inductive biases within deep learning architectures in order to build

systems that can learn, reason, and generalize from graph data. Graph-structured

data is ubiquitous and all around us; often real-world entities are characterized by
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their connection(s) to other things. Recent advances in research on graph represen-

tation learning, particularly geometric deep learning (GDL), has led to a plethora of

techniques for deep graph embeddings, generalizations of CNNs to graph data, and a

reframing of neural message-passing approaches to graphs inspired by belief propaga-

tion. By maintaining the notion of representation or feature learning, and learning

by local gradient-descent type methods, advances in GDL have led to new state-

of-the-art results in several domains, including social network analysis, 3D surface

manifold modeling, mapping/way-finding, molecular modeling, question answering,

and recommender systems.

The goal of this body of work was to provide a technical synthesis of GDL,

through some methodological foundations and a demonstration of various benefits

of GDL in structural neuroimaging and neuropsychological indicators, specifically

human reward behavior. We begin with a discussion of GDL, specifically through

GNN formulation, which has become amongst one of the fastest-growing paradigms

for deep learning on graphs. Then we provide novel use cases in the analysis of human

brain shape using 3D mesh surface manifolds to improve upon the state-of-the-art in

machine learning for the classification of Alzheimer’s disease and generating 3D brain

models that are based on phenotypic priors. This thesis concludes with a new ad-

vancement in modeling human reward behavior as heterogeneous graphs (i.e., varying

node/edge types), specifically using a portfolio of neurocognitive features to describe

human preference towards a stimulus set, which are captured using a non-operant

picture rating task across multiple distinct cohorts of human participants. Although
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comparatively nascent to other graph-based methods in the biomedical arena, the

success of deep graph embeddings provided through GDL continues to showcase

the advantages of graph representation learning in neuroimaging and computational

cognitive science.
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Preface

The first study in this text focuses on analyzing brain morphology in the context

of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and its early in-vivo classification based on human brain

shape. Specifically, 2D mesh manifolds of individual brain structures are extracted

from segmented 3D MRI volumes and used to train graph convolutional networks

(GCNs) from [3] on the AD classification task. From a computational complexity

and performance perspective, working with mesh manifolds has demonstrated to

outperform traditional 3D convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in classification

performance, along with significant improvements in computational complexity (thus

training time). This GCN experimental study uses an efficient pooling strategy from

[3] on graphs which, after a rearrangement of the vertices as a binary tree, becomes

analogous to 1D pooling.

In the proceeding experiment, a triangular mesh (trimesh)-specific coarsening

strategy is used from [4] to develop multi-scale hierarchical representations of water-

tight trimeshes which capture both global and local context by dropping vertices that

minimize quadric error [5]. Additionally, a novel convolution operator using spiral

sequence kernels on trimeshes is introduced as an improvement on the prior spec-

tral graph convolution approach with [3]. Instead of relying on transductive GCNs,

this approach is based on a message passing formulation along the spiral sequence,
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thus making it a message passing neural network (MPNN). For both approaches,

model performance is improved when compared to traditional Euclidean CNNs on

the same task in terms of both classification accuracy and computational efficiency

for model training. To provide further novelty to both approaches, a neural net-

work visualization technique known as Grad-CAM, introduced with traditional 2D

CNNs, is applied with both approaches to further support the learned classifiers.

Specifically, we generate localized interpretable heatmaps on input meshes where the

“importance” of regions on surface meshes is highlighted for particular predictions.

In other words, having a trainable classifier is good and all, but an interpretable

classifier provides much more utility in a clinical setting.

Structural measures of the brain captured using MRI can be used as biomarkers

to stage the progression of AD progression, even before clinical symptoms manifest.

In its early stages and progression, Alzheimer’s disease can act as an “invisible” illness

in a way. That is part of what makes this experience all the more necessary to detect

early on. Science and medicine have had tremendous progress in the fields of com-

bating noncommunicable diseases such as AD, heart disease, and diabetes through

multiple advances in machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI). In a 2015

article [6], Insel et al. discuss the hidden global costs of noncommunicable diseases,

which were noted by a team of scholars from the Harvard School of Public Health

and the World Economic Forum to potentially pose a greater risk than contagious

illnesses in the future. Their report predicted that the largest source of future costs
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in global health would be mental health issues; with a specificity of more than a third

of the global economic burden of noncommunicable diseases by 2030.

Personality and approach-avoidance behavior are core concepts in research on

mental health issues. In recent years, the pathophysiology of mental health problems

in adults has been heavily researched, and continues to grow with increasing support.

For example, specific forms of abnormal neural processing have been associated with

depressive symptomatology. Much of this dysfunction centers on brain circuitry

between the cortex and the limbic system. Specifically, patterns in reward and

aversion circuits, which process emotional stimuli, are seen as important biological

substrates for depression [7, 8, 9]. Approach-avoidance behaviors, measured by

human interaction with reward stimuli, may be strong indicators in predicting a

plethora of pathologies and behavioral biases in the context of reward.

In 2022, during a summer internship at Nike Inc., I had the good fortune of

getting to experiment with human interaction data, in the context of sport activ-

ity recommender systems, by analyzing athlete∗ interaction data towards a portfolio

of educational/interactive exercise mixed media. We abstracted athlete∗-workout

engagement data as interaction graphs by generalizing graphs to potentially have

varying node/edge types. In the context of this thesis, we have only discussed homo-

geneous graphs so far. By abstracting nodes and edges to vary in type, we were able

∗If you have a body, you are an athlete.
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to apply recently developed GNN tools on heterogeneous graphs, towards athlete∗-

workout-category graphs to recommend new workouts to athletes∗, by abstracting

prior engagement.

In the final half of this thesis, we apply this same principle of heterogeneity in

graphs to make predictions about humans based on approach-avoidance reward be-

havior towards a portfolio of validated emotional stimuli. The human reward behav-

ior half of this work begins with an in-depth description of the approach-avoidance

variable measures captured across three distinct cohorts of human participants. From

this work, we found that the broad set of features extracted from a simple picture

rating task provide a potential framework for summarizing human reward and aver-

sion judgements. This set of summary metrics, derived from a simple rating task on

a digital device, could characterize human preference at the big-data scale, poten-

tially across the 83.72% of the world’s population that currently owns a smartphone

[10], or the 85% of Americans with a smartphone (at least 97% own a cellphone

of some kind) [11]. The final segment of this work is aimed at making predictions

about “human” nodes within a heterogeneous picture rating graph, with the hope in

its continuation to potentially predict mental health issues based on the same reward

behavioral variables.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction to Graph Signal Processing and Geometric Deep

Learning

Abstract

Graph signal processing (GSP) is presented here from a traditional digital sig-

nal processing (DSP) perspective by drawing relevant correspondences that frame

GSP techniques as generalizations of fundamental DSP concepts. Mainly, convo-

lution on graph signals is defined to provide a foundation for graph convolutional

networks (GCNs), which are used to design the geometric deep learning (GDL)

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) classification frameworks discussed in the proceeding chap-

ters. In this work, triangular meshes (trimeshes) are used to represent the bound-

aries (surface) of neuroanatomical regions as mesh manifolds instead of 3D volumes.

Triangular meshes (trimeshes) present an efficient alternative for characterizing 3D

shape for object boundaries when compared to 3D volumes by using positional fea-

tures in an object’s native 3D space rather than voxel intensities that can differ

with varying 3D structural imaging protocols across samples collected from different

sites/devices. This chapter concludes with a foundation on message passing neural

networks (MPNNs) to further generalize GCNs, which are used in different variations
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(e.g., homogeneous, heterogeneous) in the subsequent chapters for improving the AD

task and making predictions over complex relational graphs.

1.1. Shifts in Traditional Digital Signal Processing

Discrete signal processing [12, 13, 14] studies signals that are linearly-spaced into

discrete sequences in d-dimensional Euclidean grids. Standard images are an example

of 2D discrete signals, made up of a finite 2D Euclidean grid of pixels, containing a

finite set of multiple distinct features that describe colors parameterized by a color

space. In the simple case of grayscale images (Figure 1.1), each pixel’s grayscale

intensity is inferred by a scalar feature, using a grayscale palette inclusively ranging

between 0 and 255 (black to white for each pixel). With red-green-blue (RGB)

images (sometimes referred to as truecolor images), pixels are defined by their color,

which is determined by the combination of the red (R), green (G), blue (B) additive

primaries stored in each color plane at the pixel’s location (total of 3 features per

pixel) to produce any color using RGB primaries.

The 2D examples provided by Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 demonstrate that an

underlying Euclidean-grid structure is an underlying assumption of the format for

discretized data in DSP. At the highest level, graph signal processing (GSP) [15,

16, 17, 18] extends DSP to signal samples indexed by nodes of a graph with a

generalizable topology, not limited to strict, grid-like lattice structures. Therefore

like DSP, GSP is the study of: (1) signals and their representations, (2) systems

that process signals, typically referred to as filters, (3) signal transforms (e.g. Fourier

transform), (4) the sampling of signals, and several other specialized topics. The
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Figure 1.1. Grayscale image of downtown New York City (NYC) sky-
line from the top floor of the observation deck at the top of the Rocke-
feller Center taken in January of 2021. A 10x magnified zoom-in view
of the antenna tower at the top of the Empire State building demon-
strates the tiled lattice structure of 2D pixels, each described by their
scalar intensities inferring shades of black on the grayscale color palette
on the left.

foundation of the applications described in this work are based on generalized GSP

abstractions of traditional DSP concepts and tools.

First, we consider N samples of a finite signal sn for n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. For the

purposes of this introduction, we restrict ourselves to signals of finite length and finite

impulse response (FIR) filters. In DSP, the z-transform S(z) of a 1D time signal,

s = {sn : k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1} organizes its samples into an ordered set, where the

sample sn at time n precedes sn+1 at time n+1, and succeeds sn−1 at time n−1. This

ordered N -tuple representation is achieved by using a formal variable z−1, referred
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Figure 1.2. Individual RGB color plane primaries describe pixel color
for corresponding truecolor version of NYC skyline image, as opposed
to grayscale version in Figure 1.1. Each of the RGB planes is a 2D
grid of scalar intensities varying within the inclusive range of [0, 255].

to as a shift (or delay), so that the samples are formally represented as

(1.1) S(z) =
N−1∑
n=0

snz
−n.

The z-transform is a useful tool that provides a formal polynomial representation

(complex or real-valued) of a discrete signal (complex or real-valued) that is a useful

representation for studying how signals are processed by filters.

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of an arbitrary signal s is represented using

the Fourier coefficients of the signal ŝ = {ŝk : k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1} given by

(1.2) ŝk =
1√
N

N−1∑
n=0

sne
−j 2π

N
kn.
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The DFT provides a spectral representation of the signal s composed of the discrete

frequencies Ωk =
2πk
N

, for k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, and the k spectral components

(1.3)
{
xk[n] =

1√
N
e−j 2π

N
kn : n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1

}
.

Signals can be recovered using their Fourier coefficients by way of the inverse discrete

Fourier transform (IDFT), defined by

(1.4) sn =
1√
N

N−1∑
k=0

ŝke
j 2π
N

kn, n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.

Aside from signals, systems that process signals (filters) are also studied in DSP.

FIR filters can be represented by using the z-transform of their impulse response hn

such that

(1.5) H(z) =
N−1∑
n=0

hnz
−n.

The z-transform of an output, Y (z), using the FIR filter, h, applied on s can be

determined via multiplication in the z-domain.

(1.6) Y (z) = H(z)S(z).

As addressed by Ortega et al. [16], given that (1) the signals and impulse response of

the systems of interest are finite in length, and (2) that the product in Equation 1.6

above could result in Y (z) being a polynomial in z−1 greater than N − 1, boundary

conditions must be considered. For simplicity, periodic extensions of the 1D signal s
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are considered such that sn = sn modN , i.e. the signal sn+N is equal to sn. With this

additional extension, the 1D shift (or delay) filter

(1.7) Hdelay(z) = z−1,

applied on the signal x = {xn : n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 2, N − 1}, would generate the out-

put

y = Hdelay · x = {yn : n = N − 1, 0, 1, . . . , N − 3, N − 2} .

By factoring out the summand from the exponent in Equation 1.5 we can define any

filter h in DSP as a polynomial in z−1 (i.e. any series and/or parallel combinations

of shifts defined in Equation 1.7 such that

H(z) =
N−1∑
n=0

hn (Hdelay (z))
n =

N−1∑
n=0

hnz
−n.

1.2. Shifts in Graph Signal Processing

To extend the concepts of signals and systems in DSP to graphs, i.e. samples

whose nodes are indexed by nodes of an arbitrary network, we first begin by rein-

terpreting the finite signals from the previous section as vectors rather than or-

dered tuples or sequences; thus allowing us to rewrite an arbitrary graph signal

s = {sn : n = 0, 1, , . . . , N − 1}, real-valued or complex, as

(1.8) s = [s0, s1, . . . , sN−1]
⊺ ∈ CN .
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By analogy, a filter h can be rewritten as a matrix H, and Equation 1.6 can be

rewritten as

(1.9) sout = H · sin,

where filters are represented by 2D matrices and signals are represented as 1D vectors.

The periodically-extended signal shift/delay described in Equation 1.7 of the previous

section can be rewritten as the circulant matrix Adelay such that

[sN−1, s0, s1, . . . , sN−3, sN−2]
⊺ = Adelay · [s0, s1, . . . , sN−2, sN−1]

⊺ ,

where

(1.10) Adelay =



0 0 0 . . . 0 1

1 0 0 . . . 0 0

0 1 0 . . . 0 0

...
... . . . . . . . . . 0

0 0 . . . 1 0 0

0 0 . . . 0 1 0


.

By viewing the cyclic shift matrix Adelay as the adjacency matrix of a graph,

we can then assume a cycle graph, Gc, topology of the signal s, as demonstrated by

Figure 1.3. By labeling the rows and columns of Adelay from 0 to N−1, we can define

the graph Gc = (Vc, Ec), with the set of vertices Vc = {vn : n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, and

the set of edges Ec. Next, we set row n of Adelay to represent the set of inward-edges
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s0 s1 sN−2. . . sN−1

Figure 1.3. Periodically-extended discrete time sequence interpreted
as a directed cycle graph, Gc

of vertex n in Gc if there is a 1 at the entry in column m, (Ac)n,m = 1, then there is

an edge connecting vertex m to n. In their review paper [16], Ortega et al. highlight

the duality of Adelay in Equation 1.10, which represents the shift/delay z−1 in DSP,

as well as the adjacency matrix of the directed cycle graph in Figure 1.3.

A graph interpretation of linear shift-invariant (LSI) systems in DSP can be

extended to GSP [15]. Reconsidering the graph signal s ∈ CN , where the sig-

nal’s samples are indexed by the N nodes of the graph G = (V , E), for V =

{vn : n = 1, 2, . . . , N}, we denote the edge weights of the graph as wij, denoting

an edge eij connecting vertex vi to vj, weighted by the scalar value wij, to define the

following algebraic matrix representations associated to the graph G:

Definition 1.2.1 (Graph adjacency matrix). A graph’s adjacency matrix is a

square matrix, A ∈ RN×N , where

(1.11) (A)ij =


wij, eij ∈ E

0, eijotherwise
∈ RN×N ,
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indicating whether a vertex vi is adjacent to vj, and weighted by wij if so. In

the particular case where the graph is undirected, wij = wji, therefore making A

symmetric.

Definition 1.2.2 (Graph degree matrix). In the case of an undirected graph,

the degree matrix, D, is defined as the diagonal matrix

(1.12) (D)ij =


∑N

j=1 (A)ij , i = j

0, i ̸= j

∈ RN×N ,

denoting the weighted sum of edge weights connected to each vertex vi ∈ V , referred

to as the degree of the corresponding vertex.

Definition 1.2.3 (Graph Laplacian matrix). The combinatorial graph Lapla-

cian L, of an undirected graph is defined using the graph’s corresponding adjacency

matrix and degree matrix such that

(1.13) L = D−A.

The graph Laplacian is a useful matrix representation of an undirected graph con-

taining information about edge weights for adjacent vertices and the degree of each

vertex. The symmetric normalized graph Laplacian, Lsym, is defined as

(1.14) Lsym = D−1/2LD−1/2 = IN −D−1/2AD−1/2.
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In this context, the adjacency matrix A can be adopted as the graph shift op-

erator [16, 15] for any given graph. Other choices for a shift operator have been

proposed, including the Laplacians of undirected graphs [17], and other variations of

these matrices [19, 20]; each choice for a shift presenting different trade-offs. The ad-

jacency matrix A reduces to the shift in traditional DSP and applies to directed and

undirected graphs, while graph Laplacian spectra only apply to undirected graphs,

so that L remains symmetric, positive semi-definite, and avoids numerous analytical

difficulties that may arise by retaining other useful properties.

With 1D discrete signals, the basis {z−n}N−1
n=0 orders samples in the sequence by

increasing order of the time index n (vertices in the cycle graph). Therefore, the

z-transform of a signal s can be rewritten as

S(z) =
[(
z−1
)0
, z−1, . . . , z−(N−1)

]
[s0, s1, . . . , sN−1]

⊺ .

With GSP, the ordering of samples is determined by the labeling of the vertices of

the graph. This labeling or numbering fixes the adjacency matrix A, therefore fixing

the corresponding graph shift operator for that graph. The columns of the graph

shift operator provide a basis for a representation of the graph signals.

Analogous to traditional DSP, the notion of linearity and shift-invariance for

filters are also defined for arbitrary graphs. A filter represented by the matrix H is

labeled as shift-invariant if it commutes with a graph shift such that

(1.15) AH = HA.
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Filters are also defined as linear systems if the filter’s output for a linear combination

of input signals equals the linear combination of outputs to each signal:

(1.16) H (αs1 + βs2) = αHs1 + βHs2.

Section A.1 of the Appendix, provides a theorem that shows all LSI graph filters are

given by polynomials in a graph shift (i.e. A)

(1.17) H = h (A) ,

where h(·) is a polynomial function

h(x) = h0 + h1x+ h2x
2 + · · ·+ hLx

L.

Analogous to traditional DSP, the coefficients hi of the polynomial h(·) can be inter-

preted as graph filter taps. In the following section we analyze graph signals and their

processing with LSI graph filters using frequency representations for graph signals

and convolutions on graphs by way of spectral filtering.

1.3. Frequency Analysis and Spectral Filtering of Graph Signals

In DSP and other analyses involving linear systems, it is interesting to analyze

signals that are invariant when processed by a linear filters, i.e.

h · sin = αsin,
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where α is a scalar. Such a signal sin is referred to as an eigensignal of the filter

h. With GSP, filters are defined as matrices, therefore the eigensignals of h are the

eigenvectors of the corresponding graph filter H. Interestingly enough, given that

LSI filters are polynomials in the graph shift A, only the eigenvectors and eigenvalues

of A need be considered. Therefore we define the eigendecomposition of A as

(1.18) A = VΛV−1,

where V = [v0,v1, . . . ,vN−1] is the matrix of N eigenvectors for A, and Λ =

diag ([λ0, λ1, . . . , λN−1]) is the diagonal matrix of the distinct corresponding eigen-

values. Assuming that A has a complete set of eigenvectors, V becomes invertible.

Therefore, since a graph filter H is defined by a polynomial in the graph shift based

on Equation 1.17, and knowing the eigendecomposition in Equation 1.18, it is simple

to verify that

H = h (A)

= h
(
VΛV−1

)
=

M−1∑
m=0

hm
(
VΛV−1

)m
= Vh (Λ)V−1.(1.19)

Using this, we can introduce the graph Fourier transform (GFT) for signals on

graphs. First, we begin by analyzing the eigendecomposition of the directed cycle
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graph’s (time delay) adjacency as

(1.20) Adelay = DFT−1
N


e−j 2π·0

N

. . .

e−j
2π·(N−1)

N

DFTN ,

where DFTN = 1√
N

[
ωkn
N

]
, ωN = exp−j 2π

N
, is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)

matrix. By correspondence, the inverse DFT−1
N = DFTH

N matrix is the set of eigen-

vectors for Adelay, and the corresponding eigenvalues are e−j 2πn
N , n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1,

the diagonal of the middle matrix in Equation 1.20. By analogy, the GFT follows

with Equation 1.20.

Definition 1.3.1 (Graph Fourier transform (analysis decomposition)). Using the

set of eigenvectors V from the eigendecomposition of A in Equation 1.18, the GFT

of a graph signal s is defined as

(1.21) ŝ = Fs,

for the GFT matrix

(1.22) F = V−1.

By construction, the eigenvectors V of the graph shift A, are the graph spectral

components, and the eigenvalues Λ, is the diagonal matrix of λk entries that are the

graph frequencies.
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Definition 1.3.2 (Inverse graph Fourier transform (synthesis)). By design, the

inverse graph Fourier transform (IGFT) is defined as

(1.23) s = F−1ŝ = Vŝ,

for the IGFT matrix

(1.24) F−1 = V.

The IGFT synthesizes the original signal s from its spectral components V.

Using these definitions, we can now interpret how to process a graph signal with

a filter H.

Definition 1.3.3 (Spectral Graph Convolution (Spectral Filtering)). Following

Equation 1.19 we can compute the output of sin to a filter h

sout = H · sin

= Vh (Λ)
(
V−1sin

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
GFT

= V diag [h (λ0) , . . . , h (λN−1)] ŝin︸ ︷︷ ︸
Spectral filtering in graph Fourier space

= V
[
h (λ0) ŝin0 , . . . , h (λN−1) ŝinN−1

]⊺︸ ︷︷ ︸
IGFT

.(1.25)

Therefore, graph convolution is implicitly defined by way of spectral filtering by

taking the GFT of a signal (V−1sin), followed by an element-wise multiplication in
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the graph frequency space of the GFT signal ŝin by the frequency response of the

filter [h (λ0) , . . . , h (λN−1)]
⊺.

This implicit definition of graph convolution by way of spectral filtering plays

into the duality property of the traditional Fourier transform that applies to the

GFT as well; where convolution in a certain space equates to multiplication in the

corresponding Fourier space and vice versa. As in traditional DSP, the concept of

low-, high-, and band-pass signals and filters are also considered in GSP using the

notion of graph frequency from the eigenvalues of the spectral filter h (Λ) for the

graph frequencies λk in Λ = diag [λ0, . . . , λN−1].

In the 1D DSP example, the concept of low-, high-, and band-pass signals/filters

relate directly to the frequencies defined by the eigenvalues of the graph shift Adelay

from Equation 1.10 and Equation 1.20

Ωk =
2πk

N
, k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1,

corresponding to the complex-valued spectral components defined by the eigenvec-

tors in the 1D DFT matrix. This notion of frequency in 1D DSP is related to the

degree of variation of the signal’s spectral components in V. The least varying spec-

tral component in V corresponds to the frequency (eigenvalue) Ω0 = 0. The next

frequency Ω1 = 2π
N

represents the next higher variation spectral component, and so

on. A correspondence between the ordered set of frequencies and the correspond-

ing degrees of variation (or complexity) of the time spectral components exists, as

highlighted by Ortega et al. [16].
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Frequencies are defined by the eigenvalues of the graph shift A for an arbitrary

graph G in GSP. Analogous to traditional DSP, graph frequencies λk can be ordered

in relation to the complexity of the corresponding graph spectral components in V.

One method of measuring the complexity in each spectral component to determine

an ordering, is to measure the total variation (TV) of the component through

TV (vk) = ∥vk −Anormvk∥1 ,

where ∥·∥ is the ℓ1 norm, and Anorm = 1
λmax

A. With this measure of complexity for

each graph frequency’s corresponding spectral component, the graph frequency λm

is considered larger than the graph frequency λn if

TV (vm) > TV (vn) .

Using this type of ordering for graph frequencies, synonymous low-, high-, and band-

pass signals and filters can be defined in GSP.

1.4. Interpretation of Mesh Manifolds as Graphs and Mesh Notation

State-of-the-art (SOTA) volumetric approaches to problems in 3D imaging such

as 3D object classification and segmentation rely on operating with 3D image volume

inputs [21, 22, 23]. In several medical, particularly clinical, practices, mesh repre-

sentations are often required to study shape correspondences in biological systems

such as organ morphology and computing area-based statistics. Triangular meshes

(trimeshes) are often used to model the boundaries/surface of objects in 3D space,
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while tetrahedral meshes are often used to describe 3D structure. Approaches that

rely on operating with 3D volumes to eventually produce surface meshes (e.g., 3D

graphics), often rely on algorithms such as Marching Cubes [24] and some type of

mesh smoothing technique [25, 26]; which are not differentiable, prevent an end-to-

end optimization pipeline, and leave mesh outputs subject to artifacts that may be

introduced during any step of the pipeline. Artifacts may also be introduced to out-

put meshes with respect to the quality of the processed 3D volumes. In our analyses,

we only focus on and refer to trimeshes describing 3D surfaces, and interchangeably

refer to 3D surface trimeshes as just “meshes.”

In computer graphics and vision applications, including medical image analysis,

2D manifolds can often be used to describe and model 3D shapes, particularly their

surface/boundaries. To do this, first a discretization of the manifold consisting of N

points (vertices) is assumed. Each point, vi, is represented by its corresponding 3D

coordinates as the ordered vector pi = [xi, yi, zi]. The set of 3D coordinates for all N

points {pi : i = 1, 2, . . . , N} of the mesh manifold is often referred to as a point cloud.

Second, a graph is constructed upon these points, acting as vertices, meanwhile

the edges of the graph are constructed using information about the local/global

connectivity of vertices of the surface manifold. One example of determining edge

weights wij between vertex vi and vj is to use the Gaussian-inspired distance

wij = exp

{
−∥pi − pj∥22

2σ2

}
,
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(a) Simple arbitrary undirected graph (b) Triangular mesh (undirected graph)

Figure 1.4. Sample discretizations of 2D mesh manifolds.

where ∥·∥2 represents the ℓ2-norm and σ is arbitrarily selected. Two sample dis-

cretizations of 2D manifolds are shown in Figure 1.4, using the same edge weight

function wij, with differing undirected graph structures.

Simple discretizations of 2D manifolds such as Figure 1.4a do not correctly

capture the geometry of the underlying continuous manifold (no free lunch [27]).

Trimeshes offer a geometrically consistent discretization that is possible with the

additional structure of faces F . A mesh M can be interpreted as an undirected

graph described by M (V , E ,F), the set of vertices V , a corresponding set of edges

E (each with an edge weight wij), and a corresponding set of faces, F . Faces are

represented using three-element tuples {vi, vj, vk} ∈ F , where the distinct elements

of each tuple corresponds to the three vertices that make up each face using the

corresponding set of edges {eij, ejk, eik} ∈ E . A trimesh is depicted in Figure 1.4b,

where the face highlighted consists of a corresponding set of vertices {vi, v2, v3} and

their corresponding edges. To encapsulate all of the shared features on the vertices

of a single mesh, we use the vertex feature matrix, X ∈ RN×F . Like graph signals,
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the GFT, can be applied to vertex feature matrices, X, such that

X̂ = FX,

in addition to the IGFT

X = F−1X̂.

For reference, Table 1.1 summarizes all of the mesh notation necessary for the re-

mainder of the text.

1.5. Graph Convolutional Networks and Geometric Deep Learning

Artificial neural networks (NNs) have had a massive impact and success over the

past decade in many fields due to several technological advances in parallel com-

puting and wider availability of larger-scale datasets; for which deep learning (DL)

approaches like NNs tend to scale well with. However, early variants of NNs were

mostly intended and implemented for data that exists on regular Euclidean grids. In

many facets of real-world data, there is an underlying graph structure that is not Eu-

clidean (i.e. molecular graphs, social networks, citation graphs, brain connectomes,

GPS routes, etc.) as illustrated by the example in Figure 1.5. In recent years, several

approaches have re-visited the problem of generalizing well-established NN models

to work on arbitrarily structured graph data [28, 29, 30, 31, 3, 32].

A convolutional neural network (CNN) [33] is an efficient, parameterized DL

architecture that is used to extract highly meaningful statistical patterns in large-

scale and high-dimensional datasets. What makes CNNs so powerful in areas such
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Table 1.1. Mesh signal processing notation and definitions.

Notation Definition

V ≜ set of vertices
E ≜ set of edges
F ≜ set of faces

M (V , E ,F) ≜ mesh defined by set of vertices V , edges E , and faces F

vi ∈ V ≜ arbitrary vertex
N ≜ number of vertices

x ∈ RFin ≜ vertex feature vector
X ∈ RN×Fin ≜ vertex feature matrix

eij = eji ≜ arbitrary edge connecting vertex vi to vj
wij = wji ≜ corresponding scalar edge weight for edge eij

Fijk ∈ F ≜ Fijk = {vi, vj, vk}, arbitrary triangle face defined by its vertices

A ∈ RN×N ≜ (A)ij =

{
wij, eij ∈ E
0, otherwise

, graph adjacency matrix

D ∈ RN×N ≜ (D)ii =
∑j=1

N (A)ij, vertex degree matrix
L ∈ RN×N ≜ L = D−A, combinatorial graph Laplacian matrix

Lsym ∈ RN×N ≜
Lsym = D−1/2LD−1/2 = IN −D−1/2AD−1/2,
symmetric normalized Laplacian

A = VΛV−1 ≜ eigendecomposition of arbitrary graph shift A

V ∈ RN×N ≜ complete set of eigenvectors (therefore invertible)
Λ ∈ RN×N ≜ diag [λ1, . . . , λN ], corresponding diagonal matrix of eigenvalues

F ∈ RN×N ≜ F = V−1, GFT matrix
F−1 ∈ RN×N ≜ F−1 = V, IGFT matrix

x̂ ∈ RN ≜ x̂ = Fx, GFT of a graph signal x

H ∈ RN×N ≜ H = h (A), graph filter defined by arbitrary polynomial in A
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Figure 1.5. Molecular graph structure for caffeine.

as audio, image, and video processing is their ability to learn local stationary struc-

tures and compose them to form multi-scale hierarchical patterns by assuming an

underlying Euclidean structure to data [34]. Precisely, CNNs learn to extract the lo-

cal stationarity property of input signals by revealing local features that are shared

across the data domain using localized convolutional filters or kernels, which are

learned from the data. Translational equivariance is an extremely powerful inductive

bias that makes CNNs a powerful tool for analyzing Euclidean signals.

1.5.1. Graph convolutional networks (GCNs)

Understanding graph convolutional networks (GCNs) can be simplified by drawing

correspondences from traditional DSP to concepts in GSP and interpreting tradi-

tional Euclidean signals as graphs in the form of structured grids, particularly rect-

angular grids in the case of 2D images, as illustrated in Figure 1.6. With traditional

2D convolution, the translation of a pre-defined kernel H can be interpreted as a pixel

aggregation scheme that computes the weighted sum of a neighborhood of pixels.
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(a) 2D convolution on rectangular
grid (b) Graph convolution using A.

Figure 1.6. GSP interpretation of traditional 2D convolution as
weighted vertex/node aggregation on rectangular grid with respect to
adjacent vertices

GCNs extend this further by not assuming an underlying rectangular grid topol-

ogy. Instead, GCNs perform a linear mapping of Fin 7→ Fout features, for each

individual vertex, by using a set of learnable parameters W ∈ R···×Fin×Fout , and a

GSP filter H to describe the aggregation scheme for adjacent vertices (since GSP

filters can be defined by polynomials in the graph shift, H = h (A)). For example,

the output of a simple GCN that only uses the graph’s adjacency matrix A ∈ RN×N

can be obtained such that

(1.26) Y = AXW ∈ RN×Fout ,

for an input vertex feature matrix X ∈ RN×Fin , and the set of learnable parameters

W ∈ RFin×Fout . Notice that in this simple form: signal padding isn’t necessary since

the number of vertices N is preserved by the use of A, a finite constraint on the

topology of the graph space. Furthermore, the topology of the graph, defined by A,

does not change (even if it is used as the graph shift). What does end up changing
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Figure 1.7. Linear mapping of Fin 7→ Fout graph features per vertex
on the same graph described by A, for Fin = 3 and Fout = 1 in this
example. The topology of the graph, therefore A, remains the same
after graph convolution is applied.

is the corresponding Fin 7→ Fout features for each vertex, as illustrated in Figure 1.7.

Up to this point, the only type of GNNs discussed have been strictly spectral.

Graphs do not have a concrete concept or a mathematical definition of spatial trans-

lation. This leads to questions on the mathematical foundations that spectral graph

filters are based on. With GCNs, using the GFT and its inverse helps us approximate

convolutions on graphs (hence their namesake) using matrix multiplication operators

that rely on the graph adjacency, A or Laplacian, L. This can come with a number of

caveats, particularly performance issues with very large graphs that have extremely

large and sparse adjacency matrices (think about the millions of people in a social

network and how many of them you would be “related” to). Furthermore, computing

the eigenvectors/eigenvalues of large graphs can be computationally expensive, and

its complexity grows with the size of the graph, limiting its scalability. Another
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shortfall is that such graph filters are not localized in general. This led researchers in

2017, the year I started my PhD and this body work, to introduce localized solutions

like ChebNets [3], which are utilized for the classification of Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

in chapter 3.

1.5.2. Message passing neural networks (MPNNs)

As mentioned before, graphs do not have a concrete concept or a mathematical def-

inition of spatial translation. Representing graphs can be challenging because they

can be irregular, i.e., graphs can have a variable size of nodes, and each node in a

graph has a different number of neighbors, rendering some operations such as convo-

lutions not compatible with the graph structure. Spectral approaches to convolution

on graphs assume a fixed graph topology (e.g., re-use of adjacency matrices which can

dampen generalizability), thus “breaking” if the original graph structure is changed

in some cases (i.e., inserting a single node changes A).

As opposed to spectral graph convolution with GCNs, spatial-based approaches

formulate graph convolution as aggregating feature information from neighbouring

nodes on a graph. Together with different node sampling strategies, spatial graph

convolution computations can be performed in a batch of nodes instead of the whole

graph, which has the potential to improve scalability and efficiency of GNNs over

very large graphs.

Drawing inspiration from ideas in neural message passing and believe propaga-

tion, message passing neural networks are a generalization of spatial convolution on
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graphs where the key is to learn a function to that generates a node’s representa-

tion by aggregating its own features, its neighbours’ features, and/or potential edge

features relative to neighboring node pairs.

Using the convention defined in Table 1.1, with x
(k−1)
i ∈ RFin denoting the feature

vector of Fin features at vertex i and ei,j ∈ REin denoting the (optional) Ein features

on edge ei,j connecting vertex i to vertex j at layer (k − 1), the output of a MPNN

layer is typically defined as

(1.27) x
(k)
i = γ(k)

(
x
(k−1)
i ,□j∈N (i)ϕ

(k)
(
x
(k−1)
i ,x

(k−1)
j , e

(k−1)
i,j

))
,

where □ represents a differentiable permutation-invariant operation (i.e. sum, mean

or max), and γ(k) and ϕ(k) denote differentiable kernel functions such as multilayer

perceptrons (MLPs). CNNs defined for data types that exist in standard Euclidean

grids have a clear one-to-one mapping. However for data types in irregular domains

such as graphs, correspondences are defined using neighborhood connectivity for each

vertex and weight matrices dependent on the kernel functions, γ and ϕ at each layer.

Figure 1.8 provides a simple example of computation flowchart depiction of message

passing in MPNNs for obtaining the feature map of a single vertex. This type

of generalization is incredibly powerful because it allows us to experiment with and

manipulate the learnable functions, γ(k)(·) and ϕ(k)(·), with NNs or any differentiable

function where back-propagation is possible.

Unlike traditional convolution in DSP, where weighted sums are taken over mul-

tiple sliding windows of overlap between the input signal and the impulse response of
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Figure 1.8. Illustrated example of message passing in MPNNs for up-
dating the target node, A. In this example, the function γ(k)(·) from
Equation 1.27 is dropped after the arbitrary permutation-invariant ag-
gregate, and the function ϕ(k)(·) is an arbitrary NN that can be a func-
tion of adjacent vertices and their respective edge features/weights.

the LSI system, MPNNs generalize this step to graphs by using permutation-invariant

aggregation functions which are invariant to permutations of node orderings, such as

the mean, sum and max operations. Spatial convolution on graphs works on local

neighbourhoods of nodes and understands the properties of a node based on its K

local neighbours and its own features. Unlike spectral convolution which may be

computationally expensive over very large graphs, spatial convolutions are simple

and have produced SOTA results in graph prediction tasks. For example, at Pinter-

est a spatial GNN known as PinSage [35] is paired with a highly efficient sub-graph

sampling strategy based on random walks to structure convolutions on very large
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graphs. In particular, their paper [35] uses PinSage to build recommender systems

on web-scale graphs, specifically 7.5 billion examples on a graph with 3 billion nodes

representing pins and boards, and 18 billion edges across the Pinterest user-pin-board

network.

1.5.3. Graph representation learning and geometric deep learning (GDL)

The overarching theme in graph representation learning is centered around around

learning latent representations of nodes/vertices in a graph based on their individual

features and how they relate to the localized and global topology of the graph,

as depicted in Figure 1.9. In other words, the objective is to project nodes on

a graph into a learned latent space, where geometric relationships in this space

correspond to relationships in the original graph/network [36]. Formally, this idea

can be analogized to the construct of encoders and decoders in DSP, in which a

parameterized function is learned to encode individual nodes to low-dimensional

vectors, or embeddings, as depicted in Figure 1.9.

Several methods already exist for embedding nodes on a graph. Particularly,

matrix factorization-based methods use a data matrix (e.g., adjacency/Laplacian

matrix) as input to learn embeddings for nodes on a graph based on techniques built

upon singular value decomposition (SVD). Random walk-based methods generate

sequences of nodes through random walks on a graph and then encode the sequences

using a word2vec [37] model to learn node embeddings. Both of these “schools” of
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Figure 1.9. Illustration of the vertex embedding problem in graph rep-
resentation learning where the goal is learn an encoder, f , which maps
individual nodes on a graph to a low-dimensional embedding space,
Rd.

graph embedding techniques come with a number of caveats and limitations. Partic-

ularly, one major disadvantage to both shallow embedding paradigms is that most

techniques in either do not leverage node features. In other words, the node em-

beddings obtained are strictly based on relational information/features of the graph.

Another major, perhaps the most important, limitation to shallow embedding meth-

ods is that they are inherently transductive [38]. In other words, these methods can

only generate node embeddings for nodes that are only present in the graph during

training.

In recent years, neural network-based methods have exploded in popularity thanks

to major advances in GNNs methodologies that exploit relational inductive biases

with graph signals. To alleviate many of the limitations of shallow graph embedding

methods, GNNs have become the most popular paradigm to define graph encoders

and is often referred to as geometric deep learning (GDL). Unlike spectral GCN ap-

proaches which require having a fixed graph topology with adjacencies, A, MPNNs
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Figure 1.10. Simple GCN architecture for object classification using
surface trimesh representation of a 3D bunny.

make it possible to to design solutions to inductive applications, which involve gen-

eralizing to unseen nodes after training (e.g., the common cold-start problem in

recommender systems [39, 40]).

Borrowing the conventional alternating sequence structure of convolutional layers

and pooling operations from traditional Euclidean CNNs, GNNs can be constructed

using synonymous graph neural networks layers and a variety of graph coarsening

techniques [3, 41, 42, 43, 44], to reduce the the size of the graph by dropping edges

and/or vertices.

The studies performed in this work apply GCNs to trimesh representations of sur-

face boundaries for neuroanatomical regions extracted from segmented, T1-weighted

MRIs. Figure 1.10 depicts a sample GCN structure which applies a trimesh coarsen-

ing strategy to reduce the number of vertices after each pooling operation by a factor

of 2, thus reducing the computational complexity of each subsequent operation by a

factor of 2 with respect to the number of vertices.
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CHAPTER 2

Brain Morphology in Alzheimer’s Disease

Abstract

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of dementia in older adults

today. An estimated 5.7 million Americans were estimated to be living with AD

since 2018 and today (2022) it is the fifth leading cause of death for adults 65+ years

of age and sixth leading for all adults in the United States (US) alone. Patterns of

change in brain shape captured by structural neuroimaging methods such as magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) have been identified to occur up to ten years before clinical

symptoms that interfere with activities of daily living (ADLs) begin to appear. AD is

not a normal part of human aging, although its likelihood can become more prevalent

with age. In this chapter, a high level overview of AD neuropathology is presented

to motivate a discussion on in-vivo discriminative characterizations of brain shape in

the presence AD.

2.1. Neuropathology of Alzheimer’s Disease

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is defined as the co-occurrence of neurofibrillary tan-

gles and amyloid-β plaques in the human brain that end up causing irreversible,

progressive brain atrophy. This is what causes the death of brain cells as a result

of AD, which leads to severe memory loss and degradation of cognitive ability for
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independently performing activities of daily living (ADLs) [45]. In 2020, an esti-

mated 5.8 million Americans aged 65 years or older had AD. In the United States

(US) alone, AD is one of the top ten leading causes of death [46]; sixth leading for

US adults and fifth leading among US adults aged 65 years or older [47]. Death

rates from AD continue to increase, unlike heart disease and cancer death rates in

the US which are declining [48]. With the baby boomer generation now turning 65,

the elderly population (aged 65 and over) is expected to double by the year 2030.

Although AD is not a part of normal aging, age is the greatest risk factor. Patterns

of change in brain shape captured using structural imaging have been identified up

to ten years before symptoms manifest, making its early detection possible via shape-

based in-vivo biomarkers. First, we begin by understanding what the root causes of

morphological changes correlated to AD neurodegeneration are.

At the neural-level, the human brain is composed of billions of connections be-

tween many neurons referred to as synapses. At synaptic junctions, neurotrans-

mitters are released as a means of communication for driving cognitive or physical

human functions. This is how the human brain communicates within itself to process

how we see, feel, smell, hear, think, and remember. Synapse loss and dysfunction

is a common feature across several neurodegenerative diseases including dementia,

particularly of the AD type. The idea that AD pathology is a disorder of synap-

tic function is not new [49]. The late stages of AD have been shown to involve a

significant loss of neurons and synapses [50]. Interestingly enough, the possibility

of synaptic dysfunction occurring early in prodromal, or mild cognitive impairment
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Figure 2.1. Example of synaptic connection between neurons and the
buildup of amyloid-β, eventually leading to too much amyloid-β accu-
mulating and forming plaques.

(MCI) stages of the disease, may be present before severe atrophy occurs in the later

stages [51].

During neural communication, in addition to releasing neurotransmitters, i.e. glu-

tamate, into the synapse, small peptides referred to as amyloid-β are also released.

Typically, amyloid-β is cleared away and metabolized by microglia, often referred

to as the “janitor cells” of the brain. When amyloid-β begins to accumulate, either

by too much being released or not enough being cleared away, amyloid-β begins

to pile up (depicted in Figure 2.1) and binds to itself forming aggregates referred

to as amyloid-β plaques. At the tipping point of amyloid-β accumulation, synaptic

dysfunction begins to occur due to inflammation and cellular damage. Microglia-

mediated synaptic loss also begins to occur as a result of microglia becoming hyper-

activated [52]. As the level of amyloid-β reaches a tipping point, there is a rapid

spread of a crucial neural transport protein species referred to as τ , which becomes
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Figure 2.2. Amyloid-β plaques and neurofibrillary tangles with τ -
proteins found in the brains of subjects with severe Alzheimer’s disease.

hyperphosphorylated and twists itself into neurofibrillary tangles (depicted in Fig-

ure 2.2), which end up choking off neurons from within by blocking neural transport

systems, thus harming the synaptic communication between neurons.

In AD, as neurons get injured and die throughout the disease’s progression, con-

nections between networks of neurons collapse and as a result: several brain regions

progressively shrink. Currently, there is no validated in-vivo biomarker that can be

used to directly measure synaptic integrity over time. Instead, synaptic dysfunction

is inferred from the measurement of several different parameters in subjects living

with AD, the most direct method being neuroanatomical (i.e. magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI)) and functional (i.e. positron emission tomography (PET)). Struc-

tural measures of the brain captured using MRI can be used as biomarkers to stage
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the progression of AD progression, even before clinical symptoms manifest. Coupé

et al. [53] recently modeled conservative lifespan trajectories of structural imaging

biomarkers in AD that provide evidence in the early divergence of their AD models

from the normal aging trajectory; starting at the hippocampus prior to 40 years

of age, and expanding to the lateral ventricles and the amygdala around 40 years.

Their results pointing to the hippocampus as the first brain region diverging from

a normal aging model is in accordance with previous morphometric studies focused

on the prodromal phase of the disease [54, 55, 56, 57]. The early divergence of the

amygdala morphology in the AD model by Coupé et al. [53] is not surprising consid-

ering the role of emotion in memory. Degradations in emotional processing have been

identified in subjects living with AD, expectedly with atrophy in the amygdala [58].

Until pioneering studies from New York University in 1989 [59], most early work did

not examine the medial temporal lobe (MTL), the part of the brain with the high-

est density of AD histopathological markers (amyloid-β plaques and neurofibrillary

tangles discussed earlier).

2.2. Structural Neuroimaging in Alzheimer’s Disease

Given that AD is defined by its histopathology, it would be assumed that one way

to track the spread of AD is revealing the plaques and tangles in the living brain using

neuroimaging. However, clinical symptoms are not directly caused by the amyloid-β

plaques and neurofibrillary τ tangles, but rather by the death of neurons and, in

particular, the loss of their connections made through synapses [60, 61]. Structural

differences in the brains of subjects with AD, when compared to healthy controls
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(a) HC axial slice (b) HC coronal slice (c) HC sagittal slice

(d) AD axial slice (e) AD coronal slice (f) AD sagittal slice

Figure 2.3. Axial, coronal, and sagittal slices of T1-weighted MRI for
randomly selected de-identified healthy control (HC, top row) subject
and a randomly selected de-identified subject with Alzheimer’s disease
(AD, bottom row), respectively. Each column corresponds to a distinct
type of slice/plane: axial, coronal, and sagittal respectively.

(HCs) are depicted in Figure 2.2, using arbitrary axial, coronal, and sagittal slices

from real-world, de-identified T1-weighted MRIs.

Monitoring neuroanatomical MRI biomarkers in AD pathology is not the sole test

used to determine diagnosis. No single test can determine AD diagnosis. Diagnoses

are made by determining the presence of a combination of multiple symptoms and

ruling out other causes of dementia. This type of evaluation would involve careful

medical evaluation of mental status (i.e. mini-mental state examination (MMSE)),
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physical and neurological examinations, blood analyses, and brain imaging including

MRI, computed tomography (CT), and positron emission tomography (PET). With

CT, physicians can image 3D volumes of internal organs, bones, soft tissue, and blood

vessels to rule out other causes of dementia. In PET, a small amount of radioactive

material, often referred to as a radiotracer, is used to measure metabolic activity

that is used to infer functional activity in the brain in a 3D image volume. Aside

from neuroanatomical measures, functional measures such as PET can be used to

image the buildup of amyloid-β plaques living in the brains of those with AD.

Although it is not the sole test, structural measures captured using MRI do pro-

vide some of the earliest neuroanatomical biomarkers in AD pathology. In a 2012

study [62], Tondelli et al. demonstrate that structural pathological changes in brain

shape occur years before cognitive decline in AD, including earlier MCI stages. In

this study, Tondelli et al. particularly identify structural MRI changes that are de-

tectable up to ten years before clinical AD diagnosis. On top of being one of the

leading causes of death globally, a cure is not yet known either. Given the degener-

ative nature of AD pathology and other pathologies linked to dementia, the ability

for the brain to compensate for this type of progressive injury is significantly im-

paired over time. Given the growing body of evidence over the last few decades

regarding the cognitive compensatory benefits of neuroplasticity, the early detection

of structural changes linked to AD pathology would be highly beneficial for medical

intervention with promising therapies [63, 64] that may enhance training-induced
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cognitive- and motor-learning to provide an additional compensatory layer of pro-

tection against irreversible brain atrophy. Since structural changes have been shown

to occur subtly “behind the scenes” before clinical symptoms manifest, and they are

used to infer neuronal death caused by amyloid-β buildup and τ -protein tangles, sev-

eral studies have looked into anti-dementia drug therapies that have been reported to

target neuronal injuries induced by glutamate and amyloid-β buildup [65, 66, 67].

Additionally anti-dementia drugs have also been reported to play a significant role

in maintaining the structure and integrity (preventing further growth) of amyloid-β

plaques and neurofibrillary tangles [68, 69]. Although these treatments are intended

for maintenance and not recovery/repair, early intervention is beneficial in the main-

tenance of amyloid buildup and neurofibrillary tangles, as well as designing treatment

plans that improve the likelihood of the compensatory benefits of neuroplasticity to

lessen cognitive injury.

In this work, we extract the surface boundaries of multiple brain structures/regions

in the form of watertight, triangular mesh manifolds from segmented T1-weighted

MRIs, resulting in smoother, more realistic, and efficient representations of brain

shape when compared to 3D volumes. Using these efficient mesh representations, we

conduct multiple analyses studying automated methods in discriminating patholog-

ical AD brains apart from HCs solely based on brain shape, as well as automated

generative methods that learn to capture morphological differences in AD brains

when compared to HCs by learning from prior examples. In section 2.3, we discuss
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a recent methodology that primarily focuses on the discriminative characterizations

of brain shape.

2.3. Discriminative Characterizations of Brain Shape

Multiples studies in neuroanatomical shape analyses have focused on single re-

gions, i.e. the hippocampus [70, 71, 72], or the ventricles [73, 74, 75, 76], and in

other studies of the cortex, measures such as thickness and gyrification are used [77].

In contrast, recent studies such as BrainPrint [78] have demonstrated the efficacy

of monitoring shape information for multiple brain regions instead of a single region

in isolation, as a holistic approach to brain morphometry, i.e. the study of brain

structure and its change. With BrainPrint, Wachinger et al. capture compact and

discriminative representations of brain morphology by solving the eigenvalue problem

of the 2D and 3D Laplace-Beltrami operator on triangular (boundary) and tetrahe-

dral (volumetric) meshes [79] extracted from region of interest (ROI) segmentations

in T1-weighted MRI scans.

One of the interesting applications Wachinger et al. utilize BrainPrint [78] for

is predicting age based on brain shape. On several datasets, they achieve their low-

est prediction errors using shape descriptors from multiple brain regions rather than

volumetric measurements of individual brain regions in isolation, indicating that

shape information from multiple brain regions may contain additional information

about subject similarity that is import for predicting age. On the Open-Access Se-

ries of Imaging Studies (OASIS) dataset [80, 81, 82], their prediction versus ground
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truth scatter plot shows a least squares regression line fit with Pearson’s correla-

tion coefficient, r = 0.90. An improvement in prediction accuracy for sex prediction

is also indicated using shape information from BrainPrint versus volumetric mea-

surements, most likely due to the detailed characterizations of brain morpohology

offered by BrainPrint. Moreover, a consistent decrease in predictive performance is

observed for predictions on the entire subject population of the Alzheimer’s Disease

Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) dataset [83] when compared to prediction on only

HCs, particularly in age prediction. This decrease in accuracy for age prediction

may indicate a change in the normal pattern of aging for subjects with AD or some

form of MCI. As observed in Figure 2.3, the pronounced atrophy in subjects with

AD may cause the brain morphology of younger subjects with AD to be similar to

older subjects without the disease, thus making age prediction more difficult. The

age predictions using BrainPrint [78] can be seen as an estimate of biological age,

where the discrepancy in predicted biological age and chronological age can serve as

a biomarker for neurodegenerative disease [84].

BrainPrint was also used to win the 2014 second prize in the challenge on

Computer-Aided Diagnosis of Dementia (CADDementia), for the direct computer-

aided shape-based diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease [85] with up to 80% accuracy in

AD classification using the ADNI dataset [83]. That same year, BrainPrint was also

presented to accurately classify unique subjects via brain shape [86] with over 99.8%

accuracy across a population of 3,000 unique scans for 700 unique subjects, where

each subject had approximately three to six longitudinal scans spread out with a
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minimum of six months apart. Over the past few decades, shape analysis techniques

have slowly integrated into becoming mainstays in medical image analysis [87]; one

reason being their value in providing efficient priors for volumetric or boundary seg-

mentation. They also hold tremendous value in quantifying shape changes between

subjects and populations, particularly in localizing anatomical variations between

populations [72].

Since the morpohology of organs across a population is highly heterogeneous,

quantifying and modeling these shape variations is challenging. In recent years,

access to larger-scale imaging datasets have now made it possible to model underly-

ing shape variations using novel approaches in machine learning, particularly deep

learning (DL), which scale well with large and diverse datasets [88]. These ap-

proaches have the ability to learn complex, hierarchical feature representations that

have proven to outperform hand-crafted features in a variety of medical imaging

applications. For many DL approaches, one of the main reasons for their success

is their use of convolutional layers, which take advantage of inductive biases in the

form of translation equivariance properties in Euclidean signal; in the case of MRI

and PET: discretized 3D volumes which contain voxel image intensities that infer

structure and function/activity at locations in 3D space.

DL approaches that operate on 3D shape representations such as point clouds

and meshes have only recently been explored. In a recent study, Gutiérrez-Becker et

al. [89] outperformed BrainPrint for in-vivo HC/AD classification by using an end-

to-end DL framework that learns on point cloud representations of multiple brain
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Figure 2.4. Simple walkthrough of dimensionality difference for 40
slices of an MRI scan versus surface mesh representation of cortex
(gray and white matter) and subcortical brain region boundaries.

regions per sample. Other recent advances [90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95], demonstrate

that graphs derived from different types of brain-related connectivity, function, or

structure (shape information) are more robust in accuracy and computation time,

versus traditional neuroimaging methods. Surface (boundary) meshes of multiple

distinct neuroanatomical regions are more robust shape descriptors of brain mor-

phology, rather than direct image intensities. The inferences drawn from utilizing

shape descriptors are able to remain robust with respect to intensity changes that

may be caused by differing scanner hardware/protocols. Figure 2.4 outlines the

significant difference in dimensionality offered by using a triangular surface mesh

that quantifies the 3D shape boundaries of multiple neuroanatomical regions when

compared to only 40 slices of a single MRI instance. The following chapter dives

deeper into the geometric deep learning methodology that is applied on triangular
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meshes describing the 3D shape of multiple neuroanatomical regions to analyze brain

morphology in Alzheimer’s disease.
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CHAPTER 3

Interpreting Brain Morphology in Association to Alzheimer’s

Disease Classification Using Spectral Graph Neural Networks

Abstract

In this study, the efficacy of graph-based machine learning on triangular mesh

(trimesh) representations of the cortex and subcortical regions for the binary clas-

sification of subjects with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) vs. healthy controls (HCs) is

studied. Deep learning methods for classification tasks that utilize structural neu-

roimaging often require extensive learning parameters to optimize. Frequently, these

approaches for automated in-vivo classification also lack visual interpretability for ar-

eas in the brain involved in making a prediction. This work: (a) analyzes brain shape

using surface information of the cortex and subcortical regions using trimeshes, (b)

proposes a residual graph learning architecture using a state-of-the-art graph convo-

lutional network framework offering a significant reduction in learnable parameters

versus volumetric approaches, and (c) offers visual interpretability of the network’s

reasoning via class-specific gradient information that localizes regions of interest in

our inputs with respect to a specified outcome.

With our proposed method leveraging the use of cortical and subcortical surface

information, we outperform other machine learning methods with a 96.35% testing
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accuracy for the AD vs. HC problem. We confirm the validity of our model by ob-

serving its performance in a 25-trial Monte Carlo cross-validation. The generated

visualization maps in our study show correspondences with current knowledge re-

garding the structural localization of pathological changes in the brain associated

to AD. This chapter is a rewritten version of my published work at the interna-

tional workshop on Shape in Medical Imaging (ShapeMI), held in conjunction with

the 2020 Medical Image Computing and Computer-Assisted Intervention (MICCAI)

international conference [96].

3.1. Introduction

Previous studies in neurodegenerative pathology, such as Alzheimer’s disease

(AD), have demonstrated correlations in cortical folding pattern [97] and differ-

ent neurodegenerative pathologies. Specific patterns of atrophy in the cortex and

subcortical regions have been linked to AD [98, 99]. For example, Ono et al. [97]

discuss a potential to focus on high variability in association cortices like the inter-

mediate sulcus of Jensen. As Pacheco et al. [100] also point out, widespread cortical

thinning and a greater rate of atrophy is present in temporal lobe regions, primarily

the left parahippocampal gyrus, for subjects with AD. Furthermore, Jong et al. [101]

discuss irregularities like reduced putamen and thalamus volumes for subjects with

AD. In studies focusing on AD, it is common to find bias towards more left-sided

atrophy because of the verbal language tests given to assess memory function [102].

For example, if asymmetrical atrophy of the language network is more prominent,

subjects may perform worse on verbal tests and be diagnosed with dementia earlier.
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Machine learning (ML) methods have been a growing area of interest in the

automated clinical diagnosis of AD. Prior studies [103, 104, 105] discuss the use of a

support vector machine (SVM) in unimodal and multimodal imaging pipelines for the

automated classification of AD using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron

emission tomography (PET), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). In recent ML [106, 107],

the use of MRI and PET imaging in a multimodal convolutional neural network

(CNN) for AD diagnosis is discussed. SVM-based approaches [103, 104, 105] have

historically been hard to interpret, expensive to train, and often serve as the logical

choice only when there is enough domain expertise to construct meaningful kernels.

Multimodal volumetric CNNs like that of Punjabi et al. [107], often require a lot

of memory and are frequently limited to smaller-batch operations or using lower

resolution 3D volumes.

Motivated by 3D object detection via surfaces [108], cortical and subcortical

irregularities correlated with AD, this study uses surface trimesh manifolds of the

cortex and subcortical regions in AD vs. HC classification. Our technique leverages

a reduction in computational complexity offered by using localized spectral filtering

on graphs [3]. This approach has been used in prior work by Parisot et al. [109] to

make similar predictions for AD and Autism using a graph convolutional network

(GCN) on a multi-cohort subject population from ADNI and Autism Brain Imaging

Data Exchange (ABIDE). Moreover, a recent study by Ranjan et al. [4] developed

a convolutional mesh autoencoder (CoMA) framework using the same GCN basis

[3] on trimeshes instead, to generate new trimeshes from a learned distribution and
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reconstruct input trimeshes with a 50% reduction in reconstruction error, all while

using 75% fewer parameters than volumetric models.

The interpretability of results from ML models has remained an open issue for

highlighting a potential region of interest (ROI) in images for certain predictive out-

comes (i.e. true positive). In this study we demonstrate that it is possible to (1) ex-

tract meaningful surface trimeshes of the cortex and subcortical regions, (2) achieve

accurate predictions for the clinical binary classification of AD using trimeshes, (3)

extract class-discriminative localization maps for interpretable ROI maps, and (4)

reduce the number of learnable parameters when compared to intensity-based volu-

metric approaches.

3.2. Methods

Data used in the preparation of this chapter was obtained from the Alzheimer’s

Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (https://adni.loni.usc.edu). The

ADNI was launched in 2003 as a public-private partnership, led by Principal Investi-

gator Michael W. Weiner, MD. The primary goal of Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimag-

ing Initiative (ADNI) has been to test whether serial magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), other biological markers, and clinical

and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure the progression of

mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early Alzheimer’s disease (AD).

https://adni.loni.usc.edu
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3.2.1. Localized spectral filtering on graphs using Chebyshev polynomials

Spectral graph convolution methods inherit ideas from a graph signal processing

(GSP) perspective as described in chapter 1 and the GSP review by Wu et al.

[110]. Like Defferrard et al. [3], our work focuses on using trimeshes, interpreted

as undirected graphs and defined by a finite set of vertices, V , with N = |V| ver-

tices, and a corresponding set of edges, E , with scalar edge weights, wij = wji for

{eij, eji} ∈ E , which are stored in the i/jth rows and j/ith columns of the adja-

cency matrix, A ∈ RN×N . As defined in Table 1.1, a graph’s vertex features are

defined using the vertex feature matrix X ∈ RN×F where each column, x ∈ RN ,

represents the feature vector for a particular shared feature across all N vertices,

{vn : n = 1, . . . , N} ∈ V .

A great emphasis in GSP is placed on the symmetric normalized graph Laplacian,

L = IN −D−1/2AD−1/2, where IN is the identity matrix and (D)ii =
∑

j (A)ij is the

diagonal matrix of vertex degrees. In this work, we refer to the symmetric Laplacian

Lsym as L and use it as the graph shift within GCN layers. Following Equation 1.18, L

can also be factored via the eigendecomposition L = VΛV⊺, where V ∈ RN×N is the

complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors for L and Λ = diag ([λ1, . . . , λN ]) ∈ RN×N

is the corresponding set of eigenvalues. Given the spectral filter, hθ, defined in the

graph Fourier space [17] as a polynomial of the Laplacian, L, and V’s orthonormality,

we can filter x via multiplication such that

(3.1) hθ ∗G x = hθ(L)x = hθ (VΛV⊺)x = Vhθ(Λ)V⊺x,
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where θ is the set of learnable parameters for the filter hθ and ∗G is the spectral

convolution operator notation borrowed from the work of Defferrard et al. [3]. In this

context, graph convolution is implicitly performed by using the duality property of

the Fourier transform where the output is computed via multiplication by a spectral

filter in the graph Fourier space, followed by the IGFT of the product.

This work uses Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind [3, 111] to approximate

hθ using the graph’s spectrum such that

(3.2) hθ(L̃) =
K−1∑
k=0

θkTk(L̃),

for the scaled Laplacian L̃ = 2L
λmax

− IN , where λmax is the largest eigenvalue in

Λ, and K can be interpreted as the kernel size. The kernel size, K, which also

corresponds to the Chebyshev polynomial’s order, directly relates to the number

of vertices aggregated within K-hops from each vertex to compute the output of

a convolution for each corresponding input vertex. Chebyshev polynomials of the

first kind are defined by the recurrence relation, Tk(L̃) = 2L̃Tk−1(L̃) − Tk−2(L̃) for

T0(L̃) = I and T1(L̃) = L̃ [3] and the ordinary generating function for Tn

∞∑
n=0

Tn (x) t
n =

1− tx
1 = 2tx+ t2

.
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3.2.2. Trimesh extraction of cortical ribbon and subcortical regions

Using FreeSurfer v6.0 [112], all MRIs were denoised followed by field inhomogeneity

correction, and intensity and spatial normalization. Inner cortical surfaces (inter-

face between gray and white matter) and outer cortical surfaces (CSF/gray matter

interface) were extracted and automatically corrected for topological defects. Addi-

tionally, seven subcortical regions per hemisphere were segmented (amygdala, nucleus

accumbens, caudate, hippocampus, pallidum, putamen, thalamus) and modeled into

surface trimeshes using the SPHARM-PDM toolbox (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/spharm-

pdm).

Surfaces were inflated, parameterized to a sphere, and registered to a correspond-

ing spherical surface template using a rigid-body registration to preserve the cortical

[112] and subcortical [113] anatomy. Surface templates were converted to trimeshes

using their triangulation schemes. A scalar edge weight wij was assigned to edge

eij ∈ E connecting vertices vi and vj, as a function of their geodesic distance ψij

defined as

(3.3) wij = wji =
1

σ
√
2π
e
− 1

2

(
ψij
σ

)2

.

Surface templates were parcellated using a hierarchical bipartite partitioning of

their corresponding trimesh. Starting with their initial trimesh representation of

densely triangulated surfaces, spectral clustering was used to define two partitions.

These two groups were then each separated yielding four child partitions, and this

process was repeated until the average distance across neighbor partitions was below

https://www.nitrc.org/projects/spharm-pdm
https://www.nitrc.org/projects/spharm-pdm
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Table 3.1. Vertex, edge, and face counts (per hemisphere) for trimesh
surfaces of corresponding brain regions.

Regions Vertices, N Edges Faces

subcortical



amygdala
caudate
hippocampus
nucleus accumbens
pallidum
putamen
thalamus

512 3,060 1,020
1,024 6,132 2,044
2,048 12,276 4,092
256 1,524 508
512 3,060 1,020

1,024 6,132 2,044
2,048 12,276 4,092

cortex
{

white matter surface
pial surface

16,374 98,232 32,744
16,374 98,232 32,744

2.5 mm. For each partition, the central vertex was defined as the vertex whose

centrality was highest and the distance across two partitions was defined as the

geodesic distance (in mm) across the central vertices. Two partitions were neighbors

if at least one vertex in each partition were connected. Finally, partitions were

numbered so that partitions 2i and 2i+1 at level L had the same parent partition i

at level L−1. Therefore, for each level a graph was obtained such that the vertices of

the graph were the central vertices of the partitions and the edges across neighboring

vertices were weighted as in Equation 3.3. This serves as an improvement upon the

work of Defferrard et al. [3] to ensure that no singleton is ever produced by pooling

operations for the cortex and subcortical regions. At the finest level, trimeshes

consisted of the vertex, edge, and face counts provided in Table 3.1.

Vertex features were defined as the Cartesian coordinates of the surface vertices

in the subjects’ native space, prior to spherical surface registration onto the spher-

ical template. Similar studies, like that of Gutiérrez-Becker et al. [89], implement
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Figure 3.1. Illustration of block-diagonalization step for combining
cortical and subcortical vertices into single vertex feature matrix for
whole-brain graph. For each scan, the vertex feature matrices for WM
and pial surfaces are concatenated along the feature dimension (coor-
dinates) and hemispheres are concatenated along the vertex dimension
(rows). A row-wise concatenation (with respect to each hemisphere)
of the subcortical vertex feature matrices is also performed in alpha-
betical order of their names per hemisphere (listed alphabetically in
Table 3.1).

“rotation network” modules as the first few layers of their NN architecture to aid in

correcting and aligning their samples to a common template. Performing our tem-

plate registration as an additional preprocessing step reduces the complexity of our

architecture and eliminates the need of incorporating an “alignment” term to our cost

function [89], by having a 1:1 correspondence of vertices across trimeshes registered

to the same template.

Cortical ribbon surface vertices were assigned 6 features: the corresponding x, y,

and z coordinates of both the white matter (WM) and pial surface vertices for each

sample. This was decided because these trimeshes describing the surface boundaries
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of the cortical ribbon, use the same underlying mesh topology and therefore equiv-

alent “faces” with different coordinates for the vertices of their respective triangles.

Similar to the cortex, subcortical vertices had 3 features: their corresponding x, y,

and z coordinates in the native space as well. To maintain the same number of

features for all vertices per trimesh, the corresponding cortical and subcortical ver-

tex feature matrices were block-diagonalized into a single vertex feature matrix per

scan such that X ∈ R47,616×9, as depicted in Figure 3.1. This way, every vertex in

the concatenated feature matrix contains the same number of features and the co-

ordinate features not corresponding to a particular vertex are automatically zeroed,

therefore disabling their influence on vertices that do correspond to those coordinate

features. Sample surface boundary trimeshes from a randomly selected HC subject

and another random subject with AD are illustrated in Figure 3.2.

3.2.3. Residual network architecture

Motivated by the success of residual NN architectures in DL frameworks for image

recognition [114], the NN models used in this work are based on a residual learning

architecture composed of “residual learning blocks” referred to as ResBlocks, depicted

in Figure 3.3. These function by using an element-wise addition of the output from

a previous block to the output of the current block. This methodology was demon-

strated to allow for the training of deeper NN architectures, with the intuition that

adding more layers allows for progressively learning more complex features within

the architecture [114, 115].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.2. Lateral views of LH/RH (a/b) white matter surface
trimeshes for randomly selected HC subject (blue) and medial views
of LH/RH (c/d) trimeshes for subcortical regions of randomly selected
subject with AD.

Within a ResBlock, a spectral graph convolutional layer is used as a linear map-

ping tool to map Fin 7→ Fout features per vertex. Analogous to traditional convolution

with padding to preserve the input’s dimensionality, spectral graph convolution pre-

serves the number of vertices for graph inputs. A frequent issue in DL with training

deep NNs is in the internal covariate shift in the distribution of inputs to layers

with a model [116]. batch normalization (BN) is applied within each ResBlock prior

to each ReLU activation and GCN layer to circumvent this issue and prevent our
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Figure 3.3. Residual learning block (ResBlock) module used for GCN
architecture in this study. Batch normalization (BN) (depicted in or-
ange) is applied after spectral graph convolution (depicted in yellow).
If the number of input features Fin does not match the number of fil-
ters Fout at a layer, the top (red) branch of the ResBlock uses spectral
graph convolution as a linear mapping tool for mapping Fin 7→ Fout
per vertex, to provide a dimensionality match with the addition of the
main branch’s output. Otherwise, the input of a ResBlock is added to
the main branch output (green track). An element-wise ReLU activa-
tion function is used within the hidden layers of the ResBlock and as
the final activation.

GCN model from “forever chasing a moving target,” by standardizing inputs to lay-

ers within the network. This follows the convention used by other successful DL

architectures in computer vision [114, 115].

Using ResBlocks, max-pooling operations as defined by Defferrard et al. [3] (dis-

cussed in following section), and a MLP, the complete residual GCN architecture

used in this study is illustrated in Figure 3.4. An additional ResBlock, referred to

as a “post-ResBlock,” was introduced prior to the MLP as a final expansion of the

receptive field for the coarsened vertex feature maps.
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Figure 3.4. Residual GCN used for the binary classification of AD. In
this study, max-pooling operations are used to downsample the vertex
dimension by a factor of 2. A standard MLP layer is applied at the
end of the network architecture to map the vertex feature maps to the
corresponding label for classification.

3.2.4. Graph coarsening/pooling

Signal pooling, as discussed for traditional n-dimensional signals in Section B.2 of the

chapter 6.5, is useful for reducing the size of an input signal (i.e. height and width

of 2D RGB image). On graphs, the pooling (or coarsening) operation requires a

labeling of meaningful neighborhoods in graphs in order to aggregate similar vertices

with one another. Furthermore, performing this in sequential layers within a NN

model is the equivalent to multi-scale clustering on graphs and it can be challenging

to preserve local geometric structures. In fact, Bui et al. [117] prove that graph

clustering is NP-hard and requires approximations.

Defferrard et al. [3] use the multi-level Graclus approach [1], built on Metis [118],

to approximate graph pooling. This approach uses a greedy algorithm to compute

successive coarsened versions of a given graph, while minimizing several popular

spectral clustering objectives, from which they select the normalized cut [119].
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Figure 3.5. Visual walkthrough of graph pooling using Graclus [1] to
coarsen a graph with 12 vertices down to 3 vertices. Every vertex at
each level of coarsening is labeled with respect to the ordering from
the binary tree arrangement obtained on the right-hand side. In this
instance, the starting graph G0 is coarsened twice, by a factor of 2
each time, to obtain graph G2. Red vertices correspond to singletons
at each level of coarsening, blue vertices correspond to zero-valued
placeholder vertices that are ignored during pooling operations, and
the green vertices are “marked” vertices that are each merged with
another marked vertex to produce corresponding child vertices in the
binary tree structure.

Starting with an arbitrary graph G0, the first step in graph coarsening is to estab-

lish the number of “levels” of potential coarsening. To do this, it is first important to

know the number of vertices |V0|, in G0 and select a number of levels that is ≤ |V0|−2.

The specifics of this will become clearer with further explanation, but for now it is

noteworthy to keep in mind that if |V0| = 3 and 2 levels of coarsening are specified,

this will eventually reduce the graph down to 1 vertex from 3 vertices, which is not

a useful graph (floating singular vertex).

Once the number of coarsening levels is established, the attention is then turned

on turning G0 7→ G1 first, as depicted by Figure 3.5. First, Graclus’ [1] greedy rule

consists of randomly selecting an “unmarked” vertex, vi ∈ V0, and “marking” the
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neighbor, vj ∈ V0, that maximizes the relationship

(3.4) max
vi,vj

{
wij

(
1

di
+

1

dj

)}
,

for the scalar edge weight wij ∈ G0. Once vj ∈ V0 is determined, both vi and vj are

marked as merged vertices and an arbitrary placeholder vertex vi ∈ G1 is created and

marked as their child vertex. This process is repeated for G0 until all vertices vi ∈ V0

are marked and/or only singletons remain. For example, by following Figure 3.5 for

context, it is observed that after 1 level of Graclus, the vertex pair (v0, v1) ∈ V0 are

merged to form v0 ∈ V1. Meanwhile, v6 is a singleton that is carried over to G1 to

become v3 ∈ V1.

For an arbitrary graph G0, assume that Graclus is performed twice to produce

two levels of coarsening (G0 → G1 → G2). After coarsening, the remaining vertices of

the coarsened graphs after G0 are still not arranged in a meaningful way to perform

a pooling operation of consistent sizing to go from G0 down to G1,2. To solve this, we

first rearrange the vertices of the coarsest graph, V2, into a arbitrarily-ordered 1D

vector. Based on this vector, the vertices at the preceding levels, V0,1, are then rear-

ranged correspondingly, based on the parent-child relationships determined during

coarsening. Following Figure 3.5, a placeholder vertex is inserted as the “co-parent”

for every singleton carried over between coarsening levels. This is repeated until ev-

ery vertex (except those in V0) has two parent vertices at the preceding level, creating

a balanced binary tree, as depicted on the right in Figure 3.5. Afterwards, vertices
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at the coarsest level are arbitrarily permuted and the ordering is then propagated to

the finer levels, producing a canonical ordering of the vertices in V0.

Using this balanced binary tree structure and treating the vertices at the finest

level, V0, as a traditional 1D signal, 1D pooling can be applied (2D pooling described

in section B.2 of the chapter 6.5). As a consequence of using a balanced binary

tree structure to get a canonical ordering of vertices across different levels of graph

coarsening, 1D-pooling operations can only be performed using power-of-2 pooling

window sizes. Placeholder vertices, which are inserted to compensate for singleton-

carryovers, are only considered for outlining individual pooling windows and their

values are set to neutral values that are ignored during pooling. For example, after

Graclus is performed on G0, if a 4-element max-pooling operation was performed on

the updated V0 (now including placeholder vertices), the operation would reduce to

z ∈ R3 = max-pool4 ([v0, v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, v7, v8, v9, v10, v11])

= [max (v0, v1, v2, v3) ,max (v4, v5, v6, v7) ,max (v8, v9, v10, v11)]

= [max (v0, v1) ,max (v4, v5, v6) ,max (v8, v9, v10)] ,

where the placeholder vertices, v2,3,7,11 ∈ V0, are ignored in the final steps of pooling.

Keep in mind, when selecting a 1D-pooling window of a power-of-2 size, the

number of coarsening levels traversed in the binary tree is log2 of the size. In this

particular case, because the expanded graph G0 (including placeholder vertices) is of
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length 12, and a length-4 pooling window is used, the output graph G2 is log2 (4) = 2

levels down from G0 in the coarsening hierarchy.

3.2.5. Adaptation of Grad-CAM to trimeshes

The interpretability of CNN decision-making was addressed by Selvaraju et al. [120]

via Grad-CAM to provide interpretable localized heatmaps that weigh the “impor-

tance” of areas in a 2D input image which are indicative of certain predictions after

training a CNN. In their work, Selvaraju et al. [120] feed images to CNNs and gradi-

ents for each class (i.e. logits prior to softmax) are extracted at the final convolutional

layer. Using these gradients, global average pooling (GAP) is applied across the fea-

ture maps of the final convolutional layer, for each class c, to extract the “neuron

importance weights,” α(f)
c ∈ Rc×f , whose formulation we re-adapted for meshes such

that

(3.5) α(f)
c =

1

N

∑
i

∂yc

∂A
(f)
i

,

where yc corresponds to the class-score for class c, and A
(f)
i refers to the value at

vertex vi for the vertex feature map A(f) ∈ RN . The set of neuron importance

weights, α(f)
c , is then projected back onto each feature map, A(f), to compute the

class activation map (CAM), Mc, for each class, c, such that

(3.6) Mc = ReLU

(∑
f

α(f)
c A(f)

)
∈ RN .
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ReLU is applied to the linear sum of feature maps with respect to their neuron

importance weights because we are only interested in the features that have a positive

influence on the class interest [120].

As a consequence of multiple pooling operations within our GCN architecture,

the extracted CAMs with respect to the vertices of the coarsest trimesh at the final

convolutional layer are less focused to specific surface locations. Therefore, the CAMs

of the coarsest trimesh are up-sampled back up to the same number of vertices at the

finest level G0 using a trivial interpolation to provide a direct overlay on the original

input trimesh.

3.3. Experiment

3.3.1. Dataset and preprocessing

T1-weighted MRIs from ADNI [121, 83] were selected with AD/HC diagnosis labels

given up to 2 months after the corresponding scan. This was taken as a precaution

to ensure that each diagnosis had clinical justification. The dataset in our study

consisted of 1,191 different scans for 435 unique subjects. subsection 3.3.2 outlines

our stratified data splitting strategy to ensure no data leakage occurs at the subject

level across the training, validation, and testing sets [122].

Trimeshes for each MRI were extracted following the trimesh preprocessing steps

described in subsection 3.2.2. The spatial standard deviation from Equation 3.3, σ,

was set to 2 ad-hoc. The visual quality for each trimesh was assessed manually via

a direct overlay over slices of the corresponding MRI. Laplacians for the cortex and
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each subcortical region were block-diagonalized to create one overall L representing

a single trimesh with multiple connected components. Extracted feature matrices for

each sample were min-max normalized per feature to the interval [−1, 1] prior to feed-

ing batches of data into the networks. The added zeros during block-diagonalization

(as discussed in subsection 3.2.2) were ignored during each normalization step.

3.3.2. Network architecture and training

Extra care was taken in the shuffling of samples to avoid bias from subject overlap in

our cross-validation [122]. A custom dataset splitting function was implemented such

that the distribution of labels was preserved amongst each set while also ensuring to

avoid subject overlap. 20% of the samples were selected at random for the testing

set. Of the remaining 80%, 20% of those were withheld as the validation set, while

the remaining belonged to the training set. A 25-trial Monte Carlo cross-validation

was performed using this data split scheme.

The architecture in Figure 3.4 was implemented using 16 filters per GCN layer

(not including the post-ResBlock), Chebyshev polynomials of order K = 3, and

pooling windows of size p = 2. Four alternating ResBlock and pooling layers were

cascaded as shown in Figure 3.4 prior to the post-ResBlock. The number of units at

the post-ResBlock and MLP layer was 128. Our GCN was optimized by minimizing

a standard binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss function

(3.7) L = − 1

M

M∑
n=1

ym log(ŷm) + (1− ym) log (1− ŷm) ,
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where ŷm is the predicted class for the mth sample of M total samples and ym is the

ground truth label for the corresponding sample index, m.

Networks were trained using batches of 32 samples per step for 100 epochs in

each Monte Carlo trial. The Adam [123] optimizer was used with a learning rate

of 5 × 10−4 and a learning rate decay of 0.999. Experiments were implemented in

Python 3.6 using Tensorflow 1.13.4 using an NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN Z GPU

in a Dell Precision Tower 7910 with Linux Mint 19.2.

3.4. Results and Discussion

3.4.1. AD vs. HC classification

Our baseline cross-validation includes the same MLP classifier, ridge, classifier, and

a 100-estimator random forest (RF) classifier set up by Parisot et al. [109], where

a similar graph approach is also used in the classification of AD based on subject

population graphs. The MLP designed was analogous to the GCN design by Parisot

et al. [109] such that the number of hidden layers and parameters was the same as

our GCN. The boxplot in Figure 3.6 demonstrates our GCN outperforming other

SOTA classifiers not limited to graph methods on our dataset split.

The results in Table 3.2 highlight comparable metrics of our model versus other

studies that operate on 3D voxels from MRI volumes, including the work of Punjabi

et al. [107]. In their work, Punjabi et al. train a multi-modal CNN using both vol-

umetric MRI and FDG-PET imaging for the same task, which we outperform while
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Figure 3.6. Monte Carlo cross-validation accuracy results for GCN and
baseline models from [109] applied to brain trimeshes.

Table 3.2. Model comparison to classifiers in studies not limited to
surface methods. Accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and the Area Under
the Curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
statistics reported across different studies using subsets of the same
ADNI dataset.

Study Modality AD/HC Acc. Sens. Spec. ROC-AUC
[107] MRI –/– (723) 73.76 – – –
[107] MRI+PETamyloid –/– (723) 92.34 – – –
[104] MRI+PETFDG 51/52 94.37 94.71 94.04 97.24
[124] MRI+CSF 96/111 91.80 88.50 94.60 95.80
[125] MRI 228/188 84.13 82.45 85.63 90.00
[126] MRI 92/94 93.01 89.13 96.80 93.51
[127] MRI 70/70 97.60 – – –
[128] MRI 200/232 94.74 95.24 94.26 –
Ours MRI 167/265 96.35 92.37 96.74 96.84

training and evaluating on a smaller subset of their subject population. Further-

more, volumetric models like those by Punjabi et al. rely on 3D CNNs with far more

learned parameters (×2 for a modality fusion model), when compared to sparser ap-

proaches likes GCNs. Similar to Ranjan et al. [4], we also achieve comparable results

with far less learnable parameters by working with sparse surface representations like
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trimeshes and focusing on brain shape features instead of raw voxel intensities from

MRIs and applying voxel-based classifiers on dense volumes.

3.4.2. Class activation map (CAM) visualization

By employing Grad-CAM on our best GCN, an average CAM was generated for

true positive (TP) predictions (Figure 3.7). We project our CAM onto the cortical

template [129] provided by FreeSurfer [112] and the homemade subcortical region

templates detailed in [113]. The color scale highlights areas from least-to-most in-

fluential in TP predictions. The patterns in the CAM match previously described

distributions of cortical and subcortical atrophy [98, 130]. One reason we may ob-

serve a mismatch between the CAM and expected atrophy in the inferior parietal

lobule could be the degree of variability in highly folded association cortex, e.g.,

the intermediate sulcus of Jensen is found only in some individuals [97, 131]. The

slightly more left-lateralized pattern in the CAM aligns with previous reports that

propose greater pathologic burden and neurodegeneration of the language network

which leads to worsening on verbal-based neuropsychological measures of memory

resulting in a diagnosis for AD [102].

3.5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we demonstrated the effectiveness of using cortical and subcortical

surface meshes in the context of binary AD clinical diagnosis and ROI visualization in

TP predictions. Furthermore, we compared the cross-validation results of our model

for the same AD vs. HC problem using other ML models on our data. Additionally,
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 3.7. Average TP CAMs on the cortical template from [129,
112] (top) and subcortical regions from [113] (bottom) including: (a-
b, e-f) lateral-medial views of the LH respectively, (c-d, g-h) medial-
lateral views of the RH respectively.

our final results were comparable to the results of other studies that use traditional

neuroimaging modalities as inputs. When compared to the performance of the multi-

modal approach used by Punjabi et al. [107], our model outperforms their approach,

thus potentially indicating the reliability of leveraging shape information represented

as trimeshes to perform the same binary classification task.

Natural extensions of this work could be to (1) expand our classification problem

to include a third class from ADNI, mild cognitive impairment (MCI), (2) increase the

population in our study to include those in ADNI3 [121], (3) work on longitudinal

predictions, and (4) compare our model’s performance in using only the cortex,

subcortical regions, or both. Additionally, having a 3D-volume-to-mesh dataset offers
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the potential for developing generative networks [132], for performing the graph

extraction preprocessing step described in subsection 3.2.2. This will provide more

autonomy and limit the need for the manual quality assessment (QA) of trimeshes

as a part of our pipeline.
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CHAPTER 4

Analyzing Brain Morphology in Alzheimer’s Disease Using

Discriminative and Generative Spiral Networks

Abstract

Several patterns of atrophy have been identified and strongly related to Alzheimer’s

disease (AD) pathology and its progression. Morphological changes in brain shape

have been identified up to ten years before clinical diagnoses of AD, making its

early detection more relevant. We propose novel geometric deep learning frame-

works for the analysis of brain shape in the context of neurodegeneration caused by

AD. Our deep neural networks learn low-dimensional shape descriptors of multiple

neuroanatomical regions, instead of using handcrafted features for each region. A

discriminative network using spiral convolution on 3D trimeshes is constructed for

the in-vivo binary classification of AD vs. healthy controls (HCs) using a fast and

efficient “spiral” convolution operator on 3D trimesh surfaces of human brain subcor-

tical regions extracted from T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Our

network architecture consists of modular learning blocks using residual connections

to improve overall classifier performance.

In this study: (1) a discriminative network is used to analyze the efficacy of

disease classification using input data from multiple brain regions and compared
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to using a single hemisphere or a single bilateral brain region. It also outperforms

prior work using spectral graph convolution on the same the same tasks, as well as

alternative methods that operate on intermediate point cloud representations of 3D

shapes. (2) Additionally, visual interpretations for regions on the surface of brain

regions that are associated to true positive AD predictions are generated and fall

in accordance with the current reports on the structural localization of pathological

changes associated to AD. (3) A conditional generative network is also implemented

to analyze the effects of phenotypic priors given to the model (i.e. AD diagnosis)

in generating subcortical regions. The generated surface trimeshes by our model

indicate learned morphological differences in the presence of AD that agrees with the

current literature on patterns of atrophy associated to AD pathology. In particular,

our inference results demonstrate an overall reduction in subcortical trimesh volume

and surface area in the presence of AD, especially in the hippocampus. The low-

dimensional shape descriptors obtained by our generative model are also evaluated

in our discriminative baseline comparisons versus our discriminative network and the

alternative shape-based approaches.

4.1. Introduction

Advances in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have enabled a plethora of non-

invasive shape analysis tools and techniques for modeling the human anatomy in

high detail, specifically neuroanatomical shape modeling [87]. Methodological in-

sights in human brain shape analyses have demonstrated powerful utility for their
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visualization capabilities and valued characterizations of neuropathology and neu-

rodevelopment. Shape-based descriptors have proven to be effective for a variety

of tasks such as: segmentation, observing and identifying shape asymmetries, and

surface analyses using triangular meshes (trimeshes) [133]. Morphological patterns

of change in brain regions have often been predictive of different neurodevelopmen-

tal and neurodegenerative diseases, such as: schizophrenia, epilepsy [134], Lewy

bodies, and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [135]. Neuroanatomical changes in structural

MRI have been identified up to ten years before clinical diagnoses in AD [136].

Wachinger et al. [78] employ BrainPrint to yield extensive characterizations of brain

anatomy using region-specific shape descriptors with samples from the Alzheimer’s

Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) dataset [83] to identify unique individuals

(3,000 subjects) with a 99.8% accuracy. Gutiérrez-Becker et al. [89] demonstrate a

strong performance (0.80/0.79/0.78 for precision/recall/F1-score respectively) using

BrainPrint to classify scans belonging to AD subjects apart from healthy controls

(HCs), in which they later outperform in a baseline comparison using their own shape

descriptors (0.83/0.84/0.82 precision/recall/F1-score respectively) learned on point

cloud representations of neuroanatomical shapes.

Working with geometric shape descriptors offers a more robust representation of

brain morphology, rather than direct image intensities. The inferences drawn from

utilizing shape descriptors are able to remain robust with respect to intensity changes

that may be caused by differing scanner hardware/protocols. A recent development

in deep learning (DL), PointNet [137], introduces artificial neural networks (NNs)
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designed for operating on 3D point clouds in tasks such as object identification.

Gutiérrez-Becker et al. [89] utilize the point cloud operations from PointNet [137]

to construct deep NNs which are trained for AD vs. HC classification on unordered

3D point cloud representations of subcortical brain regions. Their framework is also

evaluated on the mild cognitive impairment (MCI) vs. HC classification task, which

yields a significant drop in classifier performance due to the high variability within

the MCI class, since the detection of MCI is more symptomatic and it is sub-divided

into different stages (typically early MCI and late MCI).

Generalizations of successful convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to non-Euclidean

data types, such as point clouds and trimeshes, fall under the wide umbrella of geo-

metric deep learning (GDL) [138]. Similar to 3D voxels [139], point clouds [140]

are intermediate representations of 3D shapes, unlike direct surface representations,

i.e. a triangular mesh (trimesh). Despite their high success, voxel-based DL ap-

proaches typically suffer from high computational complexity, and point cloud ap-

proaches suffer from an absence of smoothness in data representation [141]. Poly-

gon meshes are direct and effective surface representations of object shape, when

compared to voxels. Geometric learning on meshes has only recently been ex-

plored [142, 143, 4, 144, 145] for shape completion, non-linear facial morphable

model generation and classification, 3D surface segmentation, and reconstruction

from 2D/3D images. A novel representation learning and generative DL framework

using spiral convolution on fixed topology meshes, was established with Neural3DMM

[141] and later improved upon with SpiralNet++ [146].
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Given the relevance and valued characterizations of brain shape in neuropathol-

ogy and neurodevelopment, as well as the added value of successful DL methods for

shape-driven tasks using 3D point clouds [137, 147], we improve upon the work by

Gutiérrez-Becker et al. [89], which operates on unordered point clouds of 3D brain

regions. We extend their discriminative networks by working with spiral convolution

operators on trimeshes instead. Similar to Gutiérrez-Becker et al. [89], we use a con-

ditional generative network framework to introduce non-imaging data, particularly

AD diagnosis, and analyze the learned morphological patterns of generated trimeshes

with respect to diagnostic priors.

Our framework is based upon the spiral convolution operators defined in SpiralNet++

[146] and the residual NN framework for image recognition established by He et al.

[114]. We quantitatively evaluate the performance of our model in AD/MCI bi-

nary classification with an ablation study using different subcortical region inputs

(all regions, per-hemisphere, and bilaterally per-region) to analyze the efficacy of

incorporating input data from multiple brain regions. Furthermore, we perform a

baseline comparison of our spiral framework’s performance with our prior work [96]

using spectral graph convolution [32], and the point cloud approach by Gutiérrez-

Becker et al. [89] on the same AD/MCI classification tasks. Our generative model is

based upon a conditional variational autoencoder (CVAE) [148] framework, which

is used to extract low-dimensional brain shape descriptors that are then used for the
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same AD/MCI binary classification tasks when compared to HCs. We also experi-

ment with the effects of conditioning our generative model on AD diagnosis during

training and trimesh generation (synthesis).

An interpretation of classifier reasoning is often a desired quality of DL frame-

works that is often neglected but highly needed, especially in medical image analyses.

This paper is an extension of our preliminary work [96] where spectral graph convo-

lutional networks (GCNs) [32] were used for binary AD classification and we adapted

Grad-CAM [120] on trimeshes to provide visually interpretable heatmaps that local-

ize areas on trimeshes which drive true positive (TP) AD predictions. Given Grad-

CAM’s modularity to work with any CNN model, we apply a trimesh adaptation of

Grad-CAM [96] to the discriminative network in this study.

In summary our contributions are as follows:

(1) A joint framework for improved in-vivo pathological classifica-

tion using multiple subcortical regions in a single scan. A holistic

view of brain subcortical anatomy is provided to demonstrate stronger dis-

criminative performance with multiple brain regions. For AD in particular

[149, 150], correspondences across multiple regions are often more robust

than studying one organ in isolation, especially in neuroimaging where seg-

menting multiple subcortical regions is possible from a single MRI volume.

AD has also been identified to start in localized brain regions (good for early

detection) and has been shown to progressively spread to multiple brain re-

gions (good for robust detection).
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(2) Discriminative SpiralNets for improved AD classification on trimeshes

versus prior work using spectral method. We demonstrate an improve-

ment in accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score upon our prior work [96]

by using spiral convolution on brain surface trimeshes for AD classification.

Our discriminative SpiralNet also outperforms alternative shape-based de-

scriptor approaches which operate on intermediate shape representations

such as point clouds.

(3) Mesh Grad-CAM adaptation to provide visual reasoning in lo-

calized region of interest (ROI) on trimesh manifolds that drive

TP predictions in AD classification. Our prior adaptation of Grad-

CAM [96] was successful in localizing ROIs on trimeshes for TP predictions

from our GCNs. Although a different convolution operator is used in this

proposed framework, learned feature maps are still attainable from convolu-

tional layers for generating class activation maps (CAMs) onto input trimesh

surfaces. These CAMs are a visual interpretation of regions along the sur-

face of subcortical regions whose shape is indicative of TP AD predictions

by our spiral networks. Our obtained CAMs draw direct correspondences

with brain shape deformations tightly correlated with AD pathology.

(4) Conditional generative spiral networks for low-dimensional rep-

resentation learning on brain trimesh manifolds with diagnostic

priors. Our generative CVAEs are able to learn low-dimensional discrim-

inative representations of trimeshes, which are then evaluated against our
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proposed discriminative network and prior baseline methods. The morpho-

logical effects of conditioning on AD are also analyzed and supported by

multiple reports on the neuroanatomical changes in AD progression.

4.2. Related Work

4.2.1. PointNet on 3D neuroanatomical surfaces

As an improvement upon BrainPrint [85, 86], Gutiérrez-Becker et al. [89] introduced

a DL approach for the shape analysis of neuroanatomical regions in AD using point

clouds distributed on the surface of each region. Point clouds are a lightweight

representation of 3D surfaces which avoids topological constraints of surfaces and can

be trivial to roughly obtain given a segmented surface. Although computationally

robust, their method still operates on and outputs intermediate representations of

brain shape.

Methods that generate intermediate representations of 3D surfaces (i.e. pixels)

are left insensitive to the physical constraints of the boundaries for a 3D object. The

output quality of postprocessing steps taken to generate 3D surfaces, like trimeshes,

therefore become dependent on the output quality of the intermediate representations

[151]. In this work, we improve upon the framework established by Gutiérrez-Becker

et al. [89] by working with spiral convolution operators that operate directly on 3D

morphable trimeshes [141] that are registered to a common template topology. We

also improve upon their framework by way of residual connections [114] within our
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classifier, and demonstrate an improvement in classification performance using resid-

ual connections within alternative approaches in our baseline classifier comparison.

Additionally, Gutiérrez-Becker et al. [89] demonstrate a powerful framework for

fixed-size point cloud reconstruction and generation using a PointNet [137, 147]

CVAE architecture. Although point cloud methods can be compact and robust,

they can still lack an underlying smooth structure whose approximation is dependent

on the output quality of the close, whereas surface trimeshes are more realistic, less

sensitive to noise, and are capable of preserving high-quality 3D geometry generation.

In this work we construct CVAEs using fixed-size trimeshes which are registered to

a common template during preprocessing.

4.2.2. Spectral graph convolution (ChebyNets)

Morphable meshes [141], specifically trimeshes [152], are direct surface represen-

tations of 3D volume boundaries that can be used for 3D visualization, describing

3D texture, and contextualizing shape. By construction, trimeshes are undirected

graphs. Modeling convolution on 3D trimeshes can be more memory efficient and al-

low for the processing of higher resolution 3D structures when compared to volumet-

ric approaches using 3D CNNs. Our prior work [96] demonstrates an improvement

in AD classification with spectral GCNs referred to as ChebyNets [3], using a dataset

of 3D trimeshes from a subset of T1-weighted MRIss in the subject population used

by Punjabi et al. [107], a volumetric approach. ChebyNets are also implemented
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and utilized by Ranjan et al. for a generative framework using a convolutional mesh

autoencoder (CoMA) for generating 3D human faces.

Spectral filtering on graphs [3, 32] can come with a number of caveats. Spectral

filters are inherently isotropic by design since they particularly rely on the graph

Laplacian L or adjacency matrix A as the graph shift operator, each performing

weighted averages (aggregations) of adjacent vertices with respect to each vertex,

regardless of order/locality. Gong et al. [146] emphasize that the isotropic na-

ture of spectral filters for undirected graphs is a side effect of needing to design

a permutation-invariant operator with a small number of parameters, under the ab-

sence of canonical ordering.

While a “necessary evil” for certain graph learning applications [141], spectral

graph filters are still basis-dependent and can be rather weak on trimeshes since

they are locally rotational-invariant. On the other hand, spiral convolutional filters

take advantage of the fact that trimeshes are locally Euclidean and a canonical

ordering of neighbors for each vertex can be established, such as a spiral ordering

starting an arbitrary vertex. By design, spiral filters are anisotropic and have proven

to generalize functions on 3D meshes better than spectral methods, as demonstrated

by Bouritsas et al. [141] and Gong et al. [146]. In our analyses, an ablation study

demonstrates an improvement upon AD classification performance using spiral filters,

in comparison to spectral filters; originally used in our preliminary work in chapter 3

[96].
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4.2.3. Generative networks on brain graphs

Several studies have recently investigated using GDL [138] for synthesizing brain-

related graphs [153, 154, 155, 156] using generative adversarial network (GAN)

[132] inspired frameworks. Other types of generative networks, namely autoencoder-

based architectures, have also demonstrated success for neuroimaging applications,

such as the work of Choi et al. [157], where a generative model is developed using

chronological age and apoE4 genetic traits as conditional features for synthesizing

PET scans in the context of AD and brain aging. In their study, a variational

autoencoder (VAE) [158] is used to demonstrate the significant effect apoE4 genetic

information had in predicting age-related metabolic changes in synthesized PET

scans that are then compared to ground-truth follow-up scans.

Autoencoders are NNs trained to minimize the reconstruct error between their

inputs and outputs, separated by encoder and decoder halves. Traditionally, autoen-

coders have been used for unsupervised dimensionality reduction or feature learning,

since their objective functions for training are typically designed to minimize the

reconstructions of its inputs (i.e. mean absolute error).

Variational autoencoders (VAEs) [158], similarly aim to reconstruct inputs, while

also attempting to constrain the latent space of the encoder output to an assumed

underlying probabilistic distribution (such as a multivariate Gaussian). Using this

assumption, the total objective function used to train VAEs minimize a reconstruc-

tion loss term and a latent space regularization term, typically the Kullback–Leibler

(KL) divergence [159], as a measure of the disparity between the embedding and
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assumed prior distribution N (0, I). Once trained, VAEs are valuable in their util-

ity as a generative framework, where new samples can be synthesized by sampling

from the assumed prior distribution. CoMA [4] is built upon a VAE framework for

meshes, using spectral GCNs. Their results demonstrate remarkable performance in

synthesizing a diversity of facial expressions on 3D morphable meshes, all registered

to a common template topology.

As a generative framework, one drawback to VAEs is the lack of control in tar-

geted data generation. This can be problematic for tasks dependent on generat-

ing specific types of samples. Conditional variational autoencoders (CVAEs) [148]

offer more control by combining variational inference from VAEs with additional

conditional priors, with respect to each sample, using a simple concatenation step

prior to decoding. Based on CoMA and the success of point cloud generation for

neuroanatomical shapes [89], a CVAE framework composed of spiral convolutional

learning blocks is used in this study to generate 3D trimeshes of neuroanatomical

regions by conditioning on AD diagnosis.

4.3. Methods

The mesh notation from Table 1.1 and trimesh extraction preprocessing steps

described previously in subsection 3.2.2 of chapter 3 are used again in the methods

of this study to deal with trimeshes. However, due to computational limitations

in dealing with incorporating the cortical surfaces, this study only analyzes and

predicts on the subcortical regions (i.e. amygdala, caudate, etc.). Additionally, the

trimesh adaptation of Grad-CAM [120] discussed in subsection 3.2.5 is adapted to
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(a) Spiral on AD mesh (b) Dilated spiral on HC mesh

Figure 4.1. Examples of clockwise spiral sequences established on left
hippocampi trimeshes from randomly selected scans of a subject with
Alzheimer’s disease (left) and a healthy control (right). Note that in
using dilation, the receptive field of the kernel supports exponential
expansion without increasing the support-size/length of the spiral ker-
nel [146]. In each example, a spiral sequence of 6 selected vertices are
generated including the center vertex.

this study’s discriminative framework, given Grad-CAM’s modularity for any type

of CNN architecture.

4.3.1. Spiral sequences on trimeshes

First, we provide an illustrated clarification of spiral sequences on 3D morphable

trimeshes of brain regions (Figure 4.1), which are at the core of the learning frame-

work introduced by Gong et al. [146]. Given an arbitrary trimesh and an arbitrarily-
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selected vertex we’ll refer to as the center vertex, a spiral sequence can be naturally

enumerated by following a spiral pattern around the center vertex. First, a spiral

orientation is fixed (clockwise or counter-clockwise) and a random starting direction

is selected from the center vertex. Following the convention of Gong et al. [146],

orientations for all spiral generations were fixed to counter-clockwise in our analyses

and a random starting direction was initialized for each vertex.

Specifically, a k-ring and a k-disk around a center vertex v is defined as:

0− ring(v) = {v} ,

k − disk(v) =
⋃

i=0,...,k

i-ring(v),

(k + 1)-ring(v) = N (k-ring(v)) \ k-disk(v),(4.1)

where N (V ) is the neighborhood/set of all vertices adjacent to any vertex in the

set of vertices V . A spiral sequence of length L at vertex v is defined as S(v, L);

a canonically ordered set of L vertices from a concatenation of k rings. Only part

of the last ring is concatenated in this definition, in order to ensure a fixed-length

serialization. Formally, the spiral sequence is defined as:

(4.2) S(v, L) ⊂ {0-ring(v), 1-ring(v), . . . , k-ring(v)} .

The spiral sequences defined in SpiralNet++ [146] show remarkable advantages

to a high-level feature representation of each vertex in a consistent and robust way

when spirals are frozen during training. By this we mean that spiral sequences are
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generated only once for each vertex on the template trimesh, instead of randomly

generated sequences for every vertex per epoch, as was done by Lim et al. [160].

4.3.2. Spiral convolution

The idea of a convolutional neural network (CNN) applied on 2D/3D images defined

on standard Euclidean grids [33] is dependent on using 2D/3D rectangular convo-

lutional filters that slide across images and map Fin 7→ Fout features with respect

to every pixel/voxel, as discussed in Appendix B of the chapter 6.5. An extension

of this application on data types in irregular domains such as graphs, is typically

expressed using [161, 162] or message passing [163] schemes.

Using the mesh notation convention established in Table 1.1, with x
(k−1)
i ∈ RFin

denoting the feature vector of Fin features at vertex vi and wij denoting the (optional)

Ein features on edge eij connecting vertex vi and vertex vj at layer (k− 1), message

passing NNs are typically defined such that

(4.3) x
(k)
i = γ(k)

(
x
(k−1)
i , □

j∈N (i)
ϕ(k)

(
x
(k−1)
i ,x

(k−1)
j , e

(k−1)
ij

))
,

where □ represents a differentiable permutation-invariant operation (i.e. sum, mean,

max, etc.), and γ(k) and ϕ(k) denote differentiable kernel functions such as a multilayer

perceptron (MLP). CNNs defined for data types that exist in standard Euclidean

grids have a clear one-to-one mapping. However for data types in irregular domains

such as graphs, correspondences are defined using neighborhood connectivity for each

vertex and weight matrices dependent on the kernel functions, γ and ϕ at each layer.
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Using the spiral sequence serialization discussed in the previous section (sub-

section 4.3.1), we can define convolution on trimeshes in a canonical manner to

Euclidean CNNs that is anisotropic by design. Following the convention of Gong et

al. [146], the spiral convolution operator is defined as

(4.4) x
(k)
i = γ(k)

(
||

vj∈S(vi,L)

)
,

where γ denotes a MLP and || is the concatenation operation applied on the shared

features of the vertices of spiral sequence S(vi, L) centered at vertex vi.

The dilated extension [164] of spiral convolution using a dilated spiral sequence

(depicted in Figure 4.1) can also be applied to trimeshes by uniformly sub-sampling

during spiral generation, with the pre-processing parameter d denoting a uniform

sampling of every d−1 vertices along the spiral sequence until L vertices are selected.

4.3.3. Trimesh sampling (up/down-sampling)

Traditional Euclidean CNNs typically use a hierarchical multiscale learning structure,

typically employed for learning global and local context, using a combination of

convolutional layers and pooling/up-sampling operations in-network. To mimic this

behavior, we use trimesh sampling/coarsening operators introduced by Ranjan et al.

[4] that define analogous down-sampling and up-sampling of trimesh vertices within

a NN.

The 3D trimesh samples in this study use F = 3 input features per vertex, each

feature corresponding to the x, y, and z coordinates for every vertex in a subject’s
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native 3D space. However, convolutions applied on trimesh features within a NN can

result in features with different dimensionality. Therefore, in this section we use F

to generalize our explanation to trimeshes with arbitrary feature dimensions across

their vertices.

The in-network down-sampling of a trimesh, with N vertices, is performed using

the down-sampling matrix, D ∈ {0, 1}M×N , and up-sampling with U ∈ RN×M , for

N > M . The sparse down-sampling matrix is obtained by contracting vertex pairs

iteratively that maintain surface error approximations using quadric matrices [5].

The vertices of the down-sampled trimesh are essentially a subset of the original

trimesh’s vertices, Vd ⊂ V . Each element of (D)p,q ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether the

qth vertex is kept during down-sampling with (D)p,q = 1, otherwise discarded with

(D)p,q = 0 ∀p.

To remain loss-less, the up-sampling operator is built during the generation of

the down-sampling operator. Vertices retained during down-sampling are kept for

up-sampling such that (U)q,p = 1 iff (D)p,q = 1. Vertices vq ∈ V that are discarded

during down-sampling, for (D)p,q = 0, ∀p, are mapped into the down-sampled trimesh

surface by using barycentric coordinates, p̃ = wii + wjj + wkk, where vi,j,k ∈ V and

wi + wj + wk = 1. Using these weights, we update U such that

U(q, i) = wi, U(q, j) = wj, U(q, k) = wk,

otherwise, U(q, l) = 0.
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The features on the vertices retained from down-sampling a trimesh are obtained

via the sparse matrix multiplication

(4.5) Y = DX ∈ RM×F ,

for X ∈ RN×F . By analogy, the vertices on the output trimesh of an up-sampling

operation are obtained as an inverse to down-sampling via the sparse matrix multi-

plication

(4.6) X = UY ∈ RN×F .

4.3.4. Spiral brain trimesh networks

4.3.4.1. Residual learning blocks (ResBlocks). Motivated by the success of

residual DL frameworks [114] for image recognition, the NNs used in this study are

also composed of residual learning blocks (ResBlocks) depicted in Figure 4.2. A spiral

convolutional layer maps Fin 7→ Fout features for every vertex in the input trimesh

using MLPs applied on the spiral sequence, S(vi, L) of each vertex vi. Analogous

to traditional convolution with padding to preserve the size of input feature maps,

spiral convolution on trimeshes also preserves dimensionality since S(vi, L) is defined

for every input vertex. Therefore, the number of vertices, N , is still preserved in the

output vertex feature matrix, Xout ∈ RN×Fout . Through trial-and-error, we found

that using the ResBlock sequence defined in Figure 4.2 yielded the best results,
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Figure 4.2. Residual learning block (ResBlock) module used in Spi-
ralNet inspired architecture. Batch normalization (BN) (depicted in
orange) is applied after spiral convolution (depicted in yellow). The
top (red) branch of the ResBlock uses spiral convolution followed by
BN as an identity linear mapping tool to map the Fin features of the
input vertices to the Fout features acquired by the main branch. Oth-
erwise, the input of the residual learning block (ResBlock) is added to
the main branch output (green). An element-wise ELU(·) function is
used within the hidden layers and as the final activation of the Res-
Block.

which still incorporates batch normalization (BN), GCN layers (this time spiral),

and non-linear activation functions.

An important hyperparameter for training deep NNs is the choice of activation

function for the hidden layers and output layer. In their work, He et al. [114] used

the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function defined as

ReLU(x) = x+ = max (0, x) ,
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Figure 4.3. Trimesh mesh encoder module made up of a sequential
stack of alternating spiral convolution and down-sampling layers (five
each). The ith ResBlock maps Fi features onto the vertices of the
respective input. Each down-sampling layer coarsens the input vertex
count down by a factor of two. After the final down-sampling layer,
global average pooling (GAP) is applied over to reduce the output
embedding down to RF5 .

within their residual learning framework. DL architectures using ReLU are prone to

suffering from the common “dying ReLU” problem where hidden layer outputs heavily

saturate to zero [165], leading to zero-valued gradients, thus making learning more

difficult. We circumvent this by using the exponential linear unit (ELU) activation

function [166] instead, defined as

(4.7) ELU(x) =


x, if x > 0

α (ex − 1) , if x ≤ 0

,

for α = 1 in this study.
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4.3.4.2. Convolutional mesh encoder. Using the ResBlocks introduced in sub-

subsection 4.3.4.1 and trimesh down-sampling, described in subsection 4.3.3, we in-

troduce the convolutional encoder module used by our discriminative and generative

SpiralNets, illustrated by Figure 4.3. As illustrated, the input feature matrices are

embedded to RF5 latent vectors using the encoder defined as the sequential stack:

{ResBlock(L1, d1, F1)→ MS(↓ 2)→ ResBlock(L2, d2, F2)→

MS(↓ 2)→ · · · → ResBlock(L5, d5, F5)→ MS(↓ 2)→ GAPN} ,

where

• Lr, dr, and Fr refer to the spiral lengths, dilation, and number of filters for

all convolutional layers in the rth ResBlock,

• MS(↓ 2) is shorthand for “mesh sampling (MS) down by a factor of 2”

(down-sampling),

• and GAPN is the global average pooling operation [4] over N vertices.

On meshes, GAP is essentially just an averaging operation over the node dimension,

as depicted in Figure 4.3.

Note that since the input trimesh is down-sampled five times within the module,

each time by a factor of 2, the number of vertices after the final down-sampling oper-

ation is N
25

= N
32

. This module is used as the first step for both our discriminative and

generative networks, described in subsubsection 4.3.4.4 and subsubsection 4.3.4.5.
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Figure 4.4. The mesh decoder module first uses a MLP layer and re-
shaping to map the input vector, z ∈ Rk to a feature matrix for
trimeshes at the coarsest level in RN

32
×F5 . Alternating up-sampling

and ResBlock layers (five each) are used after. An additional spiral
convolutional layer with three filters and no activation function is used
to project the penultimate N × F1 feature matrix back to N × 3 for
the respective 3D trimesh reconstruction.

4.3.4.3. Convolutional mesh decoder. The convolutional trimesh decoder mod-

ule, depicted in Figure 4.4, applies a synonymous backwards transformation of the

encoder module described in subsubsection 4.3.4.2. Following Figure 4.4 and starting

with an arbitrary vector z ∈ Rk, first a MLP maps z 7→ R
NF5
32 . This output is then

reshaped to get a feature matrix in ∈ RN
32

×F5 , representing the F5 features on the

N
32

vertices at the coarsest level of our trimeshes. The rest of the decoder module is

defined as the sequential stack:

{MS(↑ 2)→ ResBlock(L5, d5, F5)→ MS(↓ 2)→ ResBlock(L4, d4, F4)→

MS(↑ 2)→ · · · → ResBlock(L1, d1, F1)→ SpiralConv(l1, d1, 3)} ,

where Lr, dr, and Fr are the same corresponding values used in the encoder module

from subsubsection 4.3.4.2. An additional spiral convolution (SpiralConv) with 3
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Figure 4.5. End-to-end discriminative spiral network given a 3D
trimesh input with feature matrix X ∈ RN×3. Batch normalization
(BN) is used after each MLP layer, followed by an ELU(·) activation.
Given the output of the convolutional encoder, e ∈ RF5 , the MLP pre-
dicts the target, y, from the embedding for a particular sample. For
binary classification, we apply a sigmoid function after the final layer
to output a probability for each sample.

filters is used at the end of the decoder module (with no activation) to obtain the

reconstruction: X̂ ∈ RN×3, with three features per vertex (corresponding x, y, and z

coordinates). This module is only utilized within the generative network described

in subsubsection 4.3.4.5, where the task is to output 3D trimeshes.

4.3.4.4. Discriminative network. Following the point cloud discriminative net-

work convention outlined by Gutiérrez-Becker et al. [89], we construct our own dis-

criminative networks using the encoder module (Figure 4.3) in series with a MLP

that uses BN and ELU element-wise activation functions after each MLP layer, as

depicted in Figure 4.5. The goal of this network is to learn trimesh features given an

input feature matrix, X ∈ RN×3, and a spiral convolutional operator that exploits the

locally-Euclidean topology of 3D trimesh manifolds. Global average pooling (GAP)
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is then applied on the learned trimesh features, and later used within a MLP for

predicting the target variable, y.

In this study, we use the discriminative network for binary classification, there-

fore we apply a sigmoid function, σ(y) = 1
1+e−y

, on the predicted targets to get the

probability of a positive label given the corresponding 3D trimesh manifold. Tradi-

tionally, for binary classification tasks such as disease prediction, the positive binary

label, (1), pertaining to the pathological class, is typically the class in opposition to

the healthy control (HC) label, (0). Our discriminative network can be trained in an

end-to-end supervised manner by optimizing a standard binary cross-entropy (BCE)

loss

(4.8) LBCE = − 1

B
(yi log (ŷi) + (1− yi) log (1− ŷi)) ,

where yi and ŷi are the ground-truth labels and predicted probabilities (output of

sigmoid) respectively for a given sample i in a batch of B samples.

4.3.4.5. Generative network (CVAE). Based on the CoMA architecture by

Ranjan et al. [4], our CVAE model uses a convolutional decoder on trimesh sam-

ples that share a topology at different hierarchical levels of coarsening, described in

subsection 4.3.3. Following Figure 4.6, first a convolutional encoder, E, is used to

compress input samples, X ∈ RN×3, down to the latent vectors, e = E(X) ∈ RF5 .

Next, e is mapped to a “mean vector,” µ ∈ Rk and a “standard deviation vector,”

σ ∈ Rk, using two parallel MLP layers. These vector outputs are then used for

variational inference during training with the “reparameterization trick” for VAEs
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Figure 4.6. End-to-end generative model based on spiral convolutional
CVAE architecture. During inference, a trimesh sample, X ∈ RN×3,
is first encoded to e ∈ RF5 , using the encoder, E. This encoding is
then used to sample, z ∈ Rk, from the prior distribution, Q (z|X),
assumed to be a multivariate Gaussian. Next z is concatenated with
the conditional vector, c ∈ Rm, and a reconstruction is generated using
the decoder D ([z, c]) = X̂ ∈ RN×3. During generation, we sample
from N (0, 1) for each varied component of z, concatenate the sample
with a given conditional c, and start at the decoder to generate a new
trimesh sample, D ([z, c]).

[158]. Taking these, we vary each component of the latent vector as zi = µi + ϵσi,

for i = 1, 2, . . . , k and ϵ ∼ N (0, 1), therefore assuming a multivariate Gaussian

distribution, Q (z|X), from which we can sample from.

Next we obtain and concatenate a random sample from our multivariate Gauss-

ian, z, with the associated conditional vector c, to generate the trimesh reconstruc-

tion, X̂ = D ([z, c]). As done by Ranjan et al. [4] for CoMA, our SpiralResNet CVAE

is trained by minimizing the loss

(4.9) Lgen =
∥∥∥X− X̂

∥∥∥
1
+ wKLKL (N (0, I) ||Q (z|X)) ,
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with wKL = 1 × 10−3, selected ad-hoc, acting as weight on the KL divergence term

of the total loss function Lgen. The first term (reconstruction) minimizes the mean

absolute error (MAE) between the obtained reconstruction and ground-truth sam-

ple, and the second term (KL divergence) acts a regularizer on the latent space by

adding the constraint of a unit Gaussian prior with zero-mean on the latent space

distribution, Q (z|X).

Once trained, synthesizing new samples is simple. Since the KL divergence term

of the loss function attempts to enforce/constrain the latent space to a unit Gaussian,

we generate new samples with our decoder by sampling Rk vectors from the unit

Gaussian prior and concatenating them with conditional prior vectors, c ∈ Rm,

which function to bias the type of sample we want to synthesize.

4.4. Experiments

We evaluate our discriminative and generative SpiralResNets for several super-

vised and unsupervised tasks respectively. First, we introduce the 3D structural

neuroimaging dataset and describe our convention for assigning the appropriate in-

vivo diagnosis labels for each trimesh sample (subsubsection 4.4.1.1). Next, we detail

the preprocessing parameters used within our experiments for generating the spiral

sequences at each level of trimesh coarsening (subsubsection 4.4.1.2).

In subsection 4.4.2, we conduct an experiment with our discriminative model to

analyze the efficacy of incorporating input data from multiple subcortical regions

in binary AD/MCI classification. Our results demonstrate a clear advantage to the
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joint modeling of multiple subcortical regions, as opposed to using a single hemi-

sphere or single region. In subsubsection 4.4.2.2, we provide a baseline comparison

to alternative shape-based operators, in place of spiral convolution, for the same bi-

nary classification tasks. In subsubsection 4.4.2.3, CAMs are generated for samples

that are correctly classified as AD by our SpiralNet classifier. These CAMs fall in

accordance with previous reports of morphological changes observed in the brain that

are correlated with AD pathology. Our CAMs support our classification results by

producing visual transparency into our discriminative SpiralResNet’s reasoning for

true positive (TP) AD classification.

Lastly, in subsection 4.4.3, we evaluate the effect of conditioning our generative

models on AD diagnosis with respect to each subcortical region. Our generative

network’s results demonstrate our model captures morphological differences in the

presence of AD for some of the subcortical regions, particularly the hippocampi

and amygdala nuclei, which are in accordance with previous autopsy reports that

highlight patterns of atrophy in those regions in the presence of AD.

4.4.1. Dataset and pre-processing

4.4.1.1. ADNI dataset. In this study, we use 8,665 T1-weighted 3D MRI volumes

from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) dataset, corresponding

to 1,266 unique subjects. For each scan, we associate the healthy control (HC), mild

cognitive impairment (MCI), or Alzheimer’s disease (AD) labels given up to 2 months
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after the corresponding scan in ADNI. This is done as a precaution to ensure that

each diagnosis had clinical justification.

Each discriminative model in this work is designed to classify pathological (AD/MCI)

scans apart from HCs. To ensure that scans from the same subject do not appear in

different sets, all data splits (training/testing/validation) in this study shuffle sam-

ples by subject identifiers instead of scan identifiers. We randomly split our data

into training/testing sets (85/15%) across subjects, and use a 5-fold cross-validation

across the subjects within the training set in our analyses.

Trimeshes are extracted from each T1-weighted MRI sample using the trimesh ex-

traction preprocessing method described in subsection 3.2.2 of the previous chapter’s

methodology. Each subcortical region is represented using an independent trimesh

surface with the corresponding number of vertices, edges, and faces described in

Table 3.1, per hemisphere. Using the trimesh [167] library in the Python [168] pro-

gramming language, a trimesh object for one hemisphere of a subcortical region is

represented using a vertex feature matrix, X ∈ RN×3, described in Table 1.1, and a

corresponding set of faces, F , which is a set of three-element tuples where each tuple

indexes the vertices that make up the corresponding triangular face on the mesh.

The vertex feature matrix of a trimesh sample containing a single bilateral subcor-

tical region (i.e. LH/RH hippocampi) is constructed using a row-wise concatenation

(vertical stacking) of the vertex feature matrix for each hemisphere of the correspond-

ing subcortical region. The sets of faces for each hemisphere of the same subcortical

region are merged to create one set of faces for the bilateral subcortical region sample
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type. For trimesh samples representing a single hemisphere or multiple subcortical

regions, the corresponding vertex feature matrix and face sets are obtained using

the same vertical stacking and merging process. Each trimesh sample type can be

interpreted as an undirected graph described by a vertex feature matrix, X, and a

corresponding set of faces, F . Therefore, 14, 848 vertices are used to represent a sin-

gle trimesh sample for all subcortical regions, 7, 424 vertices for a single hemisphere,

and 2N vertices per subcortical region, for each corresponding N in Table 3.1.

4.4.1.2. Spiral sequence and mesh-sampling generation. Following the en-

coder module described in subsubsection 4.3.4.2 and depicted in Figure 4.3, the

topology of spiral sequences at each level of trimesh coarsening is only pre-processed

once. In-order, the spiral lengths, Lr, used for the spiral filters within the r-th Res-

Block of the encoder are {Lr}5r=1 = {12, 12, 12, 12, 9}, with the corresponding dilation

parameters, {dr}5r=1 = {2, 2, 2, 1, 1}. These parameters are used in reverse-order for

the ResBlocks within the the convolutional decoder, depicted in Figure 4.4.

Following the steps in subsection 4.3.3, down/up-sampling matrices were gen-

erated once to represent surfaces in this study at multiple hierarchical levels while

still preserving context at each level. Again following the structure of the encoder

(Figure 4.3), we specifically up/down-sample trimeshes within the architecture by a

factor of 2 for each trimesh sampling operation. At each level of coarsening, spiral

sequences are generated once using the template trimesh.
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4.4.2. Discriminative model predictions

Discriminative models and hyperparameter tuning were evaluated using a 5-fold

cross-validation on the training set, as explained in subsubsection 4.4.1.1, for two

separate experiments. In our first experiment, we analyze the efficacy of incorpo-

rating input data from multiple subcortical regions for binary AD/MCI classifica-

tion, in comparison to input data from a single hemisphere or single region using

a SpiralResNet classifier. In our second experiment, we analyze the performance

of alternative shape-based classifiers in comparison to our proposed SpiralResNet

model. We report the results on the test set for each classification task. The num-

ber of filters, per convolutional layer, at the rth ResBlock, within the encoder is

{Fr}5r=1 = {32, 64, 64, 128, 128}. A binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss function was

optimized to train all discriminative models using the AdamW [169] optimizer with

a learning rate of 2×10−4, learning rate decay of 0.99 for every step, and a batch size

of 16 samples per batch over 200 epochs. In addition to the BCE loss, the parameters

of the networks were also ℓ2-regularized with a weight decay of 1× 10−5.

4.4.2.1. Subcortical region ablation study. First, we perform binary classifi-

cation tasks on different combinations of subcortical regions to classify scans using

the diagnostic labels provided by ADNI. The first task is to classify HC scans apart

from those belonging to subjects with AD, meanwhile the second task looks at HC

vs. MCI classification. For each task, we use the same discriminative SpiralResNet

(architecture hyperparameters and number of learnable parameters from subsubsec-

tion 4.3.4.4), and train each model on the same task, each with a varied combination
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of input regions. Classifiers are trained and compared with: (a) single-region (both

hemispheres), (b) single-hemisphere, and (c) all-region trimesh inputs for each sam-

ple.

Table 4.1a summarizes the results of the experiments on Alzheimer’s disease

(AD) classification across variations of subcortical region inputs. The discrimina-

tive model’s performance gradually improves with the inclusion of more subcortical

regions. In particular, an improvement in classifier performance is observed when an

entire hemisphere (an input with multiple subcortical regions), is used versus using

both hemispheres of a single subcortical region. The discriminative model performs

best when all subcortical regions (the largest input option) are used as input. The

discriminative model trained on the left hemisphere (LH) slightly outperforms the

model trained on the right hemisphere (RH) in both Area Under the Curve (AUC)

statistics, which may also be indicative of the way AD pathology is typically diag-

nosed. The LH of the human brain is tightly associated to language function (i.e.

grammar, vocabulary, and literal meaning) [170], which is often used as a metric for

the clinical diagnosis of AD.

AD follows a different trajectory than normal aging [171]. Language and memory

problems like forgetfulness can be correlated with normal aging, however the types of

memory problems that occur with AD dementia are more severe and typically begin

to interfere with activities of daily living (ADLs), which is not a part of normal aging.

One example: forgetting where you put your glasses, can be indicative of disorgani-

zation, forgetfulness, or normal aging. However, forgetting what glasses are used for
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Table 4.1. Binary classification results using same SpiralResNet dis-
criminative network. Precision, recall, and F1-score are reported with
respect to a classification threshold of 0.5. For a global measure over
different thresholds we also report the Area Under the Curve (AUC)
of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (ROC-AUC) and
the AUC for the Precision-Recall curve (PR-AUC) for each case.

(a) healthy control (HC) vs. Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

Region Threshold = 0.5 AUC
Precision Recall F1 ROC-AUC PR-AUC

all regions 0.877 0.834 0.855 0.906 0.895
left hemisphere 0.827 0.700 0.758 0.893 0.874

right hemisphere 0.737 0.798 0.766 0.887 0.863
amygdala 0.788 0.850 0.818 0.900 0.891
caudate 0.524 0.655 0.582 0.699 0.592

hippocampus 0.682 0.722 0.702 0.812 0.708
nucleus accumbens 0.610 0.674 0.640 0.774 0.690

pallidum 0.543 0.644 0.589 0.700 0.556
putamen 0.642 0.637 0.639 0.780 0.705
thalamus 0.611 0.723 0.662 0.780 0.703

(b) healthy control (HC) vs. mild cognitive impairment (MCI)

Region Threshold = 0.5 AUC
Precision Recall F1 ROC-AUC PR-AUC

all regions 0.613 0.712 0.659 0.612 0.693
left hemisphere 0.629 0.616 0.622 0.589 0.649

right hemisphere 0.645 0.631 0.637 0.622 0.691
amygdala 0.643 0.561 0.599 0.607 0.689
caudate 0.628 0.565 0.595 0.578 0.635

hippocampus 0.597 0.705 0.647 0.549 0.622
nucleus accumbens 0.573 0.625 0.598 0.503 0.597

pallidum 0.597 0.698 0.643 0.533 0.617
putamen 0.602 0.551 0.575 0.529 0.618
thalamus 0.646 0.677 0.661 0.617 0.593

(their utility) is not a part of normal aging. Like many anomaly detection problems
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in medical imaging, where it is important to anticipate pathological events that oc-

cur less times than the healthy control, precision-recall statistics (see Table 4.1a and

Table 4.1b) are often stronger for measuring classification performance when there

is a class imbalance and the class of interest belongs to the smaller population.

There exists strong evidence for certain patterns of atrophy for different neu-

roanatomical regions at different stages of AD progression [172]. Early involvement

of the entorhinal cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala in AD progression have been

reported consistently in the literature [173, 174, 175, 176]. Our results in Ta-

ble 4.1a suggest a stronger performance in AD classification given the shape of the

amygdala or hippocampus alone compared to the other subcortical regions. Most

importantly, these results also demonstrate that a holistic approach incorporating

multiple subcortical regions improves AD classification.

Table 4.1b demonstrates the results of Mild Cognitive Impairment Classi-

fication. An expected drop in performance occurs for MCI classification, compared

to AD. This behavior is expected due to the MCI group’s variability, given its detec-

tion being more symptomatic and it is also sub-divided into several stages. Detecting

MCI is important because people with MCI are more likely to develop AD than those

without. Unlike the fluidity of the MCI pathological spectrum, AD progression is

endemic and symptoms worsen with time. However, methods for slowing down and

mitigating the effects of AD make its early detection favorable.
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4.4.2.2. SpiralResNet classifier baseline comparison. Given the improvement

in AD classification using input data from multiple subcortical regions for our dis-

criminative model, we compare our model’s performance with other baseline shape-

based classifiers on the same dataset. We evaluate four different methods to perform

the same discriminative tasks as subsubsection 4.4.2.1: (1) the discriminative Spi-

ralResNet in this work, (2) the same discriminative module with spectral graph

convolution in-place of spiral convolution, (3) the end-to-end discriminative network

by [89], and (4) a MLP trained on the latent space features of the generative network

in this work.

Spectral networks set-up

The spectral GCN [3] (referred to as ChebyNets) comparison, demonstrates an

improvement in performance with batch normalization (BN) and a residual learning

architecture by training and evaluating multiple learning architectures. We construct

(1) a ChebyNet using the same architecture as the discriminative SpiralResNet in

Figure 4.5, but with spectral GCN layers, BN, and ELU activations in place of the

Spiral ResBlocks, and another network using “ChebyNet ResBlocks,” where spiral

convolution operations within a ResBlock are replaced with GCN layers. For a fair

comparison, we use the same network depth as the SpiralResNet discriminator, the

same number of output features per convolutional layer, and a Chebyshev polyno-

mial of degree K = 6 for each spectral convolutional layer [3]. The second MLP-half

of each ChebyNet model follows the same MLP architecture used within our discrim-

inative SpiralResNet (Figure 4.5).
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Point cloud networks set-up

To utilize the same dataset on this method, we drop the edges of our 3D trimeshes

and treat the surface vertices as point clouds representing the surface/shape of the

subcortical regions. The shared MLPs within the architecture of the discrimina-

tive model constructed by Gutiérrez-Becker et al. [89] to operate on point clouds,

are identically implemented using 1D convolutional layers with a kernel size of 1

[137, 147]. For consistency in adopting the PointNet-inspired model for a fair com-

parison, we use the PointNet layers described by Gutiérrez-Becker et al. [89], and

construct the same discriminative network in Figure 4.5, with point cloud operations

in place of spiral operations. We construct a PointNet discriminator with (1) 1D

convolutional layers + no activation following Gutiérrez-Becker et al. [89], in place

of the ResBlocks, (2) the same PointNet model in addition to BN + ELU activations

after each convolutional layer, and (3) a final variant with “PointNet ResBlocks” fol-

lowing the same style as the SpiralResNet ResBlocks and “ChebyNet ResBlocks” in

the spectral set-up. The second MLP-half of each PointNet model follows the same

MLP architecture used within our SpiralResNet discriminative model (Figure 4.5).

Generative model latent space set-up

A generative model (subsubsection 4.3.4.5) was constructed with {Fr}5r=1 =

{128, 128, 128, 128, 256} for the corresponding output feature maps of the model’s

encoder and decoder SpiralResNet ResBlocks. We found it best to compress trimesh

samples down to a latent space using R16 components for each subcortical region,

therefore resulting in z ∈ R112 for all subcortical regions. A binary one-hot encoding
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vector is used for the condition vector c ∈ R2, with respect to the diagnoses for each

sample.

The generative network was trained by optimizing the loss function in Equa-

tion 4.9 and using ℓ2-regularization, weighed by 1× 10−5, on the network’s learnable

parameters. The AdamW [169] optimizer is used with a learning rate of 2 × 10−4,

learning rate decay of 0.99 for every step, and a batch size of 8 samples per batch

over 500 epochs of training. Once trained, a MLP following the same architecture as

the second MLP in the discriminative network (Figure 4.5), is trained on the latent

space shape descriptors (i.e. z) of the corresponding samples, using the same data

splits as the other baseline comparisons. This MLP is also trained using the AdamW

[169] optimizer, with the same training parameters as the rest of the discriminative

baseline models.

AD model comparison

For the AD binary classification task, the model comparison results in Table 4.2a

demonstrates that our discriminative SpiralResNets used in the previous ablation

study (subsubsection 4.4.2.1) outperforms all the baseline models in precision, recall,

and F1 score for a 0.5 binary classification threshold. Our SpiralResNet model also

outperforms the baseline models in both AUC statistics, particularly the PR-AUC

indicating an overall improvement in precision, recall, and F1 score across multiple

classifier thresholds in [0, 1].

The spectral classifier without residual connections (ChebyNet in Table 4.2a)

performs the worst overall. However, with the addition of the residual learning
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Table 4.2. Baseline comparison of binary classifiers for HC vs.
AD/MCI classification.

(a) healthy control (HC) vs. Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

Model Threshold = 0.5 AUC
Precision Recall F1 ROC-AUC PR-AUC

SpiralResNet (Ours) 0.877 0.834 0.855 0.906 0.895
Generative (Ours) 0.703 0.771 0.735 0.851 0.769

ChebyNet 0.487 0.644 0.555 0.664 0.580
ChebyResNet 0.740 0.757 0.748 0.869 0.837

PointNet 0.791 0.798 0.795 0.803 0.786
PointNet+BN+ELU 0.802 0.776 0.789 0.798 0.774

PointResNet 0.842 0.814 0.828 0.836 0.822

(b) healthy control (HC) vs. mild cognitive impairment (MCI)

Model Threshold = 0.5 AUC
Precision Recall F1 ROC-AUC PR-AUC

SpiralResNet (Ours) 0.613 0.712 0.659 0.541 0.693
Generative (Ours) 0.595 0.776 0.673 0.524 0.629

ChebyNet 0.602 0.820 0.694 0.542 0.612
ChebyResNet 0.591 0.827 0.689 0.521 0.610

PointNet 0.590 0.789 0.676 0.528 0.615
PointNet+BN+ELU 0.595 0.826 0.692 0.557 0.639

PointResNet 0.601 0.702 0.648 0.542 0.616

framework by using “ChebyNet ResBlocks,” we see an improvement in performance

across all metrics for the ChebyResNet model; in fact, it ranks second-highest in

both AUC scores behind our spiral model. In our prior work [96], ChebyResNets

were used for the same AD binary classification task on the same subcortical regions

used in this study, in addition to the corresponding white and pial cortical surface

trimeshes for each sample. In that work, ChebyResNet outperformed the baseline

classifiers, demonstrating an improvement in performance by directly learning on
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surface trimeshes with spectral graph convolution. In this work, ChebyResNet out-

performs the PointNet variants, indicating again an improvement in performance

over non-surface trimesh approaches.

The bare PointNet model, without activation functions or a residual framework,

performed better across all metrics (shown in Table 4.2a), in comparison to the bare

ChebyNet classifier. The PointNet models progressively improves overall with the

addition of BN and ELU activations, and with the residual learning framework. The

PointResNet model does outperform the ChebyResNet model in precision, recall, and

F1-score given a 0.5 binary classification threshold, however not in AUC statistics

taken over several thresholds in [0, 1].

MCI model comparison

Like our region ablation experiment, we see a drop in performance for all dis-

criminative models in binary MCI classification. The same network set-up used for

AD classification was used in this evaluation, treating MCI as the positive label.

Our SpiralResNet classifier achieves the highest PR-AUC in MCI classification when

compared to the baseline methods. The overall drop in performance for MCI classifi-

cation for all models in this experiment is the same behavior analyzed in the previous

experiment.

4.4.2.3. Class activation maps (CAMs) for binary AD/HC classification.

Using the pre-trained SpiralResNet classifier trained on all the subcortical regions,

we generate class activation maps (CAMs), using our Grad-CAM adaptation on

trimeshes, for each AD sample in the test set that is correctly classified by our
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model (true positive (TP) predictions), given a 0.5 classifier threshold. CAMs for

the TP samples are then averaged and projected onto the vertices of the subcortical

template [113, 177]. Trimesh faces are colored using an interpolation based on

the CAM values at the vertices of each corresponding triangle (each face has three

corresponding vertices). The color-map scale used to visualize the TP CAM in

Figure 4.7a and Figure 4.7b highlights areas along the surface by their magnitude of

influence, ordered from least to greatest, in binary AD classification with our trained

discriminative model.

Aligning with our discriminative SpiralResNet model’s results in the region ab-

lation study, we observe a strong involvement of hippocampus and amygdala shape

in AD vs. HC classification. In AD, it has been demonstrated that cortical atrophy

occurs earlier and progresses faster in the LH than in the RH [178, 179]. Wachinger

et al. [85, 86, 78] demonstrated a significant leftward asymmetry in cortical thin-

ning (mainly in the temporal lobe and superior frontal regions) with an increase in

hippocampal asymmetry, which remains consistent with previous findings demon-

strating an asymmetric distribution of amyloid-β [180], a protein in the brain that is

thought to be toxic and naturally occurs at abnormal levels in the brains of subjects

living with AD.

Both caudate regions are also highlighted as indicative of TP classifications, again

with a similar leftward asymmetry. In particular, there is an emphasis on the tail

of the left caudate nucleus. This observation falls in line with the findings of [181]

where both the left and right caudate nucleus were smaller in volume for patients
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(a) Lateral view of CAM on RH and LH subcortical regions respectively.

(b) Medial view of CAM on RH and LH subcortical regions respectively.

Figure 4.7. Average of class activation map (CAM) for true positive
(TP) predictions by the SpiralResNet discriminative network proposed
in this study. A CAM is generated for each TP prediction and their
average is projected onto the subcortical region template trimesh by
[113]. Provided are lateral (a) and medial (b) views of the CAM
projected on the template, which follows the color-scale map which at
the center of the two subfigures.

with dementia compared to age-matched HCs; in fact, their findings show that the

left caudate volume difference was significant in AD subjects (p < 0.01). In a recent
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study looking at shape differences in the ventricles of the brain with respect AD,

Ferrarini et al. [182] show that the areas adjacent to the anterior corpus callosum,

splenium of the corpus callosum, amygdala, thalamus, tails of the caudate nuclei,

and the head of the left caudate nucleus are all significantly affected by AD, which

are also highlighted within our generated CAMs.

Volume reductions in the putamen, hippocampus, and thalamus volume were ob-

served by De Jong et al. [101], adhering to the potential left putamen involvement

depicted in Figure 4.7b. On the left hippocampus region particularly, we see wide-

spread involvement of the region with most of the predictive activity occurring at

the tail of the left hippocampus and roughly around the CA1 subfield, also reported

by Gutiérrez-Becker et al. [89].

On average, we observe an asymmetry towards the CAMs of the LH regions

as more indicative of AD than the RH, even when trained on both hemispheres

at once. Our ablation study also demonstrates an improvement in classifier AUC

performance (Table 4.1a) with using the LH versus the RH in AD classification.

Several studies point towards a left-lateralization of brain atrophy in AD [178, 179],

however Derflinger et al. [102] argue that brain atrophy in AD is asymmetric rather

than lateralized and that data suggesting leftward lateralization may be a result of

selection bias. This may be due to the fact that clinical scores used to diagnose

AD are primarily language-based, resulting in a potential bias towards a selection of

patients already with left-lateralized atrophy [183].
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4.4.3. Diagnostic conditioning on generative CVAE model

Differences in output generation with respect to AD diagnosis was done with the

point cloud generative models of Gutiérrez-Becker et al. [89]. Shape variations their

model associates to the presence of AD are measured with point-to-point metrics like

ℓ1 distance. Choi et al. [157] also experiment with modifying their CVAE’s condition

vectors to generate synthetic PET images and forecast future age-related metabolic

changes. Predicted regional metabolic changes were correlated with the real changes

in their follow-up data. In this work, we observe changes in trimesh surface area,

A, and volume, V , with respect to the HC and AD labels, given the same latent

vectors for the set of HC samples. The shape descriptors learned by our generative

model that are used in our discriminative model evaluation (Table 4.2a) demonstrate

potential in encoding complex shape variations using a low-dimensional embedding.

For our final evaluation, we use the same CVAE architecture used by our gen-

erative model in subsubsection 4.4.2.2 to construct a generative CVAE model with

respect to each subcortical region, using z ∈ R16 as the dimension of the latent space

for each model. For each CVAE model we use a binary one-hot encoding with re-

spect to the AD vs. HC labels in our dataset as the condition vector, c ∈ R2, to

analyze the effect of conditioning on AD diagnosis per region. Each CVAE model is

trained following the same training parameters and AdamW optimizer used to train

the generative network in our baseline classifier comparison (subsubsection 4.4.2.2).

First we train each generative network on the entire dataset of HC and AD sam-

ples. Next, we extract the latent space embedding (i.e. z ∈ R16 for each subcortical
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region) of each HC sample in the dataset. With the latent space shape descriptor of

each region for each HC sample, we analyze the effect of changing the HC label to

AD before the decoding step of each generative network to see how diagnosis affects

the generated trimesh output.

Based on the literature regarding changes in the hippocampus shape as a result

of AD, Figure 4.8 qualitatively depicts some of the hippocampus results in four ran-

domly selected (originally HC) samples. Qualitatively, we observe a “thinning” in

hippocampus volume for each hemisphere, particularly shown in the examples of the

second (LH) and third (RH) columns in Figure 4.8. The histograms spread through-

out Figure 4.9-4.12 quantitatively depict the observed corresponding volumes, V ,

and surface areas, A, with using the HC samples and changing the diagnosis during

decoding. The volume of a watertight trimesh is determined using a surface integral,

and the surface area is determined as the sum of the areas of all the triangles on a

trimesh.

Given that the diagnosis labels are categorical and we are analyzing the effect

of conditioning the generative shape model using these labels, we use the non-

parametric Kruskal-Wallis H-test [184] to measure the statistical significance of

differences in the output of the model with respect to each label. For each his-

togram, we report the corresponding H-value and p-value. For the left putamen, left

pallidum, and right pallidum, differences in the volumes of generated outputs are

not statistically significant (p > 0.05). For the left caudate, left nucleus accumbens,
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Figure 4.8. Dorsal views of the left and right hippocampus surfaces
generated using proposed generative CVAE model on ADNI dataset.
For a given latent space vector, z, a 3D trimesh is generated by condi-
tioning on the HC (top row) or AD (bottom row) label that is passed
along to the decoder along with z. Each column corresponds to a dif-
ferent HC sample.

left/right pallidum, right putamen, and left/right thalamus, there is no statistical

significance (p > 0.05) in the differences in surface area.
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Figure 4.9. Observed changes in output volume and surface area for
amygdala (first two rows) and caudate (bottom two rows).
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Figure 4.10. Observed changes in output volume and surface area for
hippocampus (first two rows) and nucleus accumbens (bottom two
rows).
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Figure 4.11. Observed changes in output volume and surface area for
pallidum (first two rows) and putamen (bottom two rows).
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Figure 4.12. Observed changes in output volume and surface area for
thalamus.

For each of the remaining subcortical regions, a reduction in volume and surface

area is the most common observation, especially in both hippocampi (p ≪ 0.001).

We hypothesized our generative model would learn to reduce the hippocampus and

amygdala regions, areas that are highly correlated with language, memory, frontal

executive function scores. Our results for the remaining regions are in accordance

with the expected shrinking of each region in the presence of AD, coinciding with

previous autopsy reports in AD progression [173, 185].
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4.4.4. Summary of experiments

Our results for in-vivo AD vs. HC classification with SpiralResNets on brain surface

trimeshes demonstrate the powerful discriminative advantage in learning surface rep-

resentations of subcortical brain regions. Spiral CNNs are demonstrated to outper-

form recent methods which operate on point cloud representations or use spectral

graph convolution on the same template-registered trimeshes in this study. To the

best of our knowledge, the SpiralResNet method proposed in this study is a state-of-

the-art (SOTA) approach that exploits the locally-Euclidean properties of vertices

distributed across a surface to design learnable anistropic filters that improve AD

classification with respect to subcortical region shape. Our results demonstrate a

clear advantage to incorporating multiple subcortical regions, as opposed to input

data from a single subcortical region or hemisphere.

The CAMs obtained using our discriminative SpiralResNets draw direct corre-

spondences with the literature regarding localized areas of deformation related to AD

pathology. Paired with our discriminative SpiralResNet, our framework combines lo-

calized contextual visualization together with classification results. More often, a

modular visualization method that provides context to a discriminative model’s pre-

dictions without making architectural changes to the model, is highly desirable for

establishing appropriate trust in predictive models.

Furthermore, the results of our generative SpiralResNet demonstrate the poten-

tial for using diagnosis in the condition vector, as a means to add more specificity
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to the type of output that is generated. Our generative framework illustrates a po-

tential application for generating synthetic training data that would be beneficial for

improving deep learning frameworks that benefit from increased dataset sizes. Signif-

icant volume and surface area changes with respect to AD diagnosis were identified,

particularly in the amygdala, caudate, nucleus accumbens, right putamen, thalamus,

and most importantly the hippocampus, an area of the brain highly correlated with

AD. Our prior work using spectral filters [96] utilizes the same subcortical regions, in

addition to the cortex, to perform the same AD classification task. However, during

our analysis, we observed frequent graphics processing unit (GPU) memory issues

with training a CVAE SpiralResNet using the cortical surface. A major degradation

in the output quality of reconstructed/generated cortical surfaces with our generative

framework was also observed. As Gutiérrez-Becker et al. [89] point out, modeling a

region with a more complex geometry, e.g., the cortex, requires a larger number of

points that may lead to GPU memory constraints. Additionally, the gyrification of

the cortical surface is much more complex and may require additional methods that

generalize better to 3D mesh regions with complex sulci and gyri.

4.5. Conclusions and Future Work

To the best of our knowledge, no existing works have investigated brain shape

in regards to AD pathology using discriminative and generative SpiralResNets that

learn and operate directly on surface trimeshes by way of geometric deep learning.

Our framework is constructed by a variety of modular computational blocks that are
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used by both our discriminative and generative SpiralResNets. Notably, our convolu-

tional encoder learns effective shape descriptors that can be used for AD classification

by our discriminative SpiralResNet. Our first analysis demonstrates an improvement

in AD classification performance using the same model with varying input types: (a)

single subcortical region, (b) subcortical regions within a single hemisphere, and (c)

bilateral subcortical regions. Our results demonstrate a clear advantage to the joint

modeling of multiple subcortical regions for in-vivo AD classification.

Our discriminative SpiralResNet also outperforms alternative shape descriptor

methods in our baseline comparison. Additionally, our adaptation of Grad-CAM to

3D trimeshes provides context as to which subcortical brain regions are driving our

AD classification results. Our class activation maps (CAMs) are in accordance with

the literature on morphological changes observed in the brains of subjects with AD.

Our CAMs make our classification results more transparent by producing visual ex-

planations. Improving clinical confidence and reliability in automated discriminative

methods, can be approached by contextualizing a model’s reasoning about its beliefs

and actions for clinicians to trust and use.

Additionally, our generative SpiralResNet’s decoder module is able to reconstruct

3D trimesh inputs from their low-dimensional shape descriptors obtained by the en-

coder. More importantly, in using a variational approach, we’re able to learn a prob-

abilistic latent space that can be sampled from to generate synthetic samples for each

subcortical region with respect to phenotype information, in particular: AD diagno-

sis. The endemic nature of medical imaging data, particularly within neuroimaging,
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attributes to scarcity of open-access neuroimaging databases. Our generative Spiral-

ResNet is able to generate realistic-looking synthetic examples, which may be used to

train other deep learning approaches that often require large datasets and annotated

data is limited.

Our proposed discriminative SpiralResNet can be further tailored to fuse other

phenotypic data for AD classification; including but not limited to: chronological

age, sex assignment at birth, genotype data, etc. Phenotype features can also be

used as additional conditional priors in our generative framework, adding additional

constraints for synthesizing personalized samples. Natural extensions of this work

could include (1) expanding the classification task to sub-typing different stages of

mild cognitive impairment (early vs. late), (2) using spiral convolution within a re-

current neural network framework for longitudinal predictions related to AD, and

(3) experimenting with generating template-registered 3D trimeshes from MRI vol-

ume inputs using a spiral convolutional decoder framework to automate the trimesh

extraction preprocessing steps.

4.6. Cortical Extension of AD/MCI Classification Using SpiralResNets

The subcortical brain region ablation study performed using SpiralResNets

demonstrated the efficacy of a incorporating input data from multiple brain regions

as opposed to studying individual regions for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) vs. healthy

control (HC) binary classification. However, technical limitations at the start of

this study previously limited us to being able to incorporate additional brain shape

information from the surface of the cortex due to its size.
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Upon moving to an upgraded desktop environment with access to a single

NVIDIA® TITAN V graphics processing unit (GPU) card, incorporating cortical

information lead to improvements in AD/MCI vs. HC classification. Upon immedi-

ate retraining of SpiralResNets on trimeshes incorporating cortical surface features,

the first problem we encountered was in being able to fit both the neural network

(NN) and batches of data into working memory with a single GPU card. To success-

fully circumvent this issue, we decreased the batch size to 4 samples, as opposed to

16 samples per batch when just working with subcortical surface information.

4.6.1. Initial roadblock: no improvement in AD vs. HC classification

The same binary AD binary classification tasks performed for the discriminative

study was performed again with the incorporation of cortical ribbon trimeshes. The

optimal SpiralResNet architecture for the classification task on the subcortical re-

gions did not improve in performance and worsened across some of the data splits in

a 10-fold cross-validation, with the inclusion of cortical features.

During the preliminary stages of this extension, individual hemispheres of the

cortex were analyzed for generating cortical surface trimeshes using the SpiralRes-

Net CVAE. Quantitatively, the reconstruction errors obtained in training the CVAEs

on individual cortical hemispheres were acceptable, however qualitatively, the recon-

structed and generated cortical trimeshes were noisy, and poorly reconstructed the

cortical folding pattern. We hypothesize that this may be due to the high frequency
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complexity of the cortical ribbon folding pattern and that are generative SpiralRes-

Nets are doing a poorer job at capturing high frequency features and mainly captures

low frequency general-shape features. For this reason, we hypothesized that this dif-

ficulty in effectively learning high frequency cortical features may carry over to the

performance of SpiralResNet classifier.

4.6.2. GoogLeNet Inception architecture

A major milestone in the ongoing development for state-of-the-art (SOTA) con-

volutional neural networks (CNNs), was the recent heavily-engineered GoogLeNet

(Inception v1 [186]) architecture introduced by Szegedy et al. which used several

tricks to boost speed and accuracy. Its popularity and impressive performance has

lead to a constant evolution of several versions of the network architecture, with each

version built out as an iterative improvement over the previous iteration (Inception

v2/v3 [115] Inception v4/-ResNet [187]). The key innovation to these works are in

the Inception module. Inception modules are blocks of parallel convolution layers

with filters that vary by size with respect to each convolutional layer, the results of

which are then concatenated. This allows the model to learn not only parallel con-

volutional filters of the same size, but also parallel filters of differing sizes, allowing

learning at multiple scales at each Inception block.

Salient parts of images can have a large variation in size. For example, the area

occupied by a dog is different for each image in Figure 4.13. Given this issue of

huge variability in the locality of information in images, determining and fine-tuning
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Figure 4.13. Shiba Inu dogs occupying varying areas of 2D images.
From left to right: a dog occupying most of an image, a dog occupying
part of an image, and a dog occupying a small portion of an image.

relevant hyperparameters, such as filter size, can become challenging. With CNNs,

larger kernels are preferred for globally-distributed information, and a smaller kernel

is preferred for locally-distributed information.

Nearly every iteration of the Inception architecture shares a common “stem” struc-

ture at the root of their NN architecture before the Inception modules. The stem

begins with a very wide convolutional layer, composed of significantly more filters

than subsequent convolutional layers in the architecture. The wide convolutional

layer at the stem of Inception architectures, followed by pooling immediately af-

ter, provides a large receptive field at the start of the architecture that is useful for

capturing global context in finer detail for images.

4.6.3. Extended SpiralResNet AD Classification Results

Motivated by the Inception architectures [186, 115, 187], we replace the first con-

volutional ResBlock from our discriminative SpiralResNet architecture in Figure 4.5,
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Table 4.3. Cortical extension results for HC vs. AD classification.

Structure Threshold = 0.5 AUC
Precision Recall F1 ROC-AUC PR-AUC

Full brain 0.920 0.899 0.909 0.906 0.901
Cortex 0.631 0.850 0.724 0.866 0.812

Cortex LH 0.702 0.794 0.745 0.864 0.824
Cortex RH 0.643 0.640 0.642 0.775 0.720

with a wide spiral GCN layer (with 128 filters) and a down-sampling layer (by a fac-

tor of 2) instead to mimic the wide convolutional stem at the start of the Inception

network scheme. Using this approach improved the performance of the SpiralResNet

for the AD vs. HC classification, outlined in Table 4.3.

Asymmetric thinning of the cerebral cortex in adults was shown to be accelerated

for those living with AD [188], coinciding with whole-brain analyses by Wachinger

et al. [189] who also report asymmetries in the hippocampus and amygdala for those

with AD. Furthermore, the results of the ablation study in subsubsection 4.4.2.1

demonstrated that multi-regional input data improves classifier performance. This

observed improvement in classification performance with the cortex supports this

idea further.

4.6.4. Further Work

Extracting and analyzing the class activation map (CAM) for the best-performing

SpiralNet model, incorporating cortical and subcortical information, is all that is

left to do. This would be highly beneficial to observe the difference in how much

subcortical information is weighed in on our model when cortical features are (not)
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available. Additionally, it would be highly beneficial to see if the CAMs on the

cortex draw correspondences with the literature on patterns of cortical atrophy in

AD pathology, particularly posterior cortical atrophy (PCA) [190].
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CHAPTER 5

Discrete, recurrent, and scalable patterns in human

judgement underlie affective picture ratings

Abstract

Operant keypress tasks show lawful relationships in human preference behavior

(i.e., approach/avoidance) and have been analogized to “wanting”. It is unknown if

non-operant rating tasks where each action does not have a consequence, analogous

to “liking”, show similar lawful relationships. We studied non-operant, picture-rating

data from three independent cohorts (N = 501, 506, and 4,019 participants) using

the same 7-point Likert scale for negative to positive preferences. Non-operant pic-

ture ratings produced similar value, limit, and trade-off functions to those reported

for operant keypress tasks, all with individual R2 > 0.80. These functions were dis-

crete in mathematical formulation, recurrent across all three independent cohorts,

and scaled between individual and group curves. Behavioral features extracted from

the non-operant, picture-rating task argue for lawfulness and demonstrate a simple,

quick, and low-cost framework quantitatively assessing human preference without

forced choice decisions, games of chance, or operant keypressing. This framework

can be easily deployed on any digital device worldwide.
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5.1. Introduction

Preference can be defined as the variable extent an organism shows an inclination

to act or behave by approaching or avoiding events in the world, based on the reward-

ing or aversive effects of these events [191, 192, 193]. Preference-based behavioral

variables that measure the intensity and patterns of approach/avoidance behavior

with an operant keypress task based on reinforcement reward theory [194, 195] show

lawful relationships in humans when using visual [196, 197] and auditory stimuli

[198] (see Figure 5.1). These lawful behavioral relationships [199] have been associ-

ated with activation in brain reward circuitry by use of model-based functional MRI

[200, 201], imaging genetics [202, 203], and quantitative morphometry [204].

The keypress task used in such studies was derived from an operant framework

[194, 195] where each keypress had an incremental consequence on stimulus view

time [200, 197]; this has been well-validated across multiple studies [200, 205,

202, 196, 197, 206, 204, 203, 207, 201, 208, 209]. The keypress task can be

analogized to the construct of “wanting” as opposed to “liking” [200, 210], and leads

to variables that quantify the average (mean) magnitude (K), variance (σ), and the

pattern (i.e., Shannon entropy (H)) of participants’ keypress-based behavior. We

refer to this methodology, and the multiple relationships between these variables

and features based on their graphical relationships, as relative preference theory

(RPT) Figure 5.1. Two of the graphs produced for RPT mimic known functions

with distinct variables from prospect theory [211] and the mean-variance function

described by [212] for portfolio theory.
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Figure 5.1. RPT curves and their behavioral interpretations.

RPT is characterized in part by features that describe relationships between

these three behavioral variables: {K,H, σ}. These relationships include: (1) a value

function plotting the Shannon entropy (H±), against the average ratings (K±) for

approach or avoidance toward a suite of objects. This function is referred to as a

value function given it calibrates “wanting” or “liking” (depending on the task struc-

ture) against the pattern of previous judgements and is consistent with the prospect

theory value function. Standard features of these curves, shown in the diagram, in-

clude loss aversion (LA) and risk aversion (RA) from the literature on behavioral

economics. The corollary of RA is also shown, herein referred to as loss resilience

(LR). Two offsets are also noted that are clear in the individual data, relating to
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an “approach offset” (β+) and “avoidance offset” (β−). (2) A variance-mean relation-

ship is observed between the average ratings (K±) plotted against the corresponding

standard deviation of rating responses (σ±). This relationship is characterized by

increasing variance up to a peak followed by decreasing variance back to baseline.

This function describes limits to preference or its “saturation” (see Figure 5.1b).

Standard features of this curve include the apices of the quadratic fits, the “turning

points” (ρ±) or value of K± at which σ± is maximal/minimal, and the quadratic ar-

eas (QA±) of these curves bounded by the K-axis. (3) A trade-off function between

the approach entropy (H+) and avoidance entropy (H−) was also identified, defining

how bundles of approach judgments were balanced with bundles of avoidance judg-

ments as a quantifiable trade-off between approach and avoidance (see Figure 5.1c).

This trade-off function can be characterized by the mean polar angle of the trade-off

curves (θ), the standard deviation of this polar angle (its dispersion) (σθ), the mean

radial distance for the trade-off curves (r), and its corresponding standard deviation

(the dispersion in r) (σr).

To date, RPT has only been discussed in an operant framework where effort

traded for viewing time can be considered a model of “wanting” (e.g., [200]). In a

recent study, RPT was compared to a prospect theory framework in which ratings

were made under conditions of uncertainty during a game of chance (i.e., anticipation

phase of the trial), and under conditions of certainty when the outcome was revealed

(i.e., outcome phase of the trial). During anticipation, ratings produced statistically

similar loss aversion (LA) measures to those of keypressing with an RPT analysis,
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whereas during the outcome phase, ratings showed no overweighting of losses relative

to gains [197]. LA was specifically defined by [213] to describe an overweighting

of negative judgements relative to positive ones under conditions of risk. These

observations raised the hypothesis that in a non-operant model where actions have

no consequences (i.e., “liking”), a rating task with no uncertainty might produce RPT-

like curves, but not show the same degree of overweighting of losses relative to gains

which characterize LA during uncertainty in prospect theory. Demonstrating that

rating tasks show consistent law-like patterns, but a reduction in the overweighting

of negative outcomes for LA, has potential implications for online digital behavior.

Specifically, an absence of strong LA in the context of liking responses, but presence

with wanting responses, provides a potential hypothesis for why digital behavior that

is not effort or operant based, might reflect less concern for negative consequences.

These considerations led us to analyze three separate cohorts of human partici-

pants using a rating task and picture stimuli from the International Affective Picture

Set (IAPS) [214, 215]. Three questions were asked: (1) Would ratings in the ab-

sence of the operant framework, produce preference relationships similar to what has

been observed with keypressing (e.g., Figure 5.1)? (2) If ratings produced RPT-like

curves, would these functions be (i) mathematically discrete, (ii) recurrent across

cohorts, and (iii) scale from individual to group data? Namely, would functions

from ratings meet three of the primary criteria raised by [199] for lawfulness? (3)

How consistent would rating-based curves be to each other if they came from dis-

tinct cohorts and experimental sessions? Would features of these functions based
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on behavioral economics and prospect theory (i.e., LA and risk aversion (RA)) or

based on Markowitz’s decision utility around variance-mean functions [212] be sim-

ilar between distinct cohorts? Furthermore, would the extracted behavioral features

from these functions potentially differ from previously published ones computed from

keypressing tasks?

To quantify the similarity of potential rating-based curves across distinct exper-

iments, we framed 15 metrics that included LA, RA, and the equivalent of RA on

the avoidance value function (Figure 5.1a). Twelve other metrics were defined from

standard curve features such as offsets (Figure 5.1a), apices, x-axis values for the

apices, and quadratic areas (Figure 5.1b), along with mean and variance measures

for any angles or radial distances (Figure 5.1c) (see Methods). These 15 extracted

“features” were not considered definitive for reconstituting each function but could

be psychologically interpreted (see Methods).

From this work, we found that the broad set of features extracted from rating

task curves in this study provide a potential framework for summarizing human

reward and aversion judgements. This set of summary metrics, derived from a simple

rating task on a digital device, could characterize human preference at the big-data

scale, potentially across the 83.72% of the world’s population that currently owns a

smartphone [10], or the 85% of Americans with a smartphone (at least 97% own a

cellphone of some kind) [11].
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5.2. Methods

5.2.1. Participants

In all three studies, rating and survey responses were collected online to meet demo-

graphic criteria established by the United States (US) census. One study involved

501 participants for the Emotion and Behavior Study (EBS), an online study of

US adult (i.e., ≥ 18 years of age) consumers, conducted by Research Results, Inc.

(Boston, MA) in 2016. The second study consisted of 506 participants randomly

sampled from the general US population using a participant database accessed by

Gold Research Inc. (San Antonio, Texas) for the Automated Mental Health Assess-

ment Study (AMHA), referred to as the AMHA-1 cohort. Questionnaire responses

for AMHA-1 were collected between the end of February 2021 and the beginning

of March 2021, approximately one year following the official COVID-19 pandemic

declaration in the US. The third study involved 4,019 participants, also randomly

sampled from the general US population using a participant database accessed by

Gold Research Inc. for the AMHA study from November 2021, referred to as the

AMHA-2 cohort. All participants provided informed consent for their response data

to be used, and data released to Northwestern University from Gold Research Inc.

and Research Results Inc. were anonymized.

Participant demographic information including: gender identity, age group (in

years), employment status, education level, handedness, and race/ethnicity are sum-

marized in Table 5.1, including percent compositions for each group within each

corresponding demographic measure.
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5.2.2. Picture stimuli

Stimulus sets across the rating task consisted of images from the International Af-

fective Picture System (IAPS) [214, 215], a well-validated emotional stimulus set.

For all cohorts, six categories of pictures were used: (1) sports, (2) disasters, (3) cute

animals, (4) aggressive animals, (5) nature (beach vs. mountains), and (6) food,

with eight pictures per category (48 pictures in total). Pictures had a maximum size

of 1, 204 × 768 pixels in all three studies. All picture stimulus sets reported in the

present study are collectively referred to as “IAPS stimuli” throughout the text.

5.2.3. Picture rating task (“liking” assessment)

Participants were prompted for the rating task while completing an online digital

survey, which contained questionnaires regarding participant demographic informa-

tion and research questionnaires for depression symptoms using the Patient Health

Questionnaire (PHQ-9) [216]; trait anxiety using the Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety

Inventory (STAI) [217]; a broad array of mental health, neurological, and medical is-

sues using the MGH Phenotype Genotype Project in Addiction and Mood Disorders

symptom questionnaire (MGH-SQ); and behavioral health disorders (e.g., internaliz-

ing or externalizing psychiatric disorders, substance use disorders, or crime/violence

problems) from the GAIN-SS short screen assessment [218]. For the picture rating

task, the instructions presented to participants for each study were based on the

following instructions used for the EBS study:

http://pgp.mgh.harvard.edu/Welcome.html
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“The next part of this survey involves looking at pictures and
then responding how much you like or dislike the image. Please
rate each image on a scale from -3 (Dislike Very Much) to
+3 (Like Very Much). Zero (0) is neutral. . . meaning you
have no feelings either way. The images are a set of photographs
that have been used by scientists around the world for over 20 years.

It is important you rate each picture based on your initial
emotional response.

There are no right or wrong answers. . . just respond with
your feelings and rate the pictures very quickly. Please click ‘Next’
to begin.”

Each picture was presented as shown in Figure 5.2, where the ratings below each

picture were selectable using the mouse cursor or keyboard arrows. There was no

time limit for assigning ratings to each picture, but participants were requested to

rate each picture as quickly as possible, and they were not able to change their

response after selecting a rating. After each rating selection was made, the next

picture was automatically loaded and presented.

5.2.4. Data quality screening

Data integrity was assessed for all data from the three studies. Quality assurance was

conducted based on four exclusion criteria for picture rating tasks and survey data

(survey-based non-rating data is not described herein), which reduced the analysis

to 281 participants for the EBS cohort, 366 for AMHA-1, and 3,476 for AMHA-2.

These four exclusion criteria were:
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Figure 5.2. Example of the format of the picture rating task. Unlike
the keypress task from prior studies, this task involved no operant
consequence to its action. Individuals made ratings with no change in
viewing time or other consequence, rating along a 7-point Likert-like
scale from -3 to +3.

(1) participants selected the same response throughout any section of the ques-

tions/tasks (e.g., selecting option “1” for all questions),

(2) participants indicated they had ten or more clinician-diagnosed illnesses

(data not described here),

(3) participants showed minimal variance in a picture rating task (i.e., all pic-

tures were rated the same or varied only by one point), and

(4) if both education level and years of education did not match and if they

completed the questionnaire in less than 500 seconds (800 seconds for the

AMHA-2 cohort).
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Further quality assurance involved assessment of RPT variables and curves from

the picture rating tasks. Variables that were quantified included the average mag-

nitude (K), variance (σ), and the pattern or information (i.e., Shannon entropy

(H)) related to participants’ preference behavior. K reflected the average (mean) of

positive ratings a subject made (K+) or negative ratings (K−) within each picture

category. Other metrics included the variance in positive ratings (σ+) or negative

ratings (σ−), along with the Shannon entropy (i.e., information; see [219]) of positive

ratings (H+) or negative ratings (H−) for stimuli within each category. The Shan-

non entropy is a core variable in information theory that characterizes the degree of

uncertainty across a set of responses [219]; it quantifies the pattern of judgements

made to a set of stimuli and could thus be considered a memory variable. Collec-

tively, these variables capture judgments about the valence of judgement (positive

vs. negative or approach vs. avoidance) as well as its magnitude (intensity of rating)

to describe relative preferences [220, 196] (Figure 5.1).

When evaluating data quality, raw data was assessed for cases when K = 0 for a

given category (i.e., cases where the subject made all neutral ratings to neither ap-

proach nor to avoid any stimulus in the category). Computing the Shannon entropy,

H, for a given picture category requires that K > 0 given that when K = 0, the

H computation results in evaluating log
(
0
0

)
which is undefined. In these cases, the

Shannon entropy was set to H = 0 for categories in which the subject rated “0” for

all the stimuli.
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Before carrying out the RPT analyses, and fitting models to participants’ ratings,

data was further screened for additional criteria beyond when K = 0 for a given

category. The complete set of model fit inclusion/exclusion criteria was as follows:

(1) Valid entropy (H) calculations (see prior paragraph),

(2) exclusion of data points lying beyond three times the interquartile range

(IQR), below the first quartile or above the third quartile (i.e., removing

extreme outliers),

(3) and coherence of model fits between individual and group data. This last cri-

terion required that the curve direction for individual subject fits be consis-

tent with the curve direction of the group-level statistical fits (and boundary

envelopes), and therefore corroborate most of the observed subject data.

Criteria (3) and (4) are necessary operational definitions for quality assurance given

the potential for convergence failures with curve fitting. For the Automated Mental

Health Assessment Study (AMHA)-2 cohort, criteria (2) was not implemented given

the potential for greater variance than with the prior two studies due to the COVID-

19 pandemic; in lieu of a 3×interquartile range (IQR) threshold, a threshold was set

for the two curve features with a small number of very extreme outliers: loss aversion

(LA > 200, resulting in N = 42 exclusions) and positive quadratic area (QA+ > 100,

resulting in N = 5 exclusions) (see definitions in Relative preference analysis next).

In total, six types of model fitting were performed for the rating data: group and

individual models for the (K,H) data, (K, σ) data, and (H−, H+) data distributions.

For the group data, we generated group-level data fits along with boundary envelopes
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(power-law fits and logarithmic fits for group (K,H) data), and quadratic fits for

group (K, σ) data to guide the focus of statistical testing based on the power-law

fits (K,H), and quadratic fits (K, σ) for individual data. Individual data then fol-

lowed these fits based on logarithmic and simple power-law fits for individual (K,H)

value functions, quadratic fits for individual (K, σ) limit functions, and radial fits for

individual (H−, H+) trade-off distributions [196, 198].

5.2.5. Relative preference analysis

Initial analysis of picture rating data involved qualitative assessment of the mean

positive and negative ratings for each category of picture to confirm there were no

major deviations in IAPS stimuli ratings across the three studies.

For the relative preference analysis, we replicated the methodology described in

detail by [196, 198, 208]. We used the iterative modeling approach of [221] to

identify RPT patterns in the data and three of the four putative signatures of law-

fulness, as described previously with visual [220, 196] and auditory stimuli [198].

We thus sought “discrete” mathematical fitting of patterns within the data, “recur-

rence” of patterns across the three distinct experimental cohorts, and “scalability” of

the observed patterns. We utilized datasets that met stringent criteria for quality

assurance, then assessed the graphical structure between the three behavioral vari-

ables, {K,H, σ}. For the rating tasks, these variables reflected the mean positive

ratings or negative ratings within a picture category (K±), the Shannon entropy of

positive/negative ratings within a category (H±), and the standard deviation (σ±) of
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positive/negative ratings within a category. Graphical analyses sought to determine

the presence of functions, manifolds, or boundary envelopes to individual, and sep-

arately, group data that were graphically similar to RPT functions, manifolds, and

boundary envelopes [220, 196, 197, 198].

Formal testing of discreteness, recurrence, and scaling was done as follows. To

assess if mathematical fitting was discrete, the goodness of fit for the (K,H) value

functions and (K, σ) limit functions, across the three experiments, were character-

ized by R2, and adjusted R2 statistics; then tabulated by location and dispersion

estimates. Given prior keypress findings of discreteness with R2 > 0.7, we assessed if

definable functions for individual data and manifold fits (and/or boundary envelopes)

for group data had clear parameter estimates and showed R2 > 0.7. For recurrence,

we assessed if similar individual and group models were observed for each of the three

independent populations, and if the extracted RPT features (N = 15) for individual

functions were similar across the three groups. Lastly, scale invariance and simple

power-law fitting was assessed by performing linear regressions following logarithmic

transformations of both the K- and H-axes. If the resulting fits characteristically

demonstrated asymptotic behavior (0 < a < 1, given H(K) = bKa), this implied

that substantial changes in the input variable, K, produced only minor changes in

the output, H. The same asymptotic behavior was assessed with the logarithmic fits

to the (K,H) data, with the difference that in this case the fits were obtained by

performing a linear regression of H against K after the logarithmic transformation

of K alone.
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5.2.5.1. (K,H) value functions. We evaluated mean positive or negative ratings

across stimuli within a picture category (K±) and the Shannon entropy of these

ratings (H±). We used the following approach to compute the Shannon entropy

separately for the positive (approach) and negative (avoidance) ratings in each cat-

egory. First, consider an ensemble of numbers for either positive or negative rating

responses, a, across stimuli within a single picture category: a± = {a1, a2, . . . , aN},

for N pictures within the given category. We can then define the relative proportions

of the positive and negative responses for the individual stimuli, pi, such that

(5.1) pi =
ai∑N
j=1 aj

.

Using these normalized proportions of the rating responses, the Shannon entropy

of the response pattern can be computed for an individual picture category as follows:

(5.2) H± =
∑
i

pi log2

(
1

pi

)
.

After computing the values of K± and H± for each picture category, (K,H)

value functions were generated by plotting the Shannon entropy, H±, against the

mean ratings (K±), for all picture categories for an individual subject. (K,H) data

were also plotted across multiple participants to visualize data at the group level.

At the group level, we assessed if (K,H) best-fit parameters could be approxi-

mated using the logarithmic function, H(K) = a log10(K)+b, or power-law functions,

H(K) = bKa; we also confirmed they contained boundary envelopes that conformed
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well to either logarithmic functions of power-law functions. At the individual sub-

ject level, we assessed fits for the same logarithmic and power-law functions to the

(K,H) data for approach and avoidance across picture categories for individual par-

ticipants. The best-fit parameters for the logarithmic and power-law functions were

achieved by performing a simple linear regression on the plots for H vs. log10(K),

and log10(H) vs. log10(K), respectively.

5.2.5.2. (K,H) limit functions. The second relationship considered was that be-

tween the mean ratings, K±, and the standard deviation of ratings across stimuli

within a category, σ±. (K, σ) limit functions were generated by plotting values of σ

against K for all picture categories in an individual subject or by pooling the data

together across participants in a group analysis. At both the individual and group

level, we found that (K, σ) limit functions were well characterized by quadratic func-

tions of the form σ = aK2 + bK + c. For the group data, we fit quadratic boundary

envelopes to the (K, σ) data much in the same manner performed for the (K,H)

value functions. For individual subject analysis, we fit quadratic functions directly

to the (K, σ) data using the polyfit() function in MATLAB ®.

5.2.5.3. (H−, H+) trade-off plots. (H−, H+) trade-off (or opponency) plots were

defined by plotting the Shannon entropy for positive ratings, H+, against the Shan-

non entropy for negative ratings, H−, for all picture categories in each stimulus

set. These plots were generated either across categories for an individual subject,

or by pooling data across all participants in the cohort to generate a group-level
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plot. For both the individual subject- and group-level data, (H−, H+) data con-

formed to a radial distribution about the origin of the trade-off plot, such that

r =
√
(H+)

2 + (H−)
2, or equivalently, H+ =

√
r2 − (H−)

2. Radial fits were esti-

mated for individual participants as well as the group-level data by computing the

mean radial distance, r, across all (H−, H+) data in the trade-off plot.

5.2.5.4. Feature extractions from (K,H), (K, σ), and (H−, H+) functions.

To help characterize the (K,H), (K, σ), and (H−, H+) functions, we applied two

standard definitions from behavioral economics (LA and RA) along with the RA

computation applied to the avoidance arm of the value function (Figure 5.1a), re-

ferred to as loss resilience (LR) herein. Twelve other features that reflect standard

curve feature analyses were utilized (Figure 5.1): positive offset (β+), negative offset

(β−), positive apex (α+), negative apex (α−), positive turning point (ρ+), negative

turning point (ρ−), mean polar angle of the (H−, H+) curve (θ), standard deviation

of the polar angle (σθ), mean radial distance of points on the (H−, H+) plot (r),

and the standard deviation of the radial distances (σr). These simple metrics are

not exhaustive but allow interpretation of the functions based on RPT, prospect

theory, and Markowitz’s decision utility [220, 211, 196, 197, 198, 212, 213, 208].

Descriptions of these 15 curve features are provided briefly in what follows.

(K,H) extracted feature definitions

Features for the (K,H) plots were framed by the (K,H) function being considered

concave relative to the K-axis. The RPT features that were extracted from these
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graphs were: risk aversion (RA), loss resilience (LR), loss aversion (LA), and the

positive and negative offsets (β±).

• Risk aversion (RA): risk aversion is extracted as the ratio of the second

derivative of the (K+, H+) curve to its first derivative, which also produces

a curve. To produce a unitary value for comparison across cohorts, we cal-

culated RA for K+ = 1.5. Informally, RA measures the degree to which an

individual prefers a likely reward in comparison to a better more uncertain

reward. RA is a common notion in economics that studies decision-making

under uncertainty [222].

• Loss resilience (LR): loss resilience is defined to be the absolute value of the

ratio of the second derivative of the (K−, H−) curve to its first derivative,

which also produces a curve. For prediction, we calculated LR at K− =

−1.5. Informally, LR is the degree to which an individual prefers to lose a

small defined amount in comparison to losing a greater amount with more

uncertainty associated with this loss.

• Loss aversion (LA): loss aversion is the absolute value of the ratio of the

linear regression slope of (logK−, logH−) to the linear regression slope of

(logK+, logH+). It intuitively measures the degree to which an individual

person outweighs losses to gains. LA is a fundamental measure in prospect

theory [211], which informally states that humans have a cognitive bias to

overweight losses relative to gains in the presence of uncertainty.
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• Positive offset (β+): the positive offset is the value of K+ when setting

H+ = 0. β+ intuitively measures the ante one needs to engage in a game of

chance and models the amount of a bid an individual is willing to make to

enter a game of chance (e.g., an “ante” in poker).

• Negative offset (β−): the negative offset is the value of K− when setting

H− = 0. β− intuitively measures how much insurance an individual might

need against bad outcomes. It mirrors the “ante”, but in the framework of

potential losses.

(K, σ) extracted feature definitions

Features for the (K, σ) curves, were framed by the (K, σ) curves being considered

as quadratic functions, that were concave relative to the K-axis. The (K, σ) curve

models the relationship between variance (risk) and mean value. It can also be framed

by the following question: Would an individual prefer a dollar with probability one,

or value drawn from a normal distribution with a mean of two and variance of

two? The RPT features that are extracted from this curve include: the positive and

negative apices (α±), the positive and negative turning points (ρ±), and the positive

and negative quadratic areas (QA±).

• Positive apex (α+): the positive apex is the value of σ+ for the derivative

dσ+

dK+
= 0. Intuitively, this represents the maximum variance for approach be-

havior. In this sense, α+ models where increases in positive value transition

from a relationship with increases in risk, to a relationship with decreases

in risk. [212] described decision utility similarly, so that the positive apex
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models when variance changes from weighing against a decision to facilitat-

ing a decision.

• Negative apex (α−): the negative apex is the value of σ− when the derivative

dσ−
dK−

= 0. Intuitively, this represents the maximum variance for avoidance

behavior. Like with the positive apex, this transition point is important to

consider for avoidance decisions in the context of decision utility by [212].

• Positive turning point (ρ+): the positive turning point is the value of K+

when the derivative dσ+

dK+
= 0. Intuitively, this represents the rating inten-

sity with maximum variance for approach behavior, potentially when an

individual decides to approach a goal-object.

• Negative turning point (ρ−): the negative turning point is the value of

K− when the derivative dσ−
dK−

= 0. Intuitively, this represents the rating

intensity with maximum variance for avoidance behavior, potentially when

an individual decides to avoid a goal-object.

• Positive quadratic area (QA+): the positive quadratic area is the area un-

der the curve (AUC) of the first quadrant of the (K+, σ+). This variable

represents the relationship between K+ and σ+ and can be thought of as

a quantity that measures the amount of value an individual associates to

positive stimuli.

• Negative quadratic area (QA−): the negative quadratic area is the AUC

of the third quadrant for the curve (K−, σ−). This variable represents the
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relationship between K− and σ− and can be thought of as quantity that

measures the aversive value an individual associates to negative stimuli.

(H−, H+) extracted feature definitions

Features for the (H−, H+) curve were framed as the (H−, H+) function being consid-

ered a trade-off function between the H− and H+ variables, that can commonly look

like a semi-circular fit in individuals (e.g., Figure 5.1c). The RPT features extracted

from this curve include: the mean polar angle (θ), its standard deviation (σθ), mean

radial distance (r), and its corresponding standard deviation (σr).

• Mean polar angle (θ): the mean polar angle is the mean of the polar angles

of the points in the (H−, H+) plane. Intuitively, this measures the mean

balance for the entropy, or patterns, in approach vs. avoidance behavior. It

signifies the balance in approach and avoidance judgments across multiple

categories of goal-object (e.g., picture ensembles in this case).

• Polar angle standard deviation (σθ): the standard deviation of the polar

angles of the points in the (H−, H+) plane. Intuitively, this measures the

standard deviation in the patterns of approach and avoidance behavior. This

variance represents the spread of positive and negative preferences across a

set of potential goal-objects and can be considered a measure of the breadth

of an individual’s (or a group’s) portfolio of preference.

• Mean radial distance (r): the mean radial distance measures the average

Euclidean distance of the data points in the (H−, H+) curve to the origin.

This measure defines how individuals can have strong positive and negative
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preferences (i.e., biases) for the same thing, reflecting conflict, or have low

positive and negative preferences for something, reflecting indifference. This

gets at the consistency of compatibility of approach and avoidance, and how

an individual can both like and dislike something or be indifferent to both

its positive and negative features.

• Radial distance standard deviation (σr): this is simply the standard devi-

ation of the radial distances of the data points in the (H−, H+) plane to

the origin. This final measure is interpreted through how the points in the

(H−, H+) plane vary regarding the radial distance from the origin. The vari-

ance in this radial distance will reflect how much an individual goes between

having conflicting preferences and having indifferent ones.

5.2.6. Comparison of features between rating experiments

For each of the three subject populations, the mean and standard deviation (SD)

were computed for each of the fifteen features, along with standard error of the mean

(SEM) and the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the corresponding means. Violin

plots [2] for each of the RPT features were also generated (Figure 5.5) to provide a

visual comparison of the distribution, interquartile range (IQR), and 95% CIs, with

respect to the corresponding median, for each RPT feature across all cohorts. The

primary framework of comparison was assessment of overlap in the 95% CI for the

corresponding means, and violin plots for the medians. A quantitative comparison of
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RPT features across the three cohorts was also performed using rank-based, nonpara-

metric Kruskal-Wallis H-test [184, 223] statistics, followed by post-hoc nonparamet-

ric pairwise multiple comparisons using Dunn’s test [224] and Kolmogorov-Smirnov

(K-S) test [225] statistics. This was done for all fifteen features, although only seven

of these features reflected dimensionless units, and covariances around demographic

differences in the cohorts could not be incorporated into such analyses. Given this

last factor, we assessed age distributions for each sample, where clear skewing ex-

isted, and ran univariate linear regressions for the fifteen features against age in that

cohort to assist with interpreting results.

5.3. Results

5.3.1. Group-level assessment of positive and negative ratings by picture

category

For each of the three groups of participants studied, we summed the total number

of positive and negative ratings made per picture category, and their mean, as a

qualitative assessment that there were no major deviations in IAPS stimuli ratings

across the three studies. As can be seen in Table 5.2, the mean positive and negative

ratings for each category of picture were in close alignment across the EBS, AMHA-1

and AMHA-2 groups.
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5.3.2. Group-level (K,H), (K, σ), and (H−, H+) analyses

We first investigated the relationships between mean ratings and the Shannon en-

tropy of category distributions for ratings. Group-level analyses were performed in

two ways:

(1) Envelope fits as done previously (e.g., [196, 198]), and

(2) statistical fits of group data to constrain the fits tested subsequently with

individual data (Table 5.3).

For envelope fitting of the value function, power-law and logarithmic boundary en-

velopes were fit to the approach (K+, H+) and avoidance (K−, H−) rating data such

that they formed an outer bound containing 95% of the data; they were both observed

to provide robust approximations of the edge of the distribution. For all three exper-

iments, group data was fit by boundary envelopes to similar extents (all p < 0.05)

by both logarithmic and power-law functions. When we examined functional fitting

of the group data, we observed statistically significant fits (all p < 0.05) by both

logarithmic and power-law functions (Table 5.3a-c). R2 values were all > 0.70 and

extended up to 0.90 across the three cohorts.

Next, we examined the relationship between the average category ratings and

the standard deviation of ratings in each category, which we refer to as the mean-

variance relationship (Figure 5.1b). Boundary envelopes enclosing 95% of the ap-

proach (K+, σ+) and avoidance (K−, σ−) data were fit to the EBS data. The qua-

dratic boundary envelopes effectively approximated the edge of the mean-variance

plots. The same analytic approach was performed for AMHA-1 and AMHA-2 data,
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showing outer bounds containing 95% of the data, providing robust approximations

of the edge of the distribution, and broadly corroborating the behavior of analogous

distributions for reported keypress-based RPT variables [196, 198], with p < 0.05

for all three datasets. When we examined functional fitting of the group data, we

observed statistically significant fits (all p < 0.05) for all three cohorts (Table 5.3a-

c). Importantly, all curves depicting limit functions with group data showed concave

fits (relative to the absolute value of the {K,H, σ} variables), thereby setting a con-

straint used for the individual data. R2 values for group fitting varied from 0.75 to

0.86 across the three cohorts (Table 5.3a-c).

Lastly, we examined the (H−, H+) trade-off distributions characterizing the rela-

tionship between the patterns of approach and avoidance across tasks. This analysis

sought to assess whether the pattern of approach preference behavior (i.e., positive

ratings) scaled in proportion to the avoidance preference behavior (i.e., negative rat-

ings) for pictures within the same categories. Specifically, we fit radial functions

to test for symmetry in the distribution of H− and H+ values across categories

within each individual subject. Ratings-based group-level (H−, H+) distributions

were broader than distributions we have reported previously for keypress-based im-

plementations of the IAPS relative preference task, consistent with the increased

variance in the rating graph features for mean polar angle and mean radial distance.
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5.3.3. Individual subject (K,H) value functions

After investigating the shape of distributions at the group level, we assessed (K,H)

data and value function fitting at the individual subject level. As observed for group

data, individual participants’ (K,H) value functions for the rating were well fit by

concave logarithmic or power-law functions (Table 5.4, Figure 5.4a-5.4c). Goodness

of fit was assessed by computing R2 values, and adjusted R2 values (accounting

for degrees of freedom) for each subject’s model fit (Table 5.4). R2 values were all

> 0.80 and ranged from 0.84 to 0.96. Average goodness of fit values were quite

similar between the three cohorts (Table 5.4).

Overall, fewer participant exclusions were noted across the three studies for log-

arithmic fitting of the (K,H) approach data when compared to (K,H) power-law

model fits due to either insufficient data for fitting of joint RPT distributions or

invalid parameter estimates (see Methods of this chapter).

5.3.4. Individual subject (K, σ) limit functions

The consistency of mean-variance relationships across participants in the rating ex-

periment was assessed by fitting quadratic functions to each individual subject’s

(K, σ) distributions for approach and avoidance rating data. Concave quadratic fits

across individual participants’ (K, σ) data are displayed in Figure 5.4a-5.4c. Fol-

lowing Figure 5.4a-5.4c, (A) is the plotted value functions comparing mean rating

intensity (K) to rating entropy (H) in individual participants, where K and H values

were computed for each of six picture categories, for either approach (K+, H+) or
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avoidance (K−, H−) rating behavior within a single representative subject. The dark

green and red traces indicate power-law fits to approach and avoidance data for each

subject. Additionally, (B) looks at the limit functions comparing K to the standard

deviation of approach or avoidance ratings (σ) across picture categories in individual

participants. Approach and avoidance data for individual participants were fit to

quadratic functions (see Methods of this chapter). Lastly, (C) is the trade-off plot

comparing entropy for approach (H+) and avoidance (H−) ratings across six picture

categories in individual participants. The dotted black line denotes r = log2(8) and

each subject is shown as a radial fit where r =
√

(H+)
2 + (H−)

2.

As with the (K,H) data, the goodness of fit was assessed by computing R2 values,

and adjusted R2 values (accounting for degrees of freedom) for each subject’s model

fit (Table 5.4). R2 values varied from 0.85 to 0.94, which was considered very high

across participants.

5.3.5. Individual subject (H−, H+) trade-off functions

Trade-off distributions (H−, H+) for individual participants’ rating patterns across

pictures were also examined. This analysis sought to assess whether the pattern of

participants’ approach preference behavior (i.e., positive ratings) scaled in proportion

to the pattern of participants’ avoidance preference behavior (i.e., negative ratings)

for pictures within the same categories (e.g., nature scenes). Specifically, we fit

radial functions to test for trade-offs in the distribution of H− and H+ values across

categories within each individual subject. Figure 5.4a-5.4c display radial fits across
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individual participants’ (H−, H+) data and highlight the (H−, H+) data points and

fit for a representative subject from each experiment.

5.3.6. Extracted curve features computation and comparison of rating

results

Summary statistics for LA, RA, and the 13 other RPT graph features obtained

from each participant in each experiment are summarized in Table 5.5. Significantly,

there was a consistent overlap among the 95% CIs for the median in the majority

of the RPT features (Figure 5.5). Kernel density estimates show the shapes of

individual distributions for each cohort, while the box plots within each violin plot

describes the median and the corresponding IQRs and 95% CIs for the median.

Unlike violin plots, box plots don’t allow us to see variations in the data, particularly

for multimodal distributions (those with multiple peaks). As is clear in Figure 5.5, the

majority of RPT features’ distributions showed significant deviation from normality

in each cohort, so further analyses used nonparametric statistics, which are tabulated

in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7. LA values were lower in all three cohorts than has

been reported for keypress experiments and prospect theory-based experiments from

[226, 213]. It should be noted that LA < 2.0 for the rating experiments suggests

that participants did not show LA per se, but potential reward sensitivity. LA values

did differ between the three cohorts by the Kruskal-Wallis H-test, while the post-hoc
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Dunn’s assessment confirmed that this difference only occurred between the AMHA-

1 and AMHA-2 cohorts. The additional post-hoc two-sample K-S test assessment

concluded that the distributions for LA across the three cohorts did not differ.

Table 5.5. RPT curve metrics for IAPS rating experiments across co-
horts

Cohort

RPT metric Statistic EBS AMHA-1 AMHA-2

Loss aversion (LA)
Mean ± SD 0.88± 1.148 1.51± 2.090 0.88± 0.365

SEM 0.0738 0.1647 0.0063
95% CI [0.74, 1.03] [1.19, 1.84] [0.86, 0.89]

Risk aversion (RA)
Mean ± SD 0.35± 0.122 0.32± 0.120 0.34± 0.125

SEM 0.0072 0.0090 0.0022
95% CI [0.33, 0.36] [0.31, 0.34] [0.34, 0.35]

Loss resilience (LR)
Mean ± SD 0.32± 0.122 0.30± 0.130 0.32± 0.134

SEM 0.0073 0.0098 0.0024
95% CI [0.29, 0.32] [0.28, 0.31] [0.32, 0.33]

Positive offset (β+)*
Mean ± SD 0.15± 0.101 0.16± 0.097 0.17± 0.106

SEM 0.0046 0.0052 0.0018
95% CI [0.14, 0.16] [0.15, 0.17] [0.17, 0.18]

Negative offset (β−)*
Mean ± SD −0.19± 0.101 −0.19± 0.101 −0.21± 0.108

SEM 0.0048 0.0061 0.0018
95% CI [−0.20,−0.18] [−0.20,−0.18] [−0.21,−0.21]

Positive apex (α+)*
Mean ± SD 1.27± 0.327 1.27± 0.274 1.33± 0.290

SEM 0.0154 0.0152 0.0049
95% CI [1.24, 1.30] [1.24, 1.30] [1.32, 1.34]

Negative apex (α−)*
Mean ± SD 1.39± 0.378 1.40± 0.382 1.52± 0.349

SEM 0.0174 0.0216 0.0059
95% CI [1.35, 1.42] [1.35, 1.44] [1.51, 1.53]

Positive turning
point (ρ+)*

Mean ± SD 1.48± 0.269 1.48± 0.203 1.48± 0.195
SEM 0.0131 0.0116 0.0034

95% CI [1.45, 1.50] [1.45, 1.50] [1.47, 1.48]

Negative turning
point (ρ−)*

Mean ± SD 1.40± 0.275 1.38± 0.301 1.48± 0.103
SEM 0.0131 0.0176 0.0019

95% CI [1.37, 1.42] [1.34, 1.41] [1.48, 1.49]

Continued on next page
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Table 5.5 – Continued from previous page

RPT metric Statistic EBS AMHA-1 AMHA-2

Positive quadratic
area (QA+)*

Mean ± SD 2.63± 0.867 2.59± 0.783 2.71± 0.759
SEM 0.0412 0.0437 0.0130

95% CI [2.55, 2.71] [2.51, 2.68] [2.68, 2.73]

Negative quadratic
area (QA−)*

Mean ± SD 2.68± 1.031 2.66± 1.028 3.05± 0.815
SEM 0.0477 0.0583 0.0139

95% CI [2.58, 2.77] [2.55, 2.78] [3.02, 3.08]

Polar angle (θ)
Mean ± SD 52.53± 14.654 58.89± 16.927 50.04± 11.499

SEM 0.6560 0.8872 0.1950
95% CI [51.24, 53.82] [57.14, 60.63] [49.66, 50.42]

Polar dispersion (σθ)
Mean ± SD 40.73± 7.024 34.40± 15.146 40.73± 7.024

SEM 0.3203 0.7917 0.3203
95% CI [40.10, 41.36] [32.84, 35.95] [40.10, 41.36]

Radial distance (r)
Mean ± SD 2.52± 0.256 2.60± 0.239 2.52± 0.256

SEM 0.3203 0.7917 0.3203
95% CI [2.50, 2.55] [2.57, 2.62] [2.50, 2.55]

Radial dispersion (σr)
Mean ± SD 0.47± 0.298 0.38± 0.276 0.47± 0.298

SEM 0.0133 0.0145 0.0133
95% CI [0.44, 0.49] [0.35, 0.40] [0.44, 0.49]

Legend: RPT features of the (K,H), (K,σ), and (H−, H+) curves of the IAPS picture

rating data across the three distinct cohorts. Fifteen features were identified using common

engineering methods, including five features from the value function, six from the limit

function, and four from the trade-off function (see Methods of this chapter). For each of

the three datasets, the mean and standard deviation (SD) are listed for the fifteen features,

along with standard error of the mean (SEM) and the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for

the corresponding means. Unstarred features of the (K,H), (K,σ), and (H−, H+) curves

are in dimensionless units, facilitating comparison across cohorts.

RA represents a function as shown in Figure 5.6. The results for comparing

RA across subjects using a defined point on these functions is shown in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6. Nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis H-test comparison of RPT
metrics across distinct cohorts for IAPS picture rating experiment

RPT metric H-value p− value
Loss aversion (LA) (logfit) 6.98785 3.0381× 10−2

Risk aversion (RA) 4.07003 1.3068× 10−1

Loss resilience (LR) 13.3089 1.2883× 10−3

Positive offset (β+) 10.2435 5.9655× 10−3

Negative offset (β−) 20.1216 4.2722× 10−5

Positive apex (α+) 14.3479 7.6627× 10−4

Negative apex (α−) 74.5914 6.3486× 10−17

Positive turning point (ρ+) 2.28294 3.1935× 10−1

Negative turning point (ρ−) 6.16587 4.5824× 10−2

Positive quadratic area (QA+) 5.38677 6.7652× 10−2

Negative quadratic area (QA−) 65.4338 6.1835× 10−15

Polar angle (θ) 9.9913 6.7672× 10−3

Polar dispersion (σθ) 125.001 7.1836× 10−28

Radial distance (r) 40.4942 1.6099× 10−9

Radial dispersion (σr) 89.6117 3.4759× 10−20

These results demonstrate that RA distributions across all three cohorts did not

differ statistically using the Kruskal-Wallis H-test, as well as the post-hoc Dunn’s

test and two-sample K-S test assessments (Table 5.7).

Loss resilience (LR), which is computed the same way as RA using the avoidance

curve, and represents the function shown in the third (lower-left) quadrants for Fig-

ure 5.6a-c. The three rating experiments produced similar functional forms for LR

curves; it should be noted that the LR and RA curves with the rating experiment

were similar in means and contained overlapping confidence intervals for the mean, as

shown in Table 5.5. Additionally, there was statistically significant difference in LR

across the three cohorts according to Table 5.6, however the post-hoc assessments
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both highlight that differences in LR for the AMHA-1 and EBS cohorts were not

statistically significant (p > 0.05, Table 5.7).

Positive and negative offsets, β+ and β− respectively, are clearly present in both

the logarithmic and power-law fits to the value function across the three rating ex-

periments. For comparison they were computed from the logarithmic fit and did

not significantly differ across cohorts. It should be noted that prospect theory does

not allow for offsets to the value function and sets an inflection point connecting the

positive and negative arms of the value function so there cannot be offsets for both

functions [211, 213]. The current data confirms prior findings using an analysis of

RPT features showing the existence of clear offsets to the value function from the

origin when using (K,H) variables, and a discontinuity along the K-axis intercepts

between the approach and avoidance data [196, 198, 208]. Although the Kruskal-

Wallis H-test results in Table 5.6 show statistical significance in both β+ and β−,

the post-hoc assessments in Table 5.7 don’t demonstrate statistically significant dif-

ferences in the distributions between AMHA-1 and AMHA-2 for β+ and β−, and

AMHA-1 and EBS for just β−.

Apex (α±), turning point (ρ±), and quadratic area (QA±) features are standard

metrics of parabolic fits for the limit function (i.e., the fit for the mean-variance

curves). The apices (α±), significantly differed across the three cohorts, however a

number of the post-hoc assessments do not depict statistically significant differences

(see Table 5.7). For the positive turning point, ρ+, there was not a statistically
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significant difference across all cohorts (see Table 5.6), however the negative turn-

ing point, ρ−, statistically differed in the Kruskal-Wallis three-way comparison. The

post-hoc assessments for ρ− shows that differences in the distributions were not sta-

tistically significant except for the K-S test’s results in comparing the AMHA-2 and

EBS cohorts; in contrast to these observations, Figure 5.5 shows overlapping 95%

CIs for the median. For the positive quadratic area, QA+, there were not statistically

significant differences in approach and avoidance (Table 5.6), however for QA− the

Kruskal-Wallis comparison (Table 5.6) and post-hoc assessments (Table 5.7) indi-

cate no statistical significance in differences for just the AMHA-1 and EBS cohorts.

Qualitatively, the limit curves for approach and avoidance appear symmetric to each

other relative to the H-axis (information/value) for the rating experiment; this is

not the case for published keypress data [196, 197, 198, 201, 208].

Trade-off curve features showed consistent statistical differences for all four fea-

tures across the three cohorts for the three-way Kruskal-Wallis comparison (Ta-

ble 5.6), as well as CIs for the mean (Table 5.5). The mean polar angle, θ, for the

rating experiments was > 45 degrees, consistent with a slight weighting of the rat-

ing assessments toward approach. The consistency between approach and avoidance

variables is encoded in the radial distance feature, r, (i.e., if the increases in ap-

proach balanced decreases in avoidance, or if an individual felt more conflict, namely

increases in both approach and avoidance). The radial distance features for all three

experiments were just slightly within the semi-circle described for r = log2(8), a

theoretical frame for ensembles of eight pictures (please see [196]).
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5.3.7. Extracted curve features and age

Distributions of age across the three samples showed generally flat distributions for

the EBS and AMHA-1 cohorts, and a progressive increase in older subjects for

AMHA-2 per violin plots (Figure 5.7). Univariate linear regressions between the

15 RPT features and age were consequently run for the AMHA-2 cohort, showing

significant effects, after correction for multiple comparisons. These results are listed

in Table 5.8 for each regression, the standardized β, adjusted R2, and p-value asso-

ciated with the overall regression was reported. Eleven out of the 15 RPT features

showed trend effects with age. Only four features did not show a significant rela-

tionship with age after correction for multiple comparisons (p < 0.05
15
≈ 0.0033): LA,

negative offset (β−), positive turning point (ρ+), and radial distance (r), which have

implications for interpreting differences across the three cohorts, particularly where

differences were suggested in RPT features between the EBS and AMHA-1 cohorts

on one hand and the AMHA-2 cohort on the other. Overall, differences in features

for the AMHA-2 cohort from the other two cohorts appear to be driven by differences

in age between the cohorts.

5.4. Discussion

Across the three distinct cohorts collected with the same pictures and procedures,

this study found that: (1) picture ratings without an operant framework produced

RPT curves with a similar mathematical form as those produced in an operant

context (where each action has a consequence by changing the viewing time). (2)
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Table 5.8. Summary statistics of univariate linear regression across
each RPT feature versus age for AMHA-2 cohort

RPT metric Standardized β R2
adj p-value

Loss aversion (LA) (logfit) 5.331× 10−3 −2.614× 10−4 0.7542

Risk aversion (RA) 0.1046 1.064× 10−2 1.373× 10−9

Loss resilience (LR) 0.1212 1.439× 10−2 2.675× 10−12

Positive offset (β+) −9.869× 10−2 9.441× 10−3 1.266× 10−8

Negative offset (β−) 2.272× 10−2 2.210× 10−4 0.1862

Positive apex (α+) -0.1098 1.175× 10−2 1.898× 10−10

Negative apex (α−) 5.176× 10−2 2.378× 10−3 2.859× 10−3

Positive turning point (ρ+) 5.328× 10−3 −2.667× 10−4 0.7564

Negative turning point (ρ−) 9.564× 10−2 8.857× 10−3 2.193× 10−8

Positive quadratic area (QA+) −9.996× 10−2 9.629× 10−3 5.095× 10−9

Negative quadratic area (QA−) 6.124× 10−2 3.462× 10−3 3.117× 10−4

Polar angle (θ) −8.792× 10−2 7.429× 10−3 4.259× 10−7

Polar dispersion (σθ) 0.2123 4.479× 10−2 1.789× 10−34

Radial distance (r) −4.306× 10−2 1.554× 10−3 1.302× 10−2

Radial dispersion (σr) 0.1744 3.012× 10−2 4.255× 10−24

Rating-based RPT curves produced were discrete and recurrent across cohorts and

scaled from individual to group data, meeting three of four criteria from [199] for

lawfulness. (3) RPT curves across the three cohorts showed high symmetry between

liking and disliking assessment, which qualitatively differs from what is observed with

operant keypress tasks. (4) Several features of these RPT curves were consistent

across the three cohorts, but in some cases, differed relative to other experimental

contexts, such as age. Of note in this regard, age still did not affect some RPT curve
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features such as LA, which is an observation that has previously been reported with

keypress data [197].

As with the operant keypress procedure in other studies, the picture rating task

produced data that showed RPT-like relationships (e.g., Figure 5.1). The rating task

value functions, like those observed with keypressing, followed the pattern observed

with prospect theory [211, 213], and the limit functions followed those described

by [212] for risk-reward curves. Individual R2 values across the three studies ranged

from 0.84 to 0.96, in line with previously published results in different cohorts using

a keypress paradigm [196, 198, 208]. Extracted features from the corresponding

curves for the three rating experiments showed statistically consistent, and visually

similar patterns. In particular, the 95% CIs of the medians were broadly overlapping

for the majority of RPT features, except for several differences between the EBS and

AMHA-1 studies on one side and the AMHA-2 study on the other. Given the AMHA-

2 study had a major difference in the proportion of older subjects (i.e., 55-70 years

of age), and eleven of the 15 features used to compare cohorts were significantly

associated with age for the AMHA-2 cohort, these differences likely relate to age

distribution differences between cohorts.

The behavioral finance measure of risk aversion (RA) did not statistically differ

between cohorts, whereas the same metric applied to the avoidance curves (i.e., re-

ferred to as LR herein) statistically differed between the AMHA-2 and the AMHA-1

and EBS cohorts, while the AMHA-1 and EBS cohorts were similar. Altogether,

observations point to a greater symmetry in the valuing of positive (approach) and
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negative (avoidance) aspects of the stimuli when ratings are performed with no be-

havioral consequence, as opposed to prior studies based on keypressing. Supporting

this observation, asymmetries in the mean-variance (K, σ) curves observed in prior

operant keypress experiments [198, 208] were not evident in individual or group

data from the rating task. These observations with RA and LR support the hy-

pothesis raised by the LA results, suggesting rating-based tasks may reflect a lower

regard for negative consequences.

Although prospect theory [211, 213] considers the value function to be continu-

ous with an inflection point, the rating task produced offsets, consistent with prior

keypress experiments and RPT analyses [196, 198, 201, 208]. These offsets are

suggestive of other psychological phenomena, such as the ante in poker, where a

player must place a bet in the pot to enter the card game (e.g., β+), or an insur-

ance premium paid to counter potential bad outcomes (e.g., β−). Further work is

warranted to frame these findings.

Further research is also needed to deal with caveats to the current work, including

that demographic matching between cohorts was not perfect, and the rating experi-

ment used a unitary Likert-like scale as opposed to two scales wherein approach and

avoidance assessments could be assessed independently. In line with caveat (1), we

hypothesize demographic matching between cohorts may have contributed towards

the statistical differences observed with the AMHA-2 when compared to AMHA-1

and EBS, such as differences in the distribution of age groups for AMHA-2 compared

to the other cohorts. AMHA-2 specifically contains a right-skewed distribution of
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participants from an older-age group demographic (see Figure 5.7), whereas the dis-

tribution of age groups for AMHA-1 and EBS are more uniform.

With replication, the current findings, using cohorts calibrated to the US Census,

contributes to the big data psychology movement where the experimental environ-

ment cannot be as well-controlled as in a lab setting, but which can be conducted

at a large-scale in much shorter time windows and with a major decrease in research

team size and experimental time. Large-scale brain imaging and genetic studies are

now quite common (e.g., The Connectome Project, ABCD Project, UK Brain Bank)

and involve the collection of dense phenotyping data, although these studies are not

primarily focused on human psychology and collect data over an extended time win-

dow with large human research teams. Studies with Amazon’s Mechanical Turk have

argued for extension of task-based psychology studies to the web with small research

teams [227, 228, 229, 230, 231], although there has been some critique of such

practices [232, 233, 234]. The current work points to the opportunity for testing

computational behavior at larger scales than can be performed in the lab, allowing

for greater sampling in the natural variance in measures.

In summary, the results of this study argue, that preference assessments made

through a short and simple rating task can be modelled quantitatively with R2 (good-

ness of fits) above 0.80, for RPT-based value functions, limit functions, and trade-off

functions. Rating-based curves meet three of the four strict criteria for lawfulness set

out by [199]. Lastly, these curves appear to differ from those produced from operant

keypressing [198], particularly with the issue of overweighting of perceived negative
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stimuli relative to positive ones when individuals must trade effort for exposure to

the stimulus; these observations support the hypothesis that judgments lacking con-

sequence may reflect lower aversion to negative outcomes, and reduce inhibitions

against negative digital behavior at large. Given the simplicity of the rating task

application and its analysis, this approach to preference quantitation could be easily

applied to the 83.72% of the world’s population that currently owns a smartphone

[10], or the 85% of Americans with a smartphone (at least 97% own a cellphone of

some kind) [11].
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Figure 5.3. Individual RPT fits of the three distinct cohorts for the IAPS
picture rating task.

(a) EBS cohort RPT curves.
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(b) AMHA-1 cohort RPT curves.
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(c) AMHA-2 cohort RPT curves.
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Figure 5.5. Violin plots [2] for each of the RPT features are tiled to
provide a hybrid visual comparison of the distribution, interquartile
range (IQR), and 95% CIs, with respect to the corresponding median,
for each RPT feature across all cohorts.
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Figure 5.6. Individual risk aversion (RA) and loss resilience (LR) functions
for the three cohorts. (A) Risk aversion (RA) functions comparing com-
puted RA to mean picture ratings (K) in individual participants are shown
for the AMHA-1 cohort. Loss resilience (LR) (the same computation as
RA done for avoidance ratings) comparing computed LR to mean picture
ratings intensity (K) in individual participants are shown as well. Note
the hyperbolic functional forms in green (approach) and red (avoidance) for
each curve. (B) Risk aversion functions and loss resilience functions shown
for the AMHA-2 cohort. Note the hyperbolic functional forms in green (ap-
proach) and red (avoidance) for each curve. (C) Risk aversion functions
and loss resilience functions show for the EBS cohort. Note the hyperbolic
functional forms in green (approach) and red (avoidance) for each curve.
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Figure 5.7. Violin plots [2] for each of the three cohorts are provided
for a visual comparison of the participant age distributions, along with
the respective interquartile ranges (IQRs), and 95% CIs, with respect
to the corresponding median across all cohorts.
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CHAPTER 6

Predicting Demographics using Human Reward Behavior

Abstract

In this work, graph neural networks (GNNs) have primarily been discussed in

the context of trimeshes and their interpretation as homogeneous graphs (single ver-

tex/edge types). In recent years, GNNs have gone from a niche sub-topic of machine

learning, to an emerging success for modeling unstructured data. As they gain pop-

ularity, special attention needs to be paid towards modeling heterogeneity of entity

and relation types within graphs, particularly interaction graphs. In this chapter,

we utilize a special type of GNN architecture known as the heterogeneous graph

transformer (HGT) and apply them to tackle the challenge of semi-supervised node

classification for predicting demographics of human nodes within a heterogeneous

graph describing their interaction with picture stimuli from International Affective

Picture System (IAPS). Respectively, we achieve an average 0.85/0.79/0.73/0.85

accuracy/F -score/precision/recall scores for predicting gender assigned at birth as

the target demographic experiment. This framework requires further experimenta-

tion and can easily be adapted to predict other demographics and targets related to

human reward behavior, which we describe using the approach-avoidance features
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from the previous chapter using the International Affective Picture System (IAPS)

picture ratings task.

6.1. Introduction

So far, homogeneous graphs have been the centerpiece for the majority of this

text, where the entities of graphs are assumed to be of one type, as well as the

edges. However, many complex systems and networks are naturally heterogeneous

in nature, where entities can be of multiple types, as well as their relations to one

another. Like standard message passing neural networks (MPNNs) on homogeneous

graphs, message passing on heterogeneous graphs can be defined using relationships

between entities expressed as triplets (or tuples) in the form of: {ei, rij, ej}, where ei,j

represents entities, e, of type i and type j, and their relationship, rij. As mentioned

before, entities can contain vectors of features that correspond to a particular entity

type and relationships between entities can also contain feature vectors; the only

difference here is that relationship edges can connect entities of different types as

well.

Some prevalent examples of applications with heterogeneous graphs include: aca-

demic citation graphs where nodes can be of author, paper, and journal types, social

media graphs (e.g., Facebook entity graph, LinkedIn economic graphs), and more

broadly the Internet of Things (IoT) networks. As an example, the Open Aca-

demic Graph (OAG) in Figure 6.1 outlines a heterogeneous graph that contains

five types of nodes: papers, authors, institutions, venues (journal, conference, or

preprint), and fields, as well as the varying types of relationships amongst them.
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Over the past decade, significant research has been explored in the paradigm of

Figure 6.1. Schema and meta relations of the Open Academic Graph
(OAG) described and used in [235].

mining heterogeneous graphs. Besides classical graph mining methods, like using

meta paths (such as PathSim [236] and metapath2vec [237]), graph neural net-

works (GNNs) [38, 32, 238] have also been adopted to learn with heterogeneous

networks [239, 240, 241]. More recently, heterogeneous graph transformers (HGTs)

[235] have been presented for successfully mining Web-scale heterogeneous graphs,

specifically by modeling heterogeneity using node- and edge-type dependent learn-

able parameters to characterize heterogeneous attention over each relation-type based

on the triplets previously discussed. Doing so, empowers HGTs to handle learning

about heterogeneous relationships by establishing dedicated learned representations

for different types of nodes and edges on a graph.

In this work, we look at the IAPS [214, 215] picture rating task described in the

previous chapter as a heterogeneous graph by abstracting the picture rating interac-

tions between human participant nodes and IAPS stimuli nodes. Doing so enables us

to perform semi-supervised node classification on the participant nodes to make de-

mographic predictions about participants in heterogeneous interaction graphs based
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on dynamic interactions with IAPS stimuli and their respective categories. To han-

dle large-scale interaction graph data, we adopt the heterogeneous mini-batch graph

sampling algorithm presented by Hu et al. [235] for efficient and scalable training

of our HGTs. Respectively, we achieve an average 0.85/0.79/0.73/0.85 accuracy/F -

score/precision/recall scores for predicting gender assigned at birth as the target

demographic experiment. With further experimentation, this work can easily be

adapted to potentially predict other demographics in relation to human reward be-

havior, which we describe using approach-avoidance behavior from a simple picture

rating task.

6.2. Related Works

In a 2011 report [242], the World Economic Forum and Harvard School of Public

Health noted that non-communicable diseases pose a greater risk than contagious

illnesses in the future. Claiming 63% of all deaths, non-communicable illnesses are

currently the world’s main killer. Eighty percent of these deaths now occur in low-

and middle-income countries, making this all the more prevalent. Half of those

who die of chronic non-communicable diseases are typically in the prime of their

productive years, and thus, the disability imposed and lives lost to non-communicable

illness are also endangering industry competitiveness across borders. Their report

[242] projected that non-communicable diseases, particularly mental health issues,

will be the largest source of costs in global health (more than a third by 2030).

Personality and approach-avoidance behaviors are core concepts in research on

mental health issues. Prior work in this area [243] has demonstrated that responding
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to stimuli in ambiguous environments is partially governed by approach-avoidance

tendencies. Imbalances in approach-avoidance behaviors towards rewards are impli-

cated in a variety of mental disorders including anxiety disorders, phobias, substance

use disorders, and behavioral/societal biases. Approach-avoidance tendencies are

constitutionally ingrained to the brain networks implicated in action and reaction to

salient stimuli and controlling cognitive and attentional functions, reward sensitivity

and emotional expression, since all organisms following a phylogenetic gradient, tend

to have highly-conserved mammalian tendencies to approach and avoid certain stim-

uli. Based on approach-avoidance behavior we may be able to predict demographics

such as age. As an example: children tend to exhibit emotional lability, impulsivity,

and proclivity to seek rewards, even if these tendencies are maintained in adulthood.

As previously mentioned, imbalances in approach and avoidance behavior can

lead to psychopathological disorders such as attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorders

[244], depression [245], substance abuse [204], anxiety [246], and post-traumatic

stress disorders [247]. Importantly, many of these conditions can affect humans dif-

ferently based on demographics such as gender assigned at birth. As a precursor

to further research into predicting mental health issues using approach-avoidance

behavior (and as a proof of concept), in this work we utilize the broad set of hu-

man approach-avoidance features (i.e., relative preference theory (RPT) features

[196, 248, 220] described in the previous chapter) extracted from a simple picture

rating task to predict gender assigned at birth. Given the abundance of compound-

ing factors (e.g., societal biases) that may influence the results of this study, it is
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important to note that this work is not claiming human behavior is deterministic of

gender as a whole. In humans, although some actions may derive directly and invari-

ably from these proclivities, ultimate behavior may be self-regulated and subjected

to strategic planning, so that individuals can override their initial inclinations and

redirect behavior (e.g., putting approach behavior into action to override avoidance

tendencies). The simple, computer-based picture rating task employed in this study

can easily be adapted and performed on any mobile device with a screen, making it

a scalable solution to preference quantitation which could be easily applied to the

83.72% of the world’s population that currently owns a smartphone [10], or the 85%

of Americans with a smartphone (at least 97% own a cellphone of some kind) [11].

Today, consumer mobile data, particularly consumer demographics (e.g., gender

and age), can play a core role in enabling companies and medical providers to enhance

the offers of their services for targeting the right consumers and patients in the right

time, manner, and place. Mobile data is increasingly used for humanitarian purposes,

as traditional data can be scarce in certain scenarios. In some cases, demographic

information can often be absent from mobile phone datasets, limiting the operational

impact of the datasets. Prior work on demographic prediction from mobile data has

focused on users’ names [249], social media photos [250], and the diversity of writing

and speaking styles associated with the demographic attributes. Eckert [251] and

Holmes [252] classified users’ gender using spoken language differences including

intentional, phonological and conversational cues. More recently, Hu et al. [253],

modeled user web browsing behavior as weighted bipartite graphs and they used
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support vector machines (SVMs) to classify user gender and regress on user age.

SVMs tend to perform great on relatively smaller datasets, but come with a number

of caveats in comparison to deep learning (DL) approaches like GNNs (i.e., NNs

are “flexible” in that they approximate their own internal representations of input

features, rather than having it pre-specified by the kernel function like SVMs).

6.3. Methods

6.3.1. Heterogeneous graphs preliminary

Heterogeneous graphs are abstractions of modeling relational real-world data and

complex systems/interactions. As presented by Hu et al . [235], in this work hetero-

geneous graphs are defined as:

Definition 6.3.1 (Heterogeneous graph/network). Heterogeneous graphs are

defined as directed graphs, G(V , E ,A,R), containing the set of nodes/vertices,

v ∈ V , the set of relations/edges, e ∈ E , along with their type mapping functions,

τ(v) : V → A, and ϕ(e) : E → R, respectively.

Meta-relation. For a directed edge, e = (s, t) ∈ E , we can define the meta-relation

linking the source node, s, to target node, t, as the triplet ⟨τ(s), ϕ(e), τ(t)⟩. Meta-

relations are defined in such a way by Hu et al. [235] in order to better generalize

real-world heterogeneity by assuming that multiple relationships can exist between

different types of nodes. In their example using OAG, different types of relation-

ships between author and paper nodes in an academic citation network can exist by

considering authorship order (e.g., first, second, etc.).
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6.3.2. Graph neural network generalization

As a generalization from traditional DSP, graph neural networks (GNNs) can be

thought of as encoders that use the input graph structure as the computation graph

for message passing [163], where neighborhood information is aggregated using a

set of rules to obtain contextual representations of nodes on the input graph with

respect to local neighborhoods and/or the overarching graph topology. Formally

message passing is defined by Hu et al. [235] as:

Definition 6.3.2 (Generalized GNN message passing). Suppose H l[i] is the node

representation of node i at the the l-th GNN layer, the “update” procedure from the

(l − 1)-th layer to the l-th layer for the target node, t, from source node, s, via

message passing is defined as:

(6.1) H l[t]← Aggregate
∀s∈N(t),∀e∈E(s,t)

(
Extract

(
H l−1[s];H l−1[t], e

))
,

where N(t) denotes all of the source nodes, s, in the neighborhood of node t, and

E(s, t) denotes all the edges from node s to t.

Based on Definition 6.3.2, message passing in GNNs is defined by the Extract(·)

and Aggregate(·) operators. Extract is the neighborhood feature extractor that

uses the source nodes’ representation H l−1[s], along with the target node’s represen-

tationH l−1[t], and the edge, e, between adjacent nodes as query. As discussed in prior

chapters, Aggregate gathers the neighborhood information from the target node,
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t, with respect to the source nodes, s, using an arbitrary permutation-invariant ag-

gregation operator (e.g., max, min, sum, average). GNN architectures are generally

proposed following this framework, with GCNs being one of the earliest examples by

Kipf et al. [32], where they use average Aggregate operations with one-hop neigh-

bors for each node in the graph, followed by Extract steps in the form of linear

projection layers (i.e., feed-forward NNs or MLPs), and non-linear activation func-

tions. This work uses HGTs, which are reminiscent of GATs proposed by Velickovic

et al. [238], where they introduce attention mechanisms into GNNs to allow GATs

to assign different “importance” weights to adjacent target nodes, N(t), and edges,

e, within the assigned neighborhood of a source node, s.

6.3.3. Heterogeneous graph transformers

Following the conventions of Hu et al. [235], heterogeneous graph transformers

(HGTs) are introduced in this section using the idea of meta-relations in hetero-

geneous graphs in order to parameterize learnable weight matrices for heterogeneous

mutual attention, message passing, and propagation steps in the HGT paradigm.

The overall architecture for HGT layers is depicted by Figure 6.2, where target

node, t, is linked by source nodes, s, via edge, e. The goal of HGTs is to obtain

a contextualized representation of the target node, t, by aggregating neighborhood

information from source nodes, irrespective of differing node types. This process can
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be deconstructed into its three core components, which are: (1) heterogeneous mu-

tual attention, (2) heterogeneous message passing, and (3) target-specific aggregation,

each outlined within Figure 6.2.

The output of the (l)-th HGT layer is denoted as H(l), which also serves as the

input to the (l + 1)-th layer. Using L HGT layers, the node representations (or

embeddings) of the whole graph, H(L), can be obtained and used for end-to-end

training or downstream tasks for heterogeneous graphs.

Figure 6.2. Heterogeneous graph transformer (HGT) compu-
tation architecture. Given the sampled heterogeneous sub-graph of
source nodes, s1,2, and target node, t, HGTs take edges, e1 = (s1, t)
and e2 = (s2, t), along with their corresponding meta relations,
⟨τ(s1), ϕ(e1), τ(t)⟩ and ⟨τ(s2), ϕ(e2), τ(t)⟩, as input to learn contextual
representations H(L) for each node. Colors in the HGT diagram are
used to denote node types. Overall, the HGT model is constructed of
three components: (1) meta-relation-aware heterogeneous mutual at-
tention, (2) heterogeneous message passing from source nodes, and (3)
target-specific heterogeneous message aggregation as defined by Hu et
al. [235].
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6.3.3.1. Heterogeneous mutual attention. The first step in HGTs is to compute

the mutual attention between a source node, s, and target node, t. Attention-based

GNNs like GATs can be generalized in the form:

(6.2) H l[t]← Aggregate
∀s∈N(t),∀e∈E(s,t)

(Attention(s, t) ·Message(s)) .

In principle, the Attention function estimates the relative “importance” of each

source node to the target node; the Message function extracts the “message” from

the source node; and Aggregate fuses the neighborhood message from s to t while

also considering relative importance from the attention weights.

Given a target node, t, and its neighbors, s ∈ N(t), which may belong to varying

distributions (since nodes can be of varying types), mutual attention is computed

using meta-relations (i.e., the ⟨τ(s), ϕ(e), τ(t)⟩ triplets). Motivated by the design

of the Transformer [254] architecture, target nodes, t, are mapped into Query vec-

tors, Q[t], and source nodes, s, into Key vectors, K[s], and their dot products are

calculated as “attention.” Unlike “vanilla” Transformers [254], where a single set of

projections is used for all words, for HGTs we use a distinct set of projection weights

for each meta-relation. Specifically Hu et al. parameterize weight matrices into source

node feature projections, edge feature projections, and target node projections. For
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each edge, e(s, t), the h-head attention (see Figure 6.2) is computed such that

AttentionHGT (s,e,t = Softmax
∀s∈N(t)

(
∥

i∈[1,h]
ATT -headi (s, e, t)

)
(6.3)

ATT -headi (s, e, t) =
(
Ki (s)WATT

ϕ(e) Q
i(t)T

)
· µ⟨τ(s),ϕ(e),τ(t)⟩√

d

Ki(s) = K-Lineariτ(s)
(
H(l−1)[s]

)
Qi(t) = Q-lineariτ(t)

(
H(l−1)[t]

)
For the i-th attention head ATT -headi(s, e, t), the τ(s)-type source node, s, is pro-

jected into the i-th Key vector, Ki(s), using a linear projection: K-Lineariτ(s) : Rd →

R d
h , for h attention heads and d

h
is the vector dimension per head. For each source

node type, τ(s), we use a unique linear projection layer, K-Lineariτ(s), to maximally

model the potential varying distributions among node types. The same is done for

the target node, t, using the linear projection, Q-Lineariτ(t), for the i-th Query vector.

The next step in computing mutual attention for GNNs is to calculate the simi-

larity between Query vectors, Qi(t), and Key vectors, Ki(s). A special characteristic

of heterogeneous graphs is that multiple varying edge types can exist between node

type pairs, e.g., τ(s) and τ(t). Unlike “vanilla” Transformers [254], which directly

calculates the dot product between Query and Key vectors, HGTs keep distinct

edge-based matrices, WATT
ϕ(e) ∈ R d

h
× d
h , for each edge type ϕ(e), in order to capture

the semantics in varying relations between the same node type pairs. Additionally,

since relationships can have varying degrees of contributions to the target nodes, a

prior tensor, µ ∈ R|A|×|R|×|A|, is added to indicate the general significance of each
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meta-relation triplet, ⟨τ(s), ϕ(e), τ(t)⟩, serving as an adaptive scaling to the attention

weights.

The final step in heterogeneous mutual attention is to concatenate the h attention

heads together in order to obtain an attention vector for each node pair. For each

target node, t, all attention vectors are gathered from their respective neighbors,

N(t), (i.e., source nodes, s), and a Softmax computation is conducted in order to

fulfill
∑

∀∈N(t) AttentionHGT (s, e, t) = 1h×1.

6.3.3.2. Heterogeneous message passing. Meanwhile computing heterogeneous

mutual attention, information is also propagated (follwing Figure 6.2) from source

nodes, s, to target nodes, t, via message passing. Meta-relations are also taken into

consideration for message passing on heterogeneous graphs using HGTs [235]. For

the pair of nodes, e = (s, t), the multi-headed Message is calculated such that:

MessageHGT (s, e, t) = ∥
i∈[1,h]

MSG-headi(s, e, t)(6.4)

MSG-head(s, e, t) =M -Lineariτ(s)
(
H(l−1)[s]

)
WMSG

ϕ(e) .

To obtain the i-th message head, MSG-headi(s, e, t), the τ(s)-type source node, s, is

projected into the i-th message vector using the linear projected layer, M -Lineariτ(s) :

Rd → R d
h . To incorporate edge-dependency within message passing, the weight ma-

trix, WMSG
ϕ(e) ∈ R d

h
× d
h , is incorporated afterwards. As a final step similar to het-

erogeneous mutual attention, all h message heads are concatenated, ∥
i∈[1,h]

, to get

MessageHGT (s, e, t) for each node pair, e = (s, t).
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6.3.3.3. Target-specific Heterogeneous Aggregation. Since the Softmax pro-

cedure from Equation 6.3 forces the sum of the attention vectors for each target

node, t, to be 1h×1, we can use the attention vectors to perform weighted averages of

the corresponding messages from the source nodes to get the updated vector (using

the same notation as Hu et al.) H̃(l)[t] such that:

H̃(l)[t] = ⊕
∀s∈N(t)

(AttentionHGT (s, e, t) ·MessageHGT (s, e, t)) .

This step aggregates information (messages) to the target node, t, from all its neigh-

borhood (source nodes), s ∈ N(t), regardless of varying feature distributions.

As a final step, following the residual connection convention by He et al. [114],

the target node’s vector is mapped back to its τ(t)-type specific distribution, by

applying another linear projection layer, A-Linearτ(t) to the updated vector, H̃(l)[t],

as:

(6.5) H(l)[t] = A-Linearτ(t)
(
σ
(
H̃(l)[t]

))
+H(l−1)[t].

6.3.4. IAPS picture stimuli rating task

The International Affective Picture System (IAPS) [214, 215] stimulus set is a

well-validated emotional stimulus set of 48 pictures across six thematic categories

(as described in the previous chapter): (1) sports, (2) disasters, (3) cute animals,

(4) aggressive animals, (5) nature (beach vs. mountains), and (6) food, with eight

pictures spread evenly per category. Pictures had a maximum size of 1, 204 × 768
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pixels. All picture stimuli reported in this chapter are collectively referred to as

“IAPS stimuli” throughout the text.

Human participants were prompted to rate IAPS stimuli while completing an

online digital survey, which contained questionnaires regarding participant demo-

graphic information and research questionnaires for depression symptoms using the

Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) [216]; trait anxiety using the Spielberger

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) [217]; a broad array of mental health, neuro-

logical, and medical issues using the MGH Phenotype Genotype Project in Addiction

and Mood Disorders symptom questionnaire (MGH-SQ); and behavioral health dis-

orders (e.g., internalizing or externalizing psychiatric disorders, substance use disor-

ders, or crime/violence problems) from the GAIN-SS short screen assessment [218].

As discussed in the previous chapter, each picture was presented as shown in Fig-

ure 5.2, with the ratings, along a 7-point Likert-like scale from -3 to 3, below each

stimulus. There was no operant consequence in the rating task, i.e., no change in

viewing time, no time limit for assigning ratings to each picture, but participants

were requested to rate each picture as quickly as possible without the ability to

change their response after selecting a rating.

6.3.5. Picture Rating Interaction Graph

In this section, we adopt a graph formalism to abstract the previously described IAPS

picture rating task as a heterogeneous interaction network (graph) between human
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participant nodes and picture stimuli from the International Affective Picture System

(IAPS) [214, 215].

Figure 6.3. Heterogeneous sub-graph (-network) depicting human in-
teraction with IAPS stimuli and abstracted picture categories as in-
teractive objects. Three participants are depicted along with their
picture rating relationships with four hand-picked IAPS stimuli be-
longing to three distinct picture categories (i.e., foods, cute animals,
nature (beach vs. mountains)). Relationships (edges) amongst the en-
tities are color-coded based on the three possible relationships: (1)
IAPS stimuli “belonging to” a picture category, (2) how an individ-
ual rates a particular IAPS stimulus, and (3) how an individual ap-
proaches/avoids a specific picture category based on the hand-crafted
portfolio of relative preference theory (RPT) features previously de-
scribed [248, 220, 196].

6.3.5.1. Entity (node) features. As depicted in Figure 6.3, the nodes in our

heterogeneous graphs were: (1) the human participants who participated in the IAPS

picture rating task, (2) the 48 picture stimuli, and (3) the 6 previously described
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picture categories which are abstracted as interactive objects. The node features at

the human entities within our heterogeneous graphs contain demographic features

specific to each individual (i.e., age, gender assigned at birth, household income,

occupation, etc.). We omit, the target demographic(s), in the event of training a

ML model to predict one or more of them. Given the categorical nature of the IAPS

picture categories (i.e., 6 possible categories), one-hot encoded vectors (i.e., ∈ R6)

pertaining to the respective picture categories are assigned to the picture category

nodes.

Lastly, given that IAPS stimuli are images (i.e., 2D/3D data, matrices of pixel

intensities), we choose to simplify the features at the stimulus nodes by extracting

meaningful vector representations of IAPS stimuli using transfer learning [255] with

convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Highly-accurate, modern-day CNNs typi-

cally have millions of parameters that require a large amount of training data and

computational power to train from scratch. The intuition behind transfer learning

is that if a ML model is trained on a large and general enough dataset, said model

can potentially serve as a generic model of the visual world. With transfer learning,

we can take advantage of learned vector representations of images without having to

train a large CNN model from scratch on a large dataset. By “freezing” the learnable

parameters of our pre-trained model, we can simply add a new trainable classifier

on top of the pre-trained model (which will be trained from scratch) so that the

feature maps, learned previously from the larger dataset, can be repurposed for a

new objective. We refer to this step as “feature extraction”, since we start with a
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pre-trained CNN and only “fine-tune” the parameters of the newly-added final layer

weights, from which we derive predictions.

In this work, we used a ResNet-50 [114] CNN model, pre-trained on the Im-

ageNet [256] database, before fine-tuning on our dataset. CNNs models that are

trained on extensive datasets ImageNet, perform well at recognizing objects in im-

ages. Therefore, it only makes sense to directly use what they have learned and

fine-tune them to our purpose. We did not perform any additional preprocessing to

the IAPS stimuli besides the image preprocessing steps already used in the original

ResNet-50 [114] paper.

Following Figure 6.4, we take a pre-trained ResNet-50 CNN model, “freeze” its

convolutional layers’ learnable parameters, and remove its final two output layers

(i.e., “fully-connected” MLPs). Then, we initialize two new fully-connected layers

for classifying IAPS stimuli into one of six possible picture categories instead of the

original ImageNet [256] classes. Doing this allows us to transfer domain knowledge

from the original object recognition task to categorizing IAPS stimuli. Once the

newly-added MLP layers are fine-tuned to this task (convolutional layers’ parameters

are not re-trained), we extract the R2048 vector representations of each IAPS stimulus

from the penultimate MLP layer as the node features for each IAPS node in our

heterogeneous graphs.

6.3.5.2. Relation (edge) features. As illustrated in Figure 6.3, the edges in our

heterogeneous graphs were used to denote: (1) IAPS stimuli “belonging to” a particu-

lar picture category, (2) an individual’s picture rating towards an IAPS stimulus, and
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Figure 6.4. Example of fine-tuning a pre-trained ResNet-50 [114] CNN
for the feature extraction process of IAPS stimuli. Purple layers are
NN layers which are pre-trained on ImageNet [256], while the green
layers are fine-tuned MLP layers which are trained from scratch (in
conjunction with the frozen ResNet-50 layers) on categorizing IAPS
stimuli into their respective picture categories.

(3) how an individual approaches/avoids a specific picture category. The edges for

“belonging to” a picture category remained featureless for the purposes of this study.

The edges denoting how an individual rates a picture used one-hot encoded vector

representations, R7, to represent one of 7 possible ratings on the [-3,+3] Likert-like

scale used for picture ratings. The edges representing how human participants ap-

proach/avoid IAPS picture categories use a concatenated vector representation of the

previously discussed 15 features from RPT [248, 220, 196], which describe approach

and avoidance behavior (e.g., conflict within a category, indifference, etc.).
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6.4. Experimental Design

The gender assigned at birth classification task performed in this study uses the

cohort of 4,105 human participants from the previous chapter (which discusses the

subject populations and picture rating task in greater detail). Since we don’t assume

the features of node/edge types belong to the same distributions, we are free to use

the most appropriate features to represent each type of node/edge. Demographic

information for the human participants only included subject age as the feature to

“learn upon,” meanwhile the target demographic for prediction was gender assigned

at birth. In this study we only focused on predicting male vs. female, given that of

the 4,105 participants, only 3 indicated “other” in the demographic survey.

The International Affective Picture System (IAPS) stimuli used in this exper-

imental construct are the same as those used in the picture rating task as well

(belonging to the same 6 picture categories). By way of transfer learning, we use

R2,048 vector representations of IAPS stimuli; which are obtained after fine-tuning

the output layers of a pre-trained ResNet-50 [114] CNN model to categorize IAPS

stimuli into their respective picture categories. Along with the feature extracted

vector representations of IAPS stimuli, we also concatenate already-provided nor-

mative values of IAPS “norms,” which were developed to provide researchers with

values pertaining to each stimulus in emotional evocation, specifically for arousal,

dominance, and valence.

Between each participant and picture stimulus, the “picture rating” edge features

consisted of R7 one-hot encoded vectors, used to represent an individual’s rating for
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each given stimulus on the 7-point [-3,+3] Likert scale. Between participants and

picture category nodes, we used a concatenation of the 15 RPT features discussed

in the previous chapter. Lastly, the “belonging to” edges connecting IAPS stimuli to

their respective picture categories remained featureless. This did not pose a problem

since part of the HGT paradigm involves constructing learnable parameters that are

specific to meta-relations (i.e., there isn’t a dependence on edge features per se).

The dataset in this experiment was divided into training and testing components

using a 80-20% split. Specifically, we use a stratified 5-fold cross-validation over the

human participant population.

Heterogeneous graphs in this experiment were constructed using the PyTorch

Geometric [257] library, which contains a myriad of useful functions and imple-

mentations for constructing and designing graph neural networks (GNNs) as well.

Heterogeneous graph transformer (HGT) layers, directly from PyTorch Geometric,

were also utilized in this experiment. Specifically, 4 HGT layers (i.e., receptive

field) were implemented, with 64 as the hidden dimension throughout the GNN. For

multi-headed attention, we set the head number as 4. At the output-end of our NN

architecture, we add a MLP which takes in the node embeddings of each human

participant node (GNN outputs node embeddings for all nodes in the input graph)

to perform the semi-supervised node classification task of predicting gender assigned

at birth.

To handle large-scale graph data with our large subject population, we use the

heterogeneous graph sampling (HGSampling), algorithm proposed by Hu et al. [235].
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This allows us to sample neighborhoods (sub-graphs) of the overall heterogeneous

interactome, as inputs to our GNN throughout training. Our approach optimizes a

standard binary cross-entropy loss function via the AdamW optimizer [258], using a

Cosine Annealing Learning Rate Scheduler [259]. We train our GNNs for 200 epochs

and select the one with the lowest validation loss as the reported model. We use the

default parameters used in the GNN literature and do not tune hyper-parameters.

6.5. Results & Discussion

We report the accuracy, F -score, precision, and recall for each fold of our 5-fold

cross-validation in Table 6.1. The highest performing fold in our cross-validation

Table 6.1. Classification results of gender assigned at birth task

Fold Accuracy F -score Precision Recall

1 0.8418 0.7731 0.7104 0.8479
2 0.8550 0.7959 0.7423 0.8577
3 0.8463 0.7862 0.7423 0.8355
4 0.8624 0.8082 0.7615 0.8609
5 0.8519 0.7909 0.7374 0.8527

Average 0.8515 0.7908 0.7388 0.8510

resulted in a 86.24% accuracy, 0.8082 F -score, 0.7615 precision score, and 0.8609

recall (4th fold); along with the average of those scores across all 5 folds: 85.15%,

0.7908, 0.7388, 0.8510 respectively. Like the work of Hu et al., where HGTs are intro-

duced, we observe a decent performance on the node classification task by modeling

heterogeneous relations according to their meta-relation schema, thus providing a
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better generalization for learning complex interactions with varying entity and rela-

tion types. This outcome, solely based on using human behavior, falls in line with

multiple studies which utilize braining imaging on the same gender prediction task

[260, 261, 262]. The results of this experiment provide justification for further ex-

perimentation into studying and leveraging relational inductive bias with GNNs for

analyzing human interaction.

This dissertation has looked at multiple applications involving graph neural net-

works (GNNs) and graph data. The first study looked into applying GNNs towards

Alzheimer’s classification using neuroimaging. The following study improved upon

that work by providing a mesh-specific GNN construct for the purposes of using a

single GNN feature extractor for discriminative or generative tasks using trimeshes.

Before the final study, we provide a detailed survey on a simple picture rating task

that is then abstracted using a graph formalism to make predictions about human

demographics in this final chapter. In the end, the benefits of this work can carry

on past the confines of this dissertation, and hopefully provide a solid foundation for

future works on graph-based machine learning in neuroimaging and human reward

behavior going forward.
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APPENDIX A

Supporting Graph Signal Processing Proofs

A.1. LSI Graph Filters Given by Polynomials in Graph Shift

Theorem 1. Allowing A to be the adjacency matrix of a graph and assuming

that its characteristic and minimal polynomials are equal: pA(x) = mA(x), a graph

filter H is LSI iff H is a polynomial in the graph shift A, i.e., iff there exists a

polynomial

h(x) = h0 + h1x+ h2x
2 + · · ·+ hLx

L,

with complex coefficients hi ∈ C, such that:

H = (A) = h0I+ h1A+ · · ·+ hLA
L.

Proof. Since the shift invariance property in Equation 1.15 holds for all signals

s, the matrices A and H commute: AH = HA. Given that pA(x) = mA(x), each

eigenvalue of A has a unique eigenvector associated to it [263, 264]. Therefore, H

commutes with A iff it is a polynomial in A given Proposition 12.4.1 in [264]. □
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APPENDIX B

Traditional Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)

B.1. Localized Convolutional Filter (Kernel)

To understand convolutional neural networks (CNNs), it is easiest to follow using

2D images as an example. A naive approach to applying machine learning (ML)

for a learning task on 2D image data would be to flatten the 2D image, treat each

individual pixel of the image as an independent feature for the corresponding sample,

and train a multilayer perceptron (MLP) on the corresponding task, as shown by

Figure B.1. However, a major flaw in this approach is mostly in its scalability.

Larger images would require larger MLP layers with more learnable parameters, and

if the problem is reduced to working with multiple MLPs for different patches: the

spatial correlations provided within the image are lost and left up to the MLPs to

pick up on by chance. Convolution solves this problem.

The etymology of the word convolution can be traced to the Latin convolvre,

or “to roll together” [265, 266]. As a preface, in computer science, particularly

machine learning (ML), convolution in the context of CNNs is often interchange-

ably used with cross-correlation. Given that the weights of a convolutional kernel

are randomly initialized and learned, flipping and shifting the kernel across the input

would be redundant; therefore only requiring a shifting kernel. With 2D convolution,
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Figure B.1. Flattening 2D image to 1D feature vector and using the
flattened sample as input to the MLP for prediction.

we start with a small 2D filter/kernel, or small matrix of weights. This 2D kernel

“slides” along the 2D input image data, performing an element-wise multiplication

(Hadamard product) of the overlapping matrices and then summing up the elements

of the product into a single output pixel for the corresponding output feature map,

as depicted in Figure B.2. This process is repeated for every location the kernel slides

over on the input image, converting one 2D array of features into another 2D array

of features. A convolutional layer of a CNN is made up of multiple convolutional

kernels whose weights are randomly initialized (illustrated in Figure B.3) and op-

timized with gradient-based learning techniques (i.e. gradient descent) that require

fully differentiable operations, i.e. convolution.

Convolution still allows us to perform a linear transform, using far less parameters

when compared to the naive MLP approach. Rather than “looking at” each individual

pixel as a feature requiring more parameters in a MLP, convolutional filters work

by getting a “look” at input features that are roughly in the same area on the 2D

grid. Since a 2D Euclidean space is assumed, a 2D kernel can exploit this assumption
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(a) 2D convolution (2D cross-correlation) with limited (valid-)“padding”.

(b) 2D convolution (full 2D cross-correlation) with a zero-padding.

Figure B.2. 2D convolution with different forms of padding. In the
case of valid-padding, output values are only considered where zero-
padding is not required for complete overlay of the 2D kernel.

Figure B.3. Typical CNN architecture using an alternating sequence
of convolutional layers followed by element-wise nonlinear activation
function and pooling operations. A MLP can follow after to tie to-
gether latent features for varying prediction tasks.

and use convolution to its advantage by translating a parameterized 2D kernel, as
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illustrated in Figure B.2, to efficiently learn on spatial correlations in the data (i.e.,

NN trained for vertical edge detection).

Padding is one of the most popular tools for controlling the size of the output

for a convolution operation, and therefore a convolutional layer. Generally, a filter’s

output dimensionality is determined by the size of the input and the size of the kernel.

Signal padding in its one of many forms, as illustrated in Figure B.2, provides a quick

solution to resolving boundary issues that come up as a result of convolution (i.e.,

zero-padding a 3× 3 image before convolving with a 2× 2 kernel to preserve a 3× 3

boundary for the corresponding output feature map).

Under the assumption of some form of padding, and a given input, X ∈ RL×H×Fin

(L×H image with Fin channels/features per pixel), a convolutional layer is defined

as a set of Fout convolutional filters which are optimized to map X ∈ RL×H×Fin 7→

Y ∈ RL×H×Fout for a given task by computing the corresponding output feature

map Y ∈ RL×H×Fout . As a generalization, regardless of the n-dimensional Euclidean

space, CNNs can be defined as linear mapping tools that learn to map an input

feature map X ∈ R···×Fin to an output feature map Y ∈ R···×Fout by using a smaller

filter in the same n-dimensional space and exploiting the spatial correlations in the

data that exists because of lattice-structure the elements are laid out.

B.2. Pooling

Pooling layers are designed to reduce the dimensions of input data in order to

reduce the computational power required to process data in a CNN. Pooling within
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a NN is useful for extracting dominant features which are rotational- and spatial-

invariant.

Several forms of pooling exist in the literature [267], however for simplicity: pool-

ing is explained via max - and average-pooling, which are two of the most common

techniques. Max-pooling is best explained in synonymy to cross-correlation with

valid-padding by applying a kernel, of an arbitrary predetermined size, and return-

ing the maximum value in the overlapping portion at valid locations, as illustrated

by Figure B.4a.

In a crude sense, max-pooling acts as an indirect noise suppressant after a non-

linear activation function is applied (Figure B.3), discarding noisy activations and

returning the dominant activation within a patch of the input data at each valid

location. Average-pooling applies a similar idea, by returning the mean of the values

within an overlapping patch, instead of the dominant value (see Figure B.4b).

Each form of pooling comes with its own set of trade-offs which may vary by

application. In general however, pooling provides an efficient method to reduce the

computational complexity required to train large NNs and view input feature maps

at multiple multiple resolutions.
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(a) Max-pooling operation on standard 2D image.

(b) Average-pooling operation on standard 2D image.

Figure B.4. Max- (top) and average-pooling (bottom) examples using
a 3× 3 input image and a 2× 2 pooling kernel.
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